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produced by white labor, and whose sole
object is to drain the country of its gold,

to send to China, for 20 years they have
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searched the mining
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PROSPECTIVE.
BY JOHN

lands, despoiling us

of uncounted millions of treasure, which
has gone to the Celestial country, only an
insignificant portion being spent here.
There

\

GOSSIP.

are at present over 100,000
in the State,and *‘still they come.”

ty

When all the birds have sung their songs,

of Pekin,”

which

arrived

And earthly flowers no longer blow ;

When brooklets cease their murmuring,
And silence seals each sparkling thing—
When all the suns have sunken low—
O then the weary spirit longs

more.

and this is one reason why so many American laborers are out of work. They can

To hear celestial streamlets flow ;

Then, where the strain of seraph-song
Floats ever over space unbound,
My soul shall find what itso long

lodge, packed like sardines, in

“| noisome

|

Hath sought ‘on earth and never found :
That joy which God above doth keep
For all who truly love him here—
A joy which, since we weep and sleep,
Will deeper when it dawns sppear!

where

and

people

would stifle. To-day California says to
‘| the working people of New England, “Stay

right: he is monopolizing

SAN PRANCISCO, April
Ap 3, 1876.
LUXURY AND BEAUTY.
season has departed.

close

white

homes your indu-try has given you, and be
content with summer heats and winter
snows, but seek no work here, for the
Chinaman has
and taken your birth-

OALIFORNIA.

rainy

quarters

where you are in the ‘ fretful East,’ in the

[N

The

They hive crowded themselves in-

to all the manufacturing places in the city,

The

sun rises and sets in a cloudless sky, while
the heavens are bending above a dome of
blue. The peach and other trees perfume
the air with the ‘fragrance of pink blossoms,. roses are in full bloom, and the low
.shum of insect life fills the days with music.

There are many beautiful gardens in and
about the city of San Francisco, but we

our industries

and I am powerless to help.

There is no

place in all this broad land for you.” This

is the vexed question that troubles this
people. It is Christ-like to help our neighbors, but shall our own people starve P*
L. J. Horo.
rEamin

EE

ar : a

Sb A

including

on

its way to sorrow,

to sin, to

shame.

‘EXCHANGE

names,

dates,

sent a most beautiful appearance,

being

covered with a mat of wild flowe¥s of
variegated colors, rivaling the tints of the
rainbow. There are days when the weath«
er is perfect. The mornings seem like

New England in early June, but as the day

wunes and the cool of evening comes
dbout you, October would be more applicable. And yet it is neither, There is something in the clear atmosphere so invigorat

9)

ing and different from any other.
thing grows wonderfully rank.
" has done her best. The children

EveryNature
have a

full, rosy cheek, and it is a treat to see the

ladies with a look of freshness and bloom
of health
faces.

beaming from

their

contented

Certainly climatic influences, with

other favorable conditions, appear to have
a very happy effect on physical life on
this coast.
:

:

PRODUCTS.

The mineral wealth of this country is
too well known to comment upon. More
than enough grain was raised last season

to feed the whole United States.

Almost

any kind of fruit will grow here. A great

area of good farming land is waiting for
the hand of man to cultivate. As yet but

little manufacturing is done, comparative-

ly, but not many
hills will echo to
loom, where now
Already railroads

years hence and these
the sound of the busy
silence reigns supreme.
are pushing their way

all through the rich valleys. The Southern
P. R. R. is being built, which, when com-

pleted, will open another highway to the
be carried over and no detention by snow
blockade.
A gentleman, whose
formed

on the

boat, from

acquaintance we
Rhode

Island,

and who has just returned from prospecting in the lower country, —Santa Barbara,
Los Angeles, and San Diego,—gives very
flattering accounts of the climate, resources, &c., &c.

plice

Questioning him as to which

he preferred to live in, he said, *<all

of them.” He thinks there is plenty of room
in the State to turn round. As a specimen
of its productions, he brings a bunch of
oats, from near San Diego, measuring 9

feet and 4 inches.

proyoked, says:

‘“ I suppose such

things

ought to be found out, but I would have
them found out privately.” And that,
indeed,

is the way they often manage

things here.

London has

rung

lately

with a social scandal—the elopement of a
Marchioness with a Duke's son and heir,
Everybody knows who the persons concerned are, their names are on every

lip,

the probable result of the affair is discussed at every dinner table. But not a word
of it all in the papers; or,—at most, a

Chih
a.

and brain, reason

and

conscience,

and happiness, heart and
What shouldst

ters?

thou

home

soul, together.

know of

such mat-

He was permitted to resign; his family

To know is to be contaminated ;

yet,

madam,

God

created this

woman, not a flower, nét a fhite, but a
living soul; as such to receive help, and
to yield help to all other living souls; to
ply, work to be done. O my sisters!
the world is groaning and travailing'in

pain until this day, crying out ‘of the
darkness

The average hight of tain that the American practice of print-

ing everything is better than the English
practice of suppressing almost. everyTHE CHINESE,
J thing? For I suppose wemustnot expect
The Chinese question seems to be the perfe jolionon either side. We must judge
most prominent toplo of the day, and one not by parsicular instances, but by the ef-

that seriously concerns the people ef the

fect of the general practice, and so decide

comprehend the evil that threatens to destroy every interest of the white popula-

is less harmful thana tendency to printing,

conntry.

Eastern people fail to whether a tendency to printing too much

ion on this coast. For years past Califor.
nia has been inviting immigration from the
Eastern States, and to alluré them to her
shores she has pictured, in glowing colors, her abundant and varied resources;

nor has she in the slightest degree exag-

gerated the extent of those natural bless-

A

.

ligence is let into their night of mental

bondage. Go to the doors through which
men go in men and come out wild beasts
—the

doors

that return, for the money

there left, poverty, fightings, dismantled

at times, too

I1 is sald’of Mohammed

that he

wore silk but,once in his, life; + and

threw it aside in dis

fit dress for a man.

never
then

saying 1t “was no

Still,

he was in some

things of extremely delicate and sensitive
taste, as in the use of perfumes, and in his

the Tribune observes that ¢* the

field: is

still open to every young man ‘capable
of seeing a distant : yet attainable ideal
‘beckoning throngh the ‘weariness and
drudgery of the early years:of a business
life.”

has

VINCENT

on

rented

Lyell's

is lecturing

old’

in Sac

THE late. Walter Newberry, of Chicago,
Be
000,000. 0 suelo fre Morar fn
that city. =

The

lating to President
tic:
Gi

Finney, is characteris-

A brother, who had fallen into darkness

He was lampenting his condition, and Dr.
Finney, after listening to his narrative,turned to him with his peculiar, earnest look,

and with a voice that sent a thrill through
his soul

said,

‘‘ You don't pray!

that

is

Pray-—pray

ity was broken, and ever since he has felt
age 1, that they *‘ don't pray.”
Ahan
on oo

Who are the masses”
referred

to? ' One

so snobbishly

unfamiliar

with

the

latest literature of cant might suppose

for traces’ of’ ‘corruption,

and wastin

thousands of dollars on withesses whose
word is worthless,
the people grow weary
and distrustful.” ~~

‘Our

exchanges

professional gen-

tlemen who are not church members,

If

we do not know in what that difficulty
consists. ‘How shall we reach the masses?” Of course, the perplexed question-

ers are not themselves of the masses, otherwise there would be no.chasm te bridge.
If there is a great gulf between the gospel and the people, who created. it? God

has been brought about

in consequence

east bound freight in Chicago, and destroys all existing arrangemetit in regard
to east and ‘west bound freiglhts ‘among
the great: trunk lines. ' A“ géneral reduction in passenger fares and freight is" expecied.
THE

TURKISH PROVINCES.

Shocking atrocities are reported to hava
been committed by the Bosnian insurgents

the Senate code of etiquette and ethics,

on the Christian and Mohammedan inhabitants for refusing to participate in the revolution. In Pagnita,the torch was applied
to two hundred dwellings, and more than
that number of* innocent persons were

high diplomatic mission.”—The Watchman feels that the rejection ¢ gives a
sting to the sarcasms of enemies abroad.
Itis a dishonor to the Republican majority in the Senate, for it proves that
the worst elements of the party have’ a
power to control its action.”——The
Congregationalist believes that after all

Mr. Dana has triumphed. = ¢ His
inal defeat,” it says,

‘ is

a

nom-

substantial

victory, and his position before the coun-

try to-day is even a more

enviable

one

than had his nomination been confirmed.”

——+ Some of the best and most independent Senators, however,” remarks the

Tllustrated

Christian

Weekly,

‘‘ voted

against him—a fact for which we do not
find it éasy to account. It is currently
believed that Massachusetts
will respond

"by sending Mr. Dana, at the first opportunity, to represent the Sia) in the United States Senate.”
The

Vermont Chronicle

pathy with the ‘‘ organic

is notin

sym-

oneness”

parent and child in relation to
life and the kingdom of heaven.

of

spiritual

“There |

is no entail of godliness,” it says, ‘‘ and

there is no manufactory of godliness.
And yet, while we hold these things to
be true and defensible, we yet hold with
the whole heart that the church should
recognize and accept its mission, espeeially to its baptized children. What can
the church do for the children that she

‘has not done P”
pt

_ Here is a good word for pastors from
the Hartford Christian Secretary: ** Encourage the pastor by your regular presenge in the sanctuary, and your reverent
and interested participation in the serv-

Encourage him b

massacred.

Similar cruelties have been

inflicted in other,localities.

The govern-

or of Bosnia having advised the proclamation of a holy war, has been

recalled.

The London Times Berlin despatch says
the crisis of the insurrection is evidently
approaching. If Austria does not interfere the insurgents will be re-enforced by

Bosnian and Servian

allies.

If Austria

does interfere, the Prussian sympathizers
may be expected to use their influence in
favor of what they consider a national
cause. Austria will most, probably abstafn from active intervention, but will
prevent the passage of supplies across
the frontier.
LIBERIA.

well-earned rest from literary labors,
books forma library in themselves,

His
and’

sell so well that scarcely any of

are-

them

out of print,
Dr. W. Moon,’ of Brighton, England,
who is proving such a benefactor to the
blind through his embossed boeks, has
adapted his alphabet to ene hundred and
twenty-one languages, in which now the -

word
ed

.

of God

is

printed and circulat- ii

i :

es
A

WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENCE:

The war of the

various tribes

before Congress, but it is: impossible toforetell their fates. If it' be a salutary
measure, and calculated.to benefit the business interests of the .country, it is more

likely to fail than otherwise.

The meas-

ures that will do the most harm stand a.
much better chance of; going through. this

House than those; which the public exigencies demand. The leaders of the majority,
indeed, the entire force constituting the
majority itself, seem
more irtent upon
making a President who wilt distribute the
patronage of the greedy men outside, than .

to enact laws which the public good de-mands. This is too much the case with: »
both parties.
Investigations into the. conduct of highs=h
and low officials that belong to the domia:.
nant party. are pushed with a vigor andia

vim that merits the largest and most ems. thusiastic praise, provided this opening up
means purification and reform. - Fam sorry
to say that the evidences are too numerous:
and too strong to warrant

any

other

con-

clusion than that the main purpose is one
of a political character.
It is not that bad
men

may

be

that the party

exposed

in

and

power

punished,

may

but

be proved

to' be
unworthy
of public confidence,
and that it may be displaced and thrust

out.
The upshot of the whole business is und erstood to be mainly this:
to sift,this matter down, and gather up,
collate and present to

the

public

a

state-

ment which shall blacken the character of *
as many officials as may be nearly or remotely involved in these questionable transactions, and to send forth this report.as.a
campaign document to influence eléctions.
How the country will accept this summing
up and what will be ifs judgment in the
premises remains to be seen.
MISCELLANEOUS.

against

tlie Republic of Liberia, has been

ended

The House of Representatives has pre-

through the intervention,

resort

sented articles of impeachment
against
Belknap, late Secretary of War.
The Senate has been organized, as the Constitution»
and the law provide, into a high court to
try this man upon the articles presemtéd !

without

to arms, of an American naval captain,
and a treaty of peace has been signed by
the chiefs of the various tribes at war
with Liberia on the one part, and the

The Chief Justice has adPresident of the Republie and Captain | by the House.

Semmeson the other.
NOR EVENTS.
It is reported) that Ex-speaker Blaine
will before Iong Epeak at length on his proposed amen
t to the Constitution on
the school “question.——Ten thousand
dollars worth of flowers were ordered

ministered the required oath

to the

Sena-

by the lawyers in the

Semate

and

outside

as to whether, under the Constitution,

it is

for Mr. Stewart's funeral by his surviving
partners.——Advices from the Samoan
Islands report

deposition of Stein-

meanors to this extent, and no more,name-

berger, and his confinement as a prison-

ly, removal from office and a disqualification to hold any office of. trust or .emolu~
ment.
After General Belknap has.resigned
and the President has accepted his resignation, can this penalty be visited upon him?
This is the question for the lawyers who
will act for the. government and also for
those who may defend Mr. Belknap.
Its
solution may settle some questions that
should have been settled before in respect
to this matter of impeachment.

the

er on board the British ship-of-war Bar-

racouta.——The delegatesto the national Republican convention from South
Carolina will be wunpledged.——Secretary Fish has informed the British govup

on the

Winslow

is given

present application

of the

country will regard

a promptness in taking part, and by say-

United States, this

ing something if possible cheering, hopeful, edifying, inspiring.
En-

the refusal an infraction ' of the

~-organizing and securing - success, influence in the community, prosperity,

The proposed new Territory is to, con. | some

extradi-

-

tors, and the 17th of April is set for the
trial to commence.
Some nice legal questions will ‘be raised

competent for the court to inflict the penalty which decrees thatthe punishment
shall be meted out to an official of the:
government for high crimes and misde-

t- | ernment that unless
by

MR. JACOB ABBOTT; is living quietly at
Farmipgton, Me., in the enjoyment ofa

WASHINGTON, D. C., April 12, 1876.
of the reduction in rates by the New York
Central road to meet any rate made in + Almost for the first time since I have
the New England States, upon whieh Mr. corresponded for the Star, I have founda
‘Hickson, manager of the Grand Trunk dearth of news. There are many measures:

freely on Mr. Dann's rejection. It leads
Golden Rule to say that ** according

tion treaty, and will be compelled to ask
Mr. Morrison’s tariff bill”is completed,.
courage him by having & good deal of its abregation.——Ex-collector Maguire,
and it is understood that it will be reported
of
St.
Louis,
has
;been
sentenced
to
six
faith not only in God, but in your own
to-day. There was a protracted and earchurch, your minister, your brethren, months’ imprisoninent and $5,000 fine nest debate in the committee over duty on your Sunday school. Take a deep in- for complicity in the whiskey frauds. It tea and coffee, but it was defeated by six :
terest in them all. They are better than ‘is probable now that Mr. McKee will be to. five. The bill, as a whole, presents &.
any others to you. ‘ Let them enlist your granted a new trial. He has once bee pretty thorough revision of the present whole heart, your thoughts, your enthu- convicted.——The Senate Committee on tariff. Whether this measure,is free trade
siasm, jour praise, your unceasing ac-, Territories have agreed to report a bill or protection ‘is the puzgle just now.
tivity, Keep up a church esprit du corps to establish ‘the Territory of Pembina.
The deficiency bill, which appropriates

thie blessing of God, and the salvation of
souls. Let the pastor be a leader, as he
in of right, and heartily - co-operate with

!

$200,000 for the work of printing and

sist of that portion of the present Terri- engraving inthe Treasury Department, has
sory of Dakota which lies north of the passed the Senate with some amendments,
forty-sixth parallel.——The surveys of and it will doubtless go through the House,

the Canada Pacific Railway have already
him in every good word and work— «cost $2,800,000, of which. one-half was:
every attempt for'a better church life, spent west of the Rocky Mountains. The
|

[

general railroad war is anticipated. This

express themselves

ices.

borers, merchants, and

‘a

taken by Mr. Jay breaks up pools on the

tendance at the prayer meeting; and

ferred that reference was made, to the
great body of self-respecting artisans; la-

and

are overlooking the duties ‘of : the hour,
and mousingin every nook and :coimeér

“the masses” to be some sort of soulless,

It would’ not naturally be: in-

broken ‘up

on Wednesday,and left the room, and the
méeting ‘was at'an end. The course

i,
creatures, not approachable
by the ordinary avenues of language and

reason.

been

re-

of suspected abuses are commendable,
but when a score or twe of committees

of the

of secession, in order to be qualified for a

“ YOU DON'T PRAY.”
The following instructive anecdote, re-

has

in

people when it says that ¢ investigations

The Watchman spéaks the mind

insulf, and capable of defending the right

defied, dishonored, destroyed, say: ‘In
the name of the law, and with the power
of the law, I stop this wholesale poison
and butchery. "— Anna Dickinson,

arrangéments * between

the great trunk lines, of railroad,

road, declined to observe any agreement
existing between the roads, and will make
whatever rates in freights he may deem
best. Mr. Jay, president ofthe Michigan
Central, became dissatisfied with "the
proceedingsin a meeting held in ‘Chicago

houses and jails, and Tipen fruit for that
ghastly tree of civ'lization—the gallows.
Standing there in behalf of men, of wom-

ings, but now, unless some method is de- distaste for unpleasant
odors. At Medina
vised to check the swarming millions of he once sent back a dish’of mutton to the did hot, certainly; bécause he made of
Asia, that for the next few years will come sender untouched, because it was flavored one flesh all nations, and provided the
pouring into the’ country, this beautiful with onions, saying that they ‘were dis- ‘gospel for all who would accept: Imag** sunset land™ mustbe given up to the tasteful to the angel ‘who “visited him, ine Paul scratching his head with the tip
)

HENRY

A GENERAL RAILROAD WAR EXPECTED.

traffic,

—

and money, and in exchange crowd alms-

sufffpient to embarrasy the philanthropist,

PA
Wwe
Tre

country:

Francisco.

cision previous to this final one was by
the State Supreme court and ‘likewise* in
favor of thejsettlers.

cause men do not. wish it, or ‘will’ not

a man must Be incapable of resenting an

there is any difficulty in reaching them,

little.

is better and more sublime than all—
but it rarely converts a drunken man.
Total abstinence from strong « drink. . be-

homes, brawls, murders ; that absorb mén

WHO ARE THE MASSES ?
The Interior, in dealing with the es:
tion of how to reach the masses with the
gospel, has the following :

stalks growing in the field from which this
was taken is 8 foet.

whole

erators. Go to the ignorant, the rude,
the stupid, and see that the light of intel-

of Wales, or the Duke

And is if” absolutely cer-

GLADSTONE
house.

form Clubs, sayswe ! Prohibition is good land was claimed by the land-grant - rail~—when it prohibits. Moral suasion is ex- roads and the case has been before the
cellent—when it persuades. , Christianity different courts for years. The last de-

wherein it gropes, out of the

that the greatest difficulty in the way of
men being emancipated from: their bond-

than helpful?

ro

960,000

Speuking of the Astots and Stewarts
and the btheér veryirich.' men’ who have
figured in New ' York commercial:
life,

and

shape of court reports : as in the Mordaunt.
business. Who ever learned anything
from a leading English paper of the talk
which goes on in society about the Prince
or

applies to

sir,

flute to sound finé harmonies. © And yét,

where in this letter,the Lord Chief-Justice four times as much as you ever did in your
of England ; facts’of a discreditable kind, life, and you will come out.” He immediand notorious ; still they do not. get into ately went down to the parlor, and taking
print,or at most,they get in to print in ob- the Bible, he made a serious business of it,
scure papers. They donot touch hisjudicial stirring up his soul to seek God as did
life, hence they are suppressed. —In fact| Daniel,
and thtis'he spent the night. It
almost anything may be said of a man, was not in vain. As the morning, dawn‘in no matter what position, and it is ten ed he felt the light of the Sun of Rightto one that the press will be dumb about eousness shine upon his soul. His captiv-

of the Duke
have been
there not a
mischievous

and

gard to freights on east and west bound

what's the matler with, you.

Edinburgh,

people:

acres of the finest lands in the State.

ing the ng work in the right way."

personage whom I haye mentioned else

of

150,000

' The existing’

and discouragement, was staying at the
same house with Dr. Finney over night.

of the domestic arrangements
of Cambridge?
Should we
any better if we had? Is
point where publicity is more

a

Final judgment
has been given oy he

touch it, is the radical and lasting remedy for intemperande. The Clubs are do-

made him an allowance sufficient to keep
him from starving abroad ; he left the country ;everybody knew the facts,aud no paper
printed them. Other cases have occurred
within a year, not dissimilar in principle.
Take a different one. There are certain
facts about the private life of the eminent

the scandal, unless it comes out in the

through

mostly without inhabitants.

United States Supreme court in favor of character © ‘ Tke” from his own’ son.
the settlers on the Osage lands in Kansas. The old wom,—man we mean,—is stills
This decision secures the rights of about Jolly.

keep thy ignorance, and thy womanly
charm together. Let government go to
rack, let commerce and society conspire
to accomplish evil, let: lives be blasted,
and hearts be broken, and souls be'damned.” What are’ these to thee? “Thy sole
duty is as a violetto smell sweet, 8s a

veiled allusion to it, intelligible to those “en, of children, of society alike outraged,
who know the facts already, and to no
one else. I doubt. whether the names
have been printed even in the most gossiping of provincial papers.
This, to
be sure, is not the case of a public officer.
But suppose Belknap, instead of taking
bribes, had been discovered cheating at
cards? That is precisely. what happened to
a public officer in England not long since.

is over 2,000 miles,

seem more sudden than it really was.
He was seventy-three years old. Judge

ANDI QUOTES.

home; to
draw them to arms that will’
goal on of ch
or . that it ought to
embrace only to poison, sending them
back to innocent and unconscious arms
that will be poisoned in turn; to putto
the mouths of the weak in will, the strong |’ The Golden Rule is hopeful of the new
in appetite, that which will destroy body temperance movement: ‘‘ Success to Re-

&c., of every scandal or moral offense ‘anguish in which it writhes, for your
by side with northern shrubs. The palm, that they can get knowledge of, is nofori- hands, and help, and care.” Where, then,
the cactus, the calla lily and the rose ous. Why can we not do as they do in are your woman's hearts and your wommingle
together,
and their luxuriant 1 England? Sp the London correspond- an's consciences, that you are silent and
growth makes it seem the more strange ent of theN. Y. Tribune in arecent issue: still? ‘Go you to’ the asylums and the
and pleasing. The fuchsia grows to the
Go
An English lady,
kind-hearted
and hospitals, and make of them homes.
hight of six, seven and eight feet. Out
to
the
jails,
the
prisons,
the
penitentiaries,
friendly to us, and distressed by the comin the country
the hill-sidesand plains pre- ments the Washington exposures have and make them reformatories and regenmarvel at the tropical plants growing side

NOTES

distance from Fort William to Bute Inlet:

Bros
FRANKEN was the youngest.
What should such a fragile form as thine
‘The Congregationalist thinks that the Hilton, the council for the deceased, and son of his father, and his direct ancestors
do’ to stop or stay it? Let truth fall in |
aby of its denomination ought by Mr, Libby, one of his partners, are the for four generations. were youngest
the streets, let virtue wander homeless
executors of Mr, Btewart's’ will. The
y
.
ty
till its feet take hold of the steps that lead this time ‘to be wary of smooth-- firm + will. ‘be : carried on under the sons.
tongued | men, who are comparative.
Tue Archbishop of York, it is said,
down to destruction ; what should such a strangers and without any established| nameof ‘A. .T. Stewart & Co.
The
delicate hand as thine do to arrestor save? reputation.” That remark might apply- property of the deceased has been has identified himself with the Church of ~
Soil it by no such contact. Let gilded in a good many cases outside of the Con- valued at a low estimate at from $25, 000,- England Temperance Society, and- bop be- come a teetotaler.
hells be opened on all sides to lure thy
ro
go A pune inet fo 000 to $30,000,000
Bo Br Suits, Mmm,
sons and thy neighbors’ sons to gamble
EAN IMPORTANT DECISION.
y
away their earnings, the support of a 8

it intrusted seed: to sow, talents to multi-

Ee Stn

OUR HABIT OF EXPOSURE.
The eagerness with which newspapers of
almost every class in this country expose
the particulars,

of the pear! handle of his
not to disturb the
his barber, and writing to
(tle:
y Dear ng r

He never traveled without tooth-picks,
and antimony for his eyes. He was a good

16.

*
fold

fs
-

i

so that it may be expected that. very shortly a large number of needy people’ will:
have work and bread.
PAROS,

1¢

leaping,

and

and

praising

Peter first took away

BY

NOTES

AND

money would have dulled his ear to the
truth that followed. Notice here the financial state of the apostles. (2) Peter has
no power in himself. He was more destitute of ability to raise to strength that
beggfir than of money to supply his
wants. * In the name of Jesug Christ”

PROF. J. A. HOWE.

Papers.)

Questions “see Lesson

(For

A piece of

ed to receive a befter gift.

of mauy a fad,

weary

It needs a better

child of poverty,

HEALED.

MAN

Peter and John went up to-

gether into

the temple at the hour of

together.

(1) John
as acting

Luke 22:8; John 20:3; Jobn

21:7. Probably natural contrasts of dissposition quickened their appreciation of
each other.

Mutuallove

for

Jesus,

mu-,

tual sympathy for their blinded countrymen, a common call to witness every-

where for Jesus now bound them
er.

(2)

* They

went

up”

togeth-

because

» er Tu

temple was situated on Mount
_ Besides, from the gate they

the

Moriah.

must

ascend

Se

to reach the courtof the Israelites.
(3)
“The hour of prayer was the hour of evening sacrifice, three o'clock in the after-

SEP

moon. (4) The disciples are yet engaged
» im the Jewish services, nor were they, un-

wholly

«til the destruction of the temple,

i
t- 3
i

«ent loose from Judaism. They took new
wiews of the customs of the ancient faith,
gradually came to view their ritual asa.
and - were,

figureof Christ,

some

after

amore schooling, made ready to declare
_that the Gentiles, as well as the Jews

“I

have

He

pro-

He

the East are, to this day; intolerable beg-

(3) The place at which he was laid
e for his object. The crowds
favorabl
- was
- hat passed in by the gate, the state of
_mind that the worshipers were in, aided

then

pezzar.

by

The weight of evidence is against

v

hem.

;

85. Tue Occasion oF THE HEALING.
- << Who seeing Peter and John about to go
into the temple asked an alms.

ger, fastening his eyes upon

And Pe-

him

with

. John,said, Look on us! And he gave heed

expecting to receive something of them.”

- (1) He called the attention of the apostles

- #0 himself not because he knew them to
be disciples, but because he allowed no
ene unsolicited to pass in the gate. (2)
Peter and John sought, by fastening their
eyes on him, to gain his fixed attention to
2 the means of his cure. “When thou seest
+ misery in thy brother’s

face, let

him see

mmereyin thine eye; the more the oil of
mercy is poured on him by thy pity, the
more the oil in thy cruse shall be in~ereased by thy piety.” (3) The apostles
knew that it would spread the evidence

of Jesus’ rank and character widely
Beamong the Jews to heal this man.

sides, it is a characteristic of the gospel to
The Saviour

bless the lowly.

has

a pity

Jesus

but without

distinc«

iJovesno man because he is poor, no man
he is rich,

drecause

tion loves all men.

(4) The expectation

sem Ited Tn the breast of the beggar was
mockery. He; received something
1 ANORTe0C

{

§

eid

iv

:

tookhim

Jesus

rected .us to live not for

tion. - A motion having been stuted by the
Chair, can not be withdraws except by

eternity.
God."

!
a little

Prd
RS

3

but

for

general consent.

Besides, the fature life is very near.

A lady once applied to Mr. Reynolds

There is but a veil between us and death.
How easily it may be lifted, and our

bebalf of an orphan, ‘ ARer head rb

liberally she said, #When he is old enoug),

souls ushered inte the mysterious presence of the great Jehovah. In the twinkling of an eye we shall pass from this
state of existence to another.
How solemu the thought! Is it not, therefore, be-

¢ It is so cold here,”

I will teach

him to name

and thank his

benefactor.” *‘ Stop,” said the good man,
¢ you make a mistake—we do not thank
the clouds

for the rain.

Teach

look higher, and ‘thank Him

coming that our faith and strongest hopes

him to

who giveth

both the clouds and rain,”
PE
40+

A PARAGRAPH FOR EACH DAY.
I
Have you so little control over appetite

tle one,

Through its interminable ages each one is

that you can not restrain it when pry.

to live a life of bliss or a life of woe,a life

dence

all men are enriched by his benefits.

harsh
as

(2)

as God sags.

men

she drew her dress closely around the litAt that moment the door

ed, and a boy entered,

drew

a

open-

In obedience and

act

while

husband!

thatsoul,clothed with the spirit of regen-

erate manhood, rise up and walk, filling
the skies with joyful praise? It needsheal-

Mr. Moody

latel

town

manuer, the engry

man

you are sowing to the wind,

as was possible for one in his position.
Sad, indeed,

We,

ourselves, are cripples. To us comes the
His
command of one ** mighty to save.”
good
the
gospel,”
‘the
message is called
Healing elsewhere is vainly
news.
Lame beggars, until we hear
sought.
what Peter said to the impotent
us
to
said
man, are we all and ever.

the

I fear you will yet reap the whirlwind.”
Dea. H. and his wife were specimens
of that strange dissimilarity of character
that is so often seen in married life. He,
although an officer in the church, and
active, so far as talking and praying were
penurious,
was extremely
concerned,
as little
just
giving to benevolent objects

world,at its very temples of worship,leave
the soul in weakness and want. How can

needs healing,

and strove
his chilled
my son,
smile on

chair

to

with the ransomed or a life with the lost.

to impart a little
hands.
what news?’ and
her face was sad

hearted old miser ! If he’s got religion, I
don’t want any of it.”
'
¢¢ It isn't religion that causes him to be
so unkind, my son, it is the want of it,
rather. Look at his wife, if you wish to

You are not
to blame for your father's aets; and mo
good man will ever think the less of you

who

would

it have

been for the

society of which he was a member if all
had been like him; for though a successful business man, and rapidly accumu.
lating property, the principal burdens of
the church were borne by oihers, most

of whom
wealth.

possessed

not a tithe of his
“2

With the poor and unfortunaie he had
‘| no sympathy; he had been successful,

sid that his experi-

ence in the Sabbath school had been something like this: that wherever he could

find a teacher who was willing to work

personally with the children, and get
them to learn ope by one, and talk with

why

could not they be? How

such a

man ever becanie an officer in the chureh,
one might well ask. But the fact only
proves that the wisest and the best are
not always selected for offices so impor.

on peopl

th

pulpit and

however, she concealed the disappoint.
body. If we are to
ch to them in a
ment of her cherished life hopes, and
a oeful in leading children to Christ
sought to do her duty to him and the Jitit must be done personally.

Be

of salva.

Believe and trust in the Lord -Jesus
Christ. Engage in his service, and live
to

his

glory.

Do

this,

and

you

will

have made the necessary provision for the
life to come.
Rutland,
.O.

.

requires,

or when

spiritual disei.

They say, he wouldn't have broken his
pledge, had it not been for the solicitations of that miserable rumseller at the
corner. But the boys will) watch him
"more closely for the future; and Iam

BULES OF ORDER
DELIBERATIVE BODIES.

by a motion from any

member, or the presentation of some com-

munication.

Whatever

the form

of a

proposition, it is not properly before
chair,

you.”

bless you,” sob-

“God bless you, God

“ The greatest of these is -charity.”

Oh, that charity, that world-wide, all embracing charity. That love to God and
Would to God there were
love to man.
H
20: SHE
more of it.

THE LIFE TO 00ME.

New

business

is

the

inadmissable

when a question is already. before the
meeting, except motions that take precedence,

questions

of privilege, points

of

order, and a call for the orders of the day.
12, Unfinished Business. » This includes questions previously introduced but
not decided, and such as have been postponed by a preceding session ; and, in the

Our anxieties and efforts should have
chief reference to that life which is to final adjournment ends all unfinished busicome. * Lay up for yourselves treas- ness not referred to the next session.
13. Recurrence. Business interruptures in heaven, where neither moth nor
ed
by want of a quorum, by questions of
do
rust doth corrupt, and where thieves
privilege
and order, and a negative vote
great
The
steal.”
nor
through
break
not
Teacher gave this rule, and it must com- on the previous question, postponement,
mend itself to the approbation of every and orders of the day, will be resumed
candid and reflecting mind.
when the canse of interruption is removed.
Exceedingly uncertain is the success of
:
MOTIONS.
plans relating merely to this life. Every
one, no doubt, has realized

the

truth

of

14.

Definitions.

A proposition made

thie, and it has come home to the heart as to a deliberative body for approval is
be;
a matter of personal and painful expe- motion ; when stated by the chair it
comes
a
question
;
and
when
adopted
it
is
rience, Perhaps worldly plans have been
laid with much care and precision ; they a vote if it expresses only agreement, a
have been pursued with unwavering en- resolution more properly if it declares an
ergy and solicitude; a ‘successful issue opinion or purpose, and an order if it exhas been anticipated with joy and confi. presses authority. Proposed action condenice. ‘But, at length, some unlooked- trary to all parliamentary rules, may be
for event came just as the hand was open- allowed by ‘‘ general congent,” which
The principal
ing to grasp the object of anticipation, means no one objects.
and snatched it away, filling the heart motion or main question ‘is the proposition as introduced or modified; a secondwith disappointment and sorrow.

ures, exciting for a moment, often end in

remorse; worldly honors;
ing winds, can not be
pomp of power and the
lead to the grave ; riches,
-

like the shift
relied on; the
paths of glory
unsatisfying in
r

without drum,

He founded it

or trumpet, or banner, or

scepter, or throne, or crown. - He founded
it without geographical limits, without
fortress, without fleets. He founded it as
a kingdom whose foundations were laid
in thought; as a kingdom whose wars
were to be carried on in thought; as a ..

kingdom whose

were those

instruments

of thought; whose sword was not the
sword in hand, but the sword that *‘ proceedeth out of the mouth of God ;"” whose
charter was the powerof the world ; whose

has

said,

with some

propriety,

* God can use any sort of man—only let
the man give himself as he is to God.
This is what Elijah did; utterly surrenNo matter
dered his nature to God.”
what the peculiarity of temperament, that
peculiarity, if sanctified by grace, may be

mightily and effectively employed in the
divine service. The point is, and it is the
essential point, that there be an utter sur

render to God.

Only let the individual

lie passivein the hands of God, and he
will ‘show forth his glory in employing
him in the great harvest field.
i,

Love is the only grace that shall live

with us in heaven ; there we shall need no

general order, should precede new busi-# repentance, because we shall never sin;
ness. A question before the meeting at no faith, because we shall see God face to
the time of adjournment, is naturally first face, but love will abide for ever. ‘‘Love
in order after the opening routine at the
next meeting, and may be called up without vote, if no objection be made. The

BY 8, H, BARRETT.

, Very un-

like any other kingdom.

One

11. The Introduction of business is
the first step towards its transaction, and

this may be done

Iv.

The Lord founded a Kin

field of thought.— Butler.
v.

[Continued.]

husband.

Gladly the joys of earth we leave,
‘Wealth, pleasure, fame—for Thee alone;
To Thee our will, soul, flesh, we give;
Oh, take and seal them for Thine own!
From self and sin, Oh set us free,
That we may find our joy in Thee!
Montague.
o

batile-field was only and ever the battle-

THE PASTOR'S ASSISTANT.
IN

have promised

your

for

* Strive
* Work

tion and the renewing of the Holy Spirit.

and,Mrs. Conner, I have seen some

can for

‘Lay up

yourselves treasures in heaven.”
to enter in at the strait gate.”

tion.” Repent and forsake sin; seek, by
constant pruyet, the washing of regenera-

I will send some this
bitter weather.
very afternoon, Poor little girls, glancing pitifully at the shivering children,
«how cold you look; come here and
wrap these warm furs around you.” Well,
James, I have found you a place at last.
Farmer B. says you are just. the boy for

to do all they

The divine testimony

is explicit on this subject.

time ; beliold, now is the day

news for you; but have you no wood;
this must not be ; yon will perish in this

of the reform boys,

sion? No, never,

and the sooner itis commenced the bet
ter. ** Behold, now is the accepted

for them. “Bat cheer up; you know you
are mother’s principal stay and hope;
she can not bear to see her boy so sad.
Here is Mrs. H. now; who knows but
she has found a place for you?”
¢ Good afternoon, Mrs. Conner,” said
that lady entering the room; “‘I have good

him;

Finally, will those treasures in heaven
fall, as a matter of course, to our posses-

out your salvation with fear and trembling.”. These quotations imply effort;

bed the poor woman, grasping the lady’s
.
hastily left the house.
hand, while the tears coursed silently
I
mine;
are
gold
the
and
silver
«The
“God will reward
shall require mine with usury,” sadly mur- (down her cheeks.
’
can.”
never
we
you;
|
my
husband,
my
mured the wife. ‘Ab,

power of God. The account of the healing of the lepers reads thus: ‘While they
went they were cleansed.” (4) That the
the sinner, if ever
healing needed
received, will be the gift of Jesus. The

Every man

place for such

are suffering,

please ;” and, shutting the door in a very

undeacon-like

obeying, as the increase of the loaves and
fishes came as Jesus brake what there
was, so comesto the soul the remewing

ing.

the hearth,
warmth to
“ Well,
though the

in store for’ meeting till it has been stated by the
money is my ow, and I shall use it as I convinced better ‘days are

to *‘ remust

if they

you'd give away your last penny ; but my

ceive something” of us.” (3) That to receive the strength of God

‘It is mo

reply.

you;

drupkard's family. You women take
everything literally, and I really believe

edge of Jesus's love and salvation, let us
They expect

her sad,

look at

will look out for them. I have enough
to do to attend to my own affairs. If you
have work for her, give it to her and pay
her for it. These drunkards ave perfect
pests; it is useless trying to reform them.
Now, I presume Conner has signed the
pledge half a dozen times, but what good
does it do?”
«Charity suffereth long and is kind,”
repeated Mrs. H., softly. I believe you
read that this morning and this verse also,
—+¢ The greatest of these is charity.” Do
}these passages mean anything?”
« Mean anything? ot course they do,”
angrily replied her husband; ‘ but they
don’t mean that I should support every

That he who loves Jesus, though unable
to bestow wealth on the community, may
bestow something needed more. Not having silver and gold, but having the knowlgive that to men.

not suffer for

Toinisters who never heart of him she had delighted to love and
up and walk, : eli
aan
{azarath rise
and who al. honor.
s
theeting
inquiryWith true womanly devotion,
any
ve
and
hand
t
righ
by the

EO

time,

** Seek ye first the kingdom of

ration.is eternity, whose end no eye can
reach and no mind can comprehend.

‘thee.

And immediately his feet
received strength,and
bones
ankle
his
_and
and walked, and enstood,
up
g
ue leapin
RR

rs

being kept on a separale paper,

To obtain the floor is to be recognized
return.” How important, then, to make
by
the presiding officer, which recognition
due preparation for that world.
The
‘gives
the right to speak
or make a mo.
diemphatically
and
Saviour has clearly

to smile into the wan,tear-stained face, as

sincere milk of, th WoL ratians

\

Questions are sometimes considered in.
formally bygeneral consent, the minutes

whose
bowrn
no. traveler returns.”
“ Dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou

for tant.
them, and pray with them, and pray ded
His wife, as before intimated, was just
succee
had
they
after
then,
them, and
sucopposite. 'Warm-hearted, sympathetic,
the
always
unto
work
Look
of
‘
him:
kind
to
: mow calls sgpjliants
—because that
they
if
t,
Chris
to
them
generous, she had entered upon her marng
il of the earth,” is his ad- “Seeds—in bringi
ye els
\ mme,-d
them with the ried life with bright hopes for the future.
fed
and
them
nursed
‘Just
«dress to.them j-raises by his call expect- | J
y falling
as imtions;
dis,
gifts surpasses the exstians But (he scales had been graduall
w
them *and taught. ih
which
with
qualities
The
~embtations retised: By ‘him. we can not ought to aaah 4 Christians ought to from her eyes.
she
had
fondly
endowed
her
husband
she | Even if our efforts were crowned with
suc:
been
always
has
r
wil that teache
r
teache
a
it success, what is the real value to be de.
such
and
one;
‘had seen disappearing one by
essfal. He never knew
He
8. Tre MEANS ‘oF THE HeaLNG, to fail. Bat {hosed teachers who, never was with many n heart-ache she beheld rived? A good name may be tarnished by
except in the class
the foul breath of slander; worldly’ pleaser andgold have I ‘tione; ‘bat suchof | and towh their scholars togeth
er. are about selfishness enclosing, as with a vice, the
all
fo}
In ‘the name
penises

+ Sanmope valuable than he hoped.

Pi

little warmth. James will soon be here; should center above ?
I wouldn't wonder if he had some good “The life to come is not only near, but
news for us;” and the poor mother sought it is very long. The measure of its du-

“Then do not go near her,” was the

It was on the east side of the

flor them which more happy circumstanc+8 give him less occasion to feel.

the mother’s heart.

question of order, a cail for the order of *
the day, and an oljéction fo a principal

us to that * undiscovered country from

and’ the tears began rapidly to course
down the faded cheeks.
«¢ Hush, hush, dear, mother is sorry for
her little girl; come here and wrap my
dress around*yot ; perhaps it will give a

worn face. Do, husband, consider the
matter. I can not bear
to tell her you
5
will not try her son.”

temple, in the court of the Gentiles. Some-

«thought some outer gate on the west side

- Aake.

Childhood

ache to

heart

made my

or portico,called Solomon's. Itwas socalled becaunseit wasthe work of that monarch,
forming a part of the first temple, and
surviving the destruction by Nebuchad-

Others have
meant

children!

every motion must be seconded, except a

Those plans which do not relate tothe motion, or the consideration of a question,
future,
death
will ultimately defeat. made at the time it is offered. In the
This unwelcome visitant comes unbidden, bury of ‘routive business, the Chair may
sweeping away the fondest hopes, end- assuthe that motions are made and seo.
onded, if no one objeots.
ing our earthly pilgrimage, and carrying

the father’s faults. Could you have seen
the anxiety of the poor mother, you
would try in some way to aid her. It know what religion.can do.

came flocking around them in’ the porch,

- bat’ many writers concur in the supposiThis gate
~ tion that this one was meant.
ed out of the court of the Gentiles into
the one

the

Surely, the family should

times, in popular speech, the court itself
was spoken of as the porch of Solomon.
PracticAL Lessons. The plain teachThe
benevolence inseparably are united.
ings
of the passage, or the correspondenworship.
their
of
Jews made giving part
between this physical and Christ’s
ces
is
Beautiful
gate
the
of
location
The
44)
spiritual healing, may be made the basis
Josephus describes a gate,
mmcertain.
of helpful, practical truth. * (1) The symthe
all
in
beautiful
most
«called by him the
pathy of the Christian for the unfortunate,
temple, which was seventy-five feet in
the unvalued classes of this world,
for
two
and sixty in width, baving
shines
out in this incident. It is a feature
was
that
brass,
an
folds, made of Corinthi
of
our
religion given it by the great heart
located on the east, towards Olivet. The
of
God.
God is love, God is heart, and
use
_ mame here given it Josephus does not

wie'be more probably

had taken up his abode there.
440 mother,
can’t we have

husband, and if surrounded by the right
influences, I doubt not he will do well.

. «the beggar ithis solicitations. “Piety and

Israelites.

the

15. Remarks, The Chair maj
motions to be submitted in Ros Ag

and an enduring sub-

teference 10 the life to conie.

~

pline commands it? Albeit no drunkard,
Then, is it not time that we were provid- are your faculties occasionally excited or
ing in earnest for that life which is com-' habitually stupefied by drink? Gluttony
mensurate with the years of Jehovah ? is there. Are you fretful, irritable impaOur loss here is nothing compared with tient of slights and contradictions, with a
and forced, the poor mother endeavored
to speak cheerfully.
i
A our loss there. The one is only for lime; good memory for injuries ? If not openly
‘ The same old story, mother; nobody the other for eternity. So all our ener quarrelsome, yet guilty of the folly and
giesand efforts should bear directly up- the ill-breeding of showing dislike for
wants a boy, at least nobody wants me,
on
the interests and claims of that im- others by manver and gesture? Anger
so we must all starve, I suppose. Oh, if
mortal life beyond the grave.
father would only be different!
What
bas the better of you.—Bishep H. C. Lay.
Would it not be pleasant to know
shall we do?” and the boy, leaning his
IL.
head on his- clasped hands, sobbed in “ that if our earthly house of this tabThe greatest lack in the church to-day
agony.
f ernacle were dissolved, we have a bulld- is not of members, but of workers. As it
of God, a house not made with
hands, has been said that * the world needs not
** My son, my son,” wailed the poor ing
gate begging,and now saw him‘‘walking, some sewing for which she seemed very
and leaping, and praising God.” (2)They grateful, though she looks too feeble to do woman, as she Juid aside her work and eternal in the heavens?” For an answer more men but . more man,” so it may be
drew the boy's head to her lap. *‘‘ Don't, to this question, you are referred to the said that the church needs not more serwere filled with wonder and amazement. much.”
:
Jimmy, don ! there must surely be some dying experience of Paul, the apostle; to vants but more service. Itisa rare church
They were surprised and bewildered. It
bee
had
that
smile
t
The complacen
was inexplicable. Cripples are not cur- playing on the deacon’s face, suddenly help for us. God will not utterly forsake Edward Payson, the [devoted pastor; lo fold where one in ten of the entire memThomas Scott, the learned commentatot ; bership is active in the work of the church.
ed inan hour. Men, forty years of age, changed to a gloomy frown.
us..
:
and
to your own acquaintances and If one member more in every ten could be
lame from their birth, do not in an in“
Then
why
don't
he
send
us
help?
1
my
into
boy
s
drunkard’
« Take that
went into deacon H’s store; and, though friends who have fallen asleep in Jesus. brought into activity, the whole world
stant drop their infirmities.
How, then,
store, ‘Mary? I wonder at the woman's
could this man be healed? (3) The object presumption.
Like father, like son,’ one of the clerks said they needed a boy, It is blessed to live in possession of a would feel the influence and respond to
of this miracle was to secure the ear of is a true saying; I'll have no vagabonds the deacon wouldn't take me, because hope which grasps immortal treasures, the labors of the new Christian workers.—
father drinks. He said he wanted a re- and doubly essed is it to die with such Sunday School Times.
the Jews for the truth of Jesus. The won- around me.”
spectable boy in his store.
The bard- a hope.
boy,
der the healing excited led to this. very
active
«But James is a bright,
Ia,

wast be daily carried to the place of beg-gimg. The unfortunate and the poor of

! the court of the

which

more fire ?"” pleaded Susy, the youngest,

yet many

never walked.

had

silver with

bountifully Jaden table wns adorned. And

«ceeds. **And a.eertain man lame from his
mother’s womb was carried, whom they result. Our natural curiosity has a spir‘1sid daily at thegateof thetemple which is .itual office to fulfill. It often draws men
to the place where the wonderful works of
. + called Beautiful, to ask alms of them that
God are wrought, and opens ‘the way for
entered into the temple.” (1) The name
the gospel to reach their hearts. (4) The
It
.
«of this person was of no consequence
healed man *¢ held”to the apostles, that
was the event of his healing that was important. (2) We havethe extent of his is, refused to be separated from them
The people
:1ameness indicated in the way he went to rather than detained them.

the gate.

shining

whose thin little face wore such a wistful,
hungry look, that it added a new pungto

things to say unto you, but ye can not
“bear them now,” are words that unfold

the rule of revelation by which God

upon the

is ever

wwere, * by faith and not by the works of

it, his truth.

he

while

beautiful when health flushes the cheek,
and joy beams in the eye; and the deaimplies, How perfectly natural the accon's three little ones, healthy, rosy, and
(4) Souls, weak ‘and lame, may,
count.
happy, would have presented an attract
out of this healing, draw forth a helpful
ive group to other eyes besigps the paranalogy. In obeying, not before, not afttial ones of their parents.
°°
er,‘ the feet and ankle-bones” receive |.
The chapter chosen was the thirteenth
their strength, Some demand the vigor of First Corinthians. ~ “Faith, hope,
first, and so, never * leaping up” never
charity,” read the deacon at its close, “but
“stand” strong in Christ.
In obedience,
the greatest of these is Charity.” Thbn
we are healed. Then comes the bathing followed a long prayer, in Which the
(5) Moreover, see howythe deacon, after giving the Lord
of power.
various
teacher is taught to encourage the weak. bits of information concerning matters
Let him do to the inexperienced, feeble, of which it was quite essential he should
impotent souls of his class just as Peter be cognizant, earne:tly invoked the gracdid who took this cripple ‘* by the right es of the Spirit, and solicited help for the
hand, and lifted him up.” The encour- duties of the day.
agement given by the grasp of a warm
« Stop a moment, husband,” said Mes.
Christian band, or by the strong lift, of H., as the deacon, at the close of the exkind words and prayers, before the soul ercise, was preparing to leave the room.
can have confidence to do as it bas been
«1 forgot to mention that Mrs. Contaught, must be given.
ner called Here yesterday.’ She wants to
, 9-11.
Tue ErrFecr OF THE HEAL- know if you can
a place in your store
‘v6. (1) The people recognized the man for her oldest boy. Poor woman! she
who, no doubt, by his extravagant dem- is in
distress. I inferred, from
onstrations, drew attentien to himself. what she
that her husband is drinkAll the people now saw the man who, as ing again;
her boy bas, for weeks,
they passed iato the temple, sat by the been vainly seeking for work. I gave her

sthelaw,” to become the adopted, chosen,
«lect.people of God. (5) Let us recogize insthe gradual emancipation of the
apostles from the bondage of their rites
-that,if we have first a teachable spirit,
fod will reveal to us, as we are able to
bear

receiving

an inexperienced babe: then, on trial of
skill, * walked to and fro,as the original

“Now

prayer, being the ninth hour.
and Peler are often mentioned

and,

obeyed the influx of power, *‘ leaped
forth” and *‘stood,” balancing himself like

HEAL-

THE

OF

SUBJECT

TaE

1, 2.

mG.

himself,

efted

II. The
L The Subject of the Healing.
Occasion of the Healing. IIL. The Means
1V. The Effect of the
«of the Healing.
:
Healing.

dence of all others, as a call for the orders
of the day, motion to adjourn, &e.

stance,—a portion beyond the grave,
Hence, our solicitudes shoultl have chief

+ She is doing her own duty, and her
« The greatest of these is charity.”
husband's
also,” was often the remark of
d
and
;
lete
comp
was
ng
meal
The morni
as Deacon H. took the Bible for the usual Lthose who witnessed her quiet, unobtru:

family devotions, he cast a satisfied glance sive deeds of charity.
In a very different dwelling from the
around the room, and on the faces of the
——
rosy-cheeked little group that surround- commodious one of Deacon H.,a dwelling
oflcts 3:1==X1,
ed the table. And well might his look so poor and dilapidated that the winds
express content; for the room itself was of heaven gained easy admission, there
@ovLpen, Text: “And his name, through
his
faith in his name, hath made this man means, “I, speaking in his stead, as
the very personification of comfort. A sat a pale, care=worn woman, busily sewdisciple, by virtue of his pewer, say lo genial warmth « pervaded every part of ing; while over a few dying embers
strong.” Acts 3:16.
you, * rise up and walk!" It was a mode it; the carpet was soft and bright; pict shiveringly hovered two little scantily
——
of declaring ** Jesus is able to cure you; ures graced the walls; flowers nestled in clothed girls. The room was bare of alNotes and Hints.
his ability.” (3) The man by a pure
test
Taking the subject of the lesson named faith,encouraged by the hand of Peter,nx- the windows, and the sunbeams danced most every comfort ; and a casial glance
topics:
and sparkled, as though in very gladness, was sufficient to show that gaunt poverty
above we may have under it these
—

LAME

THE

’

The ‘heart transient joys, does not satisfy the soul.

was lightened hy her sympathy and. aid:

Y

BY PILGRIM,

:

the channels of benevolence.

iv

LIFE SKETCHES.

o

pecuniary aid. Thus the man was prepar-

Sabbath School Lesson.—April 30.
© JQUESTIONS

(1)

God.”

all expectation of

al

{le ones God had given her, Many a offyostre, often take to themselves
dollar found its way from her purse into wings and fly away. Earth, with its

Communications.

tered with them into the temple, walking,

8.8 Department,

]
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ary or subsidiary motion relates to the
main question, and is designed to aid in

never faileth,” but shall outlive all the
graces, and run parallel with eternity.
God is to be loved more than his mercies;
many love their deliverance more than

their deliverers. Oh preserve your love 0

God—keep it flaming on the altar of your
heart! Love is like oil to the wheels—it
quickens us in God's service. Does love
grow ' cool ?—make use of ordinances 5

sacred fuel to keep the holy fire burning.
~ Selected,

VIL,

v

V

Richard Baxter used to say, speaking t0

himself and his fellow preachers: *‘ We
preach to our people the distempers of
our own souls,” How true] How neces
sary, then, that the soul of the preacher

should

be in a proper mood when bh

comes to proclaim the gospel to his fello¥:
men! Who has not observed the fact that
some men, though strangers, preach !0
congregations:

‘among

whom

they go

preaching the gospel,” with such appro
priatepess that one would, aimost be le
to infer that they were personally acquaint
ed with the peculiar congregations, and

indeed with the families and individuals
This I
the proper disposal of it, as to amend, composing these congregations,
Baxter
of
remark
the
by
explained
all
postpone,
&o. ; an incidental fotion arises
of the

out of other questions; and
“inust be de- quoted. above. If, as preachers
own hearts,
cided before the secondary or main ques- gospel, we understand well our
hearts

tion, such as a-cali-to order, a suspension

of the Rules; &c. ; a privileged question is

of such importance that it takes prece-

we will know a good deal about the
of the people whenever ‘we go preaching the gospel.”

Me

/

A
AMA
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a
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OIE 4
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he
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“IT I8 1.”
¥

Matt,

14:27,

The lone fod toiling vo agers-)
was 0!
dark above the wave,
: When night hung lee,

Of stormy Galli
In terror gazed on what they then
i:
:
im ‘could descry,
heard Jhose cheering words :
-Dntil they
“

Fear not,

The

Seedu
A
And
Te

for

it is1”

words:

+ Fear not, for it is 1.”

of the times,” They take to drink and
become sots, and then lay the burdenof Bi

et, 4 that. the

At one time ny sister had trouble with

Divine

the

beart.

story well illustrates some

of the difficulties experienced by an’ intentional sinnermn repeating the Lord's
Prayer:
In the middle ages, when the great
lords and knights were always at war

with each other, oneof them resolved to
himself upon a neighbor who had
avenge
offended him. It chanced

that on the very

evening when he had made: this resolve,
he heard that Mis enemy . was to pass

near his castle with but a few men with
him. It wasa
opportunity to take
bis revenge, and
he determined not to let
it pass.
He JJous of this plan in the
tried in
who
ch
presence of
ve it up. The
vain te persuade him to,
good man said a great
deal to
duke

about the sin of what he was going lo
do, but in vain, At length, seeing

that his

words bad no effect, he said: “My Lord,

since I can not persuade
this plan of yours, will

you to give up
at least con-

sent to come with me to, the chapel, that

we ma
toget
re you go
The She onoated, and the chaplain
and he knelt down in prayer, Then the
mercy-loving Christian said to the re-

vengeful warrior, ** Will you repeat after
me, sentence by sentence, the prayer
which our Lord ‘Jesus Christ taught to

his disciples?”
«1 will do it," replied the duke.
He did accordingly. The chaplain said
a sentence; and the duke

her little boy, and the father said,

as we

silent,
“My Jord duke,
the cha)
« “Will

to cont

and

that tres-

There, the duke was

:
are silent,” said
yon be so
as

the w

We

t

will farnish the Star, with

other

—

-

PUBLICATIONS.

sete

Why,

@ reply

was

I must

defend my

will

mother’s

God, my mother’s religion.”

be of

will take it.”

now

The

and ask your

trespasses as we forgive them (hat tress-

against us.’”
“J can not,” replied the duke.
“Well, God can not forgive you, for

vants of the Master, to introduce

(

me

some, and |

We do not understand why'this is. on the liquor sellers is marked. Their
thing for
a man to dois to Sire up his Freewill Baptist ministers took the lead business is seriously damaged. There is
retired, and they on the slavery question, but are not as room for 10,000 more of such organiza' will. That night the
tions in our land.
:
thoughs surely early in the—morning he ready to take the lead on this question.
e legislature is in session here, and
will be up ready to ask his mother's forA YEAR ago a Norwegian, when drunk,
Sina,
The father went to him,— is anxious to complete the work of last froze his hands and feet so badly near
by which it repealed “local op- Decorah, Iowa, that they had to be amputhat was Friday moming,—to seeif he winter

to ask his mother’s for tion” and opened by one vote four thod- tated. His wife Jast week got judgment
to send forth the ter- for $9500 against the druggist that sold
giveness,
be ** couldn.” The father sand liquors
the him the liquor.
and mother Joi vse bad about it, the rible flood © ¥ den th and ruin
land. Some few acts were still remaincould not eat; t
thought it
~ VINELAND, N. J., the prohibition
darken their Ion life.
that ing upon the statute books, and this body|

ve up your revenge, or give up
this prayer; for to ask God to
you as you pardon others, is to ask him
to. take vengeance on you for all your
sins. Go, now, my lord, and meet your
victim. God will meet you at the great
pi
of judgment.
he iron will of the duke was broken.

“mo
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we rejoice to know that many pastors are
‘successfully urging the Star upon the attention of their people.
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the subscriber more than any other person. And we may commend it with con-

week, by a majority of nine hundred and
thirteen in a total vote of ten hundred

|and thirty.
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|| and
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on money sect
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the pa-

8 S| per whereror 1 ck ken

Of course the patient was making sport

boy thought that father and mother didn’t has been busy at work to repeal them,
At ope siroke of ‘his’
pen Governor|
given love him. Just what many sinners think Hartranft
- opened four
thousand g
.them have their
either because God won't let
that local option had closed, and
saying own way. The Tather went to his business, shops,
Sloseld too by a large po ula tote, and
pardon and when he came home he said to his
wife, * Has Sammy asked your forgive- now liquor flows freely all over the State,

cescsecesssecivesees

Star? It is a helper that can not well be | . are Sabbath School papers fprinted alternate:
dispensed with,and we appeal to you, ser- | Weeks, on superior paper, beautifully illustrated.

more? No, I can not, I will not believe
it.” Her brother tried to quiet her, for it, so do not arly oy know there can
by this time she had the attention of all be nothing in port wine to relieve me expresent. *‘‘ No,” said she, * brother, let Sept the Iogwood. and if you think that
me alone.
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Clisistian. wor, exert themaselves in ®%" | PostageIs pald by the publisher.

such prescriptions.
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snes
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of the “science” which forms the basis of

:

after was

me,if you darédoso? ‘Forgive us our

he bas said so. He himself has
this prayer. Therefore, you must

go

mother’s forgiveness.

repeated it, till

ve them

t of tho

The physician made ne reply, and soon]
left the room. He was found shortly af- of the wine, but the doctor actually took
said he wouldr’t. The father says, ‘‘ You terward pacing the floor of an adjoining her at her word, sent for some logwood
gave her the
o and ask your room, in great agitation and distress of] chips, steeped them, and
must. If
you don’t
spirits.
“*
Ob,”
said
he,
*
that
young
la|
liquor,
and
from
that
time
she
began to
shall
have
to
unmother’s forgiveness,
y is right. Her words’ have pie
my mend. Whether the logwood cured her,
-dress
yon and put you to bed.” He was
a bright, nervous little fellow, never still soul.” And the result of the convictions|©t Whether she got well because other
a moment, and the father thought he will thus awakened was that both the young poisons were stopped the shrewd reader
do it, he will have such a dread of being lady and the physician were converted to | ¢a guess for bimself; at all events, gn
undressed and
t to bed. Bat the Christ, and are nsefal and influential mem- | i98 Without the
port wine did not
little fellow would n't, so they undressed bers of the church of God.— Cheering | her:—AScienceof Health.
him and put him to bed. The father Words.
_ LEGISLATIVE measures for the promowent to his business, and - when he came
> +o
tion cf Jemperance are among the most
home at noon he said to his wife: * Has
debatable of all subjects, but it should
Sammy asked
forgiveness? ** No,”
notbe difficult to form a common opinTEMPERANCE IN PENNSYLVANIA.
she said, *‘ he
hasn't.” So the father went
ion in favor of some provisions which
to’ him“ and said, ** Why, Sammy, why «A correspondent (Rev. A. Deering) would be decidedly beneficial ‘in their
don't you ask your mother’s forgiveness
operation. Yet it should never be forgotThe litle Slow ok his head. “ Won't writing from Harrisburg, Pa., and from ten that the most effectual remedy for
the midst. of a Methodist Conference dronkenness is not to drink, to engage
* But,
Sammy,
you have got-to.
« Could n't.” The father went down to his which he was attending, speaks as follows men add ‘women in all ranks ©f society
office, and stayed all the afternoon, and of the temperanee work in the State’:
not to drink, and - especially
to train
when he came bome he asked his wife,
the young not to drink,
is a wo
A
‘marked
feature
of
the
conference
+ Has Sammy asked your forgiveness?"
that may be carried on in public, in
was
the
discussion
of
the
report
on
tem“No, I
somethingup to him and
and in families, and always with
nee. ' The resolutions were quite rad- schools,
tried to have him eat, but he weuld n't.”
salutary effect. Its the course in which
cal,
taking
strong
ground
in
favor
of
So the - father went up to see him, and
temperance cause. gained its - earliest
few opposed them, the
said: ‘Now, Sammy, just ask your rohibition, ' Some
and
greatest triumphs, and one that
ut
the
sentiment
was
too
strong
to
be
mother's forgiven
and you may be
shoul Bagtioy 8 pursued.—Christian
stemmed
by
the
opposition,
and
the
'
resodressed and come
down to supper with
Union (English).
us,” “ Couldn't do it.” The father coax- lutioss weré carried by a large majority.
TBE Christian Giver tells us that a
During
the
discussion,
jt
was
stated
that
ed, but the little fellow *¢ could nt do it.”
sts prayed together on the. sub- number of drinking men in the town of
That was all they could get outof him. “Mi
You know v
well he could, but he ject of temperance, but when they came Bellefonte, Pa., have formed a Centennial
separated quite widely.” Temperance Club. They began with the
didn't want to. Now the hardest thing to vote they
The
Met
ministers;
as a -class, take new year and have steadily recruited unawan has
to do is to become
a Christian,
and
it is the easiest. That may seema Bigher ground on this question than any til they mow number about sixty-five
contradiction, but it isn’t. The hard point other denomination, both in Pa. and in members. The effect of the movement
Sammy, you must

he came
to the petition, ‘* Forgive
us our
pass against us.”

su

or’s wife should bide never waken again in the morning of the| little, as I know you will not like to send
resurrection, and that I shall see her no ont Joncas i

OOMING TO OHRIST.

OOULD NOT BAY IT.
the

7 new

Paul?

you away in
her muff, Jest the devil
should find you and possibly
burt your
little delicate soal P— Golden Rule.

irit, holds up a mirror to

- "This was 30%

rng bor, She cd uo he Beds | C1 6,0, 5

An act of prayer is of itself a searching
test of one’s thoughts and feelings, especially so when the very language of ihe

EY
_—
A

unamiable or extravagant. They * fall and prayed that God would give her grace og. Be khong
the prime of Tiley
from grace” and excuse their sinfulness to isin me for ihe jes, avo Joars ago | Ho 1 al
ne genter rd al he
‘on the ground that the church did not abo
watch "over them as it should. *‘If the
ved deriot life sustained her in her the complaint, No alcoholic drinks, however had been given,
as the lady's temperpastor had only been faithful to me, or
the deacons had assisted me, I should
never have fallen asl
have,” Ah! in- us to meet her in heaven, and ‘1 promised | them. A last, quite in despair, the doc-|
deed! what a little, weak, six foot bab todo
50. And now,”
said the
young Bolles
lady, | 10r “Your
said: case alarms me. You . must
ge
ow,
Le You
Tu are! Where did you get the brilan conception That ib) was Fite pistons that
this Is & delusion? thatthatmy shemother
| bave some port wine; 1 have some very
will choice in my cellar, and I will séhd youa
uty to carry
you
safely
in t
pock- sleeps an eternal sleep?

Tis often this with voy ke rs
)
y
s
Who strive to stem its rushing tide,
~
vain;
in
Yet seem to strive
spectral fears,
The waves are white with sky,
And darkly frowns the
Till some sweet voice speaks softly out:
“ Fear not, for itis 1.

by

:

young physi- for Mr. Was Sok 8n new | subject of hough a periodicals, at the following rates :
his patients great mistake for a physician to send him STAR and “ Wide Awake” (the
very critical to a wine merchant for strength, So he
popular new juvenile magasorry Lo lose returned to London and consulted Sir
FATT) PEP tess savsnIne wanes
$4.00
Clark. This gentleman inquired
they will lead us.—John Adams.’
him, for he was a poble young man, but James
“
and Harper's Magazine,
Hr
———— A BI ——
very unnecessarily concerned
about his minutely into his mode of living, and
Bazar or ¢ Weekly....
5.75 The Morning Star.
500 % wad Christians, increased his agha- among other questions he asked, ‘* What
“
is a large religions paperof eight pages, in
and
“Arthur's
Home
Mag«
liquors
do
you
drink?”
Mr.
Smithies
reSHIRKING,
on, by talking with him and praying for
fifty. first volume. It is able, literary and oii
was a teetotaler, and had
4,50
The fact is, there is a deal of spiritnal him, "He wished Christians Spa let his plied that he
The publication offices are Boston and
6“
5.70 gressive.
and “Scribner's Monthly”?
shirking in the world. Men ease their patients alone, Death was but an endless not tasted wine, spirits or beer for twelve
Chicago, but all communications, sgve for the
“
ears,
and
‘New
England
Farconsciences
by
attributing their evil sleep, the religion of Christ a delusion, | ¥
Western Department, should be addressed to De-“1 am glad of that,” was the cordial
MEL, seveerreserrnsanneres
4.75 ver, N. H.
deeds to every one but themselves, They and its followers were not persons of the
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ted, and resoluwhich they are put to school. The ro- It is sad to see so many
standing aloof tions Juequisoeally
standing in a row before the altar, shakdemanding the restgna- erous in his contributions.
‘bust, sharp, practical “and reliable men when their influence would
Communion question is by no means the
berinvaluable tionof fraudulently
ing hands with each one, and moving on
Bro, King has had large experience as only one on which’ we differ
elected bummers adopt, and women are generally those who have in creating the desired
from the slowly to
public sentiment, 4 ‘ed.
their respective seats in the
an
accou
ntant
:
,
and has been the auditor larger Baptist body. At the same time,
;
fought: with poverty while at school. without which no gener
al and thorough A crisi™jas come
i Learning to overcome obstacles there has reform can be initiated.
and everybody rec- for twelve years, doing a large amount of if this can be taken care of in a Christian audience. This ceremony is one of the
The aggregate ognizes. it.
most touching and delightful items in the
It is a clearly defined fight gratuitous work, and since the fire has way, as we pray that it may, a great
‘tempered the
to m
meet the greater diffi influence of the persons of respect
ob- recép
and
betwee
tion of members. And, I must say,
<been
n
effici
the
ent in raising funds.
respectable and intelligent
culties with which life is filled. ‘Let us honor in a community
stacle would be removed, and a notable
or country will people of
I
really
Bro.
think it; would be pleasant and
Corey
Chicag
forme
o
rly
of
all
resid
creeds and parguard against niggardliness in these mit outweigh that of a singl
ed in Canada, work accomplished. The liberal brethren
e indiv
ters. At the same timesdet us see that he neve so gifted, or. that of idual, be ties on the one side, and the criminal and commenced contributing to the Col- in the Baptist denomination are struggling useful gf practiced by our churches in
a few who classes and ‘beer saloon demag
othe
s of the country.
“boys and girls are not 'dccustoming them- seem to monopolize the
ogues on lege before his removal to this place. He manfally. May God give them victory.
directing and the the other. . Happily.
The lat term has been very wonderfully
was
alway
s
gener
there
ous, and expressed a
selves to ease and luxury when they ought dictating in society at large
is no question
The brother continues as follows :
.
as to the result ‘in the present temper
to.be forming habits of self-denial and
This is immediately applicable
of desire before his death that the College
The Freewill Baptist fathers preached favored by the presence of the Holy
to the the people.
should have $1,000 moré from his estate, against such a Calvinism,
:
Bie
present Temperance Reform
and the earlier Spirit, and in the conversion of souls.
movement.
Before
this.r
and
eaches
numbe
thoug
rs
our
h there was no legal obligation
of the Star would impress one Nor did the examination show any unusreaders Chicago,
Ifthe great mass of temperance men
would -We believe, will stand
with
the
conviction that such was the uallack of progress in the various branches
to
bind
her,
Mrs.
redee
Corey
med
came
by honest
forward in
overlook their little notions and perso
tactical effect of the doctrine at that day,
nal votes.
due time, and voluntarily secured that
of study in the institution. We” wire
\
prejudices about the proper or best meth
0
the
succe
ssors
of
these fathers preach highly pleased with the
.
‘‘ He hasn't leftso much money as Mr.
sum to the College endowment—a rare against such
condition of the
ods-to-be pursued in-the work of
a doctrine?
Do you fill
‘Stewart
reclaim: —BY ALL MEANS. ‘The
did,
but he has left more
insta
nce
of
devot
ion
the
to
the
Ld
pages of the Star with warnings classes.
wishes of the
proposition ‘of
:
ing the intemperate, and hb pishing
-—
friends.”
the the admirers of Tom Paine
dgainst such a practical tendency?
- The past winter has taxed the energies
to honor his departed.
Places of temptation t6 the young, and,
My
That is what we heard some ohé to.
memory in some way at the approach
Mr. Waldron, it will be seen, has been filteen years acquaintance with it bas not of our teachers very heavily, The extra
ing
impressed me that it held that the Calvin- large classes, the
mark in speaking of the death of a hum- standing up, affirm in public the prineis Centennial has called forth
multiplication of reli
&
member of the Board for tén years. istic churches
general and
of our time * practically ious meetings,
ble and comparatively unknown man Ples which they entertain* in-private;at" varied comment from our
and
the necessary personal
He
is
conf
aman
émporaries.
of ‘culture; possesses wealth,
doom a portion of mankind to damnation
just after-he had read the telegram an- the saiite time giving themselves in sym- One propositio
efforts that must be put forth to
befor
n
has
ehand
and
been
”
occup
as
to
you
hive
ies
seem
high
a
pathy
render
bust
to
position in
affirm,
of
to those fighting ‘the common foe
' nouncing Mr. A. T. Stewart's’ death.
the renowned infidel in thé gallery: of not- being our present Member ofi# country,
1t has been my privilege to co-operate most effectual the meahs of grace,
no
have,
matte
of
r
Congr
with
ess. with Baptists whose
what honorable éafis so -ables
We do not know but the remark" may be’
at times, greatly wearied the physical
Articles of Faith
at Philadelphia. Another plan, and And he, too, was one of the original
ever,
then
the
six
refor
are
m movement would
as soundly. Calvinisticas any which powers, but the
« essentially true. But what we especially
one which Geo. Wm. Cartis, of Harper's who gave $1,000 each
spirit; mwearied, has
to start this énter- the churches of Randall's day could exnoficed in it was the expression of that receive an impetus which would
Astonish Weekly, favors, is to hang
forced the physical into continuous servprise
in
Paine
Hillsd
hibit,
's
ale.
whose
portr
thems
Then,
ait
elves
a
pres
few
.
entas full and
years
Then would public
--o0ld harsh judgment that is so habitually
i
with those of the revolutionary heroe
s and ago, he voluntarily placed his pledge in free a salvation ms Randall could. Our ice for the good of others.
:
be equal to prohibition, and “the laws on
pronounced over dead rich men.
patri
spi
ots
itual
of
fello
Their
'76 in the Centennial Gallery. the possession of the College for
wship has been close and |
BOOKS.
:
85,000
,
very success seems to embitter the feel- the statute books become facts in
compl
ete, and yet at the celebration of the
, Quite’a general expression of anno
Sever
and
al
has
paid
friend
three
s
yanc
annua
in
e,
Maine
l
insta
llmen
stree
and
ts
ts of our cities, ‘and in the |
of Sapper I have been. invited, by the usual
New
* ings ofa large elass against them. They
or of downright protest has been the
re. $1,000 each; and as the balance will be form of invitation, to leave my seat by Hampshire have recently donated books
can. hardly .have put their wealth to so and highways throughout the land.
§
sponse of the religious press to this
propo- paid at ‘any time when he may think best, the side of my brother in the flesh, as well to Storer College, and some to individuals,
There is more or less said abeutiedus: sition
good use as to atone for the offense of
. The Observeris particularly sever
e we count him as having contributed the asin the Lord, and take one of the wall And one, whose name we are not at
catin
g
the
people in sound temperance on the
pews,and witness their commemoration of liberty to
possessing. it.
proje
ct,
and
claim
s
that
mention, has given $20 for the
it would be largest sum of any one man since the Col- the sacrif
icial death of their Lord, and
But litle can be said in favor of the doctrine. This is needful. But if those as appropriate to put Bene
same
lege
purpo
dict
had
se. Who will continue this
a
Arno
being
ld's
.
With Mr. Cook and mine.
grasping, avaricious spirit that charac- who consider themselves on the side of portrait in the gallery as
good
work
Mr.
Tom
Mitch
so well begun? Such books
Pain
ell,
Now
e.
he
I
am
has
not
been
temp
defend
continuously
erance would show their colors, we The
ing the logical conterizes a good many money-getters.
influence of Paine and all inferest in upon both the Prude
But should hear
sistency of these dear brethren.
as you would put in a Christian
ntial
You
may
Commi
ttee
less
family
about
and say they
the prevalent ig- his writings have
very much can be said in favor of the
can not preach a. free salvation at home will go well here.
nearly died out, and his its Finance Committee, and when
nora
nce
in
regar
d
to
it
inte
is
mper
ddce. In discouraged friends court noth
watchful, earnest spirit, and of the ecoto every sinner while holding to an election
:
ing so anx- known that the finances generally have to salvation,
this, as in other things, we know far
A. H. MORRELL.
but they do it nevertheless,
bet- iously as
nomieal and careful methods

va)

that distin-

guish the most noteworthy of them.

ter than we dq,

not ‘consume

our

Let us begin.to act, and

time

and

energies so

Take the late Mr. Stewart for an exlargely in thoyght.
ample. It isn’t a great whilé since he
+o
* ‘Was a poor, penniless and almost frienddess boy, just like the thousands of boys
- OURRENT TOPIOS,
to-day who are fretting because their ——THE CHINES
E QUESTION.
Our Cali.
parents are poor and because they them- fornia correspon
dent calls attention to the
selves ‘ have not a cent to spend.” And serious aspects of
Chinese immigration.
yet this-same person was worth millions The Pacific coast is
being almost flooded

at his death.

«dustry, care,

He got his wealth

economy—habits

-that

=~ sure to win in the long run.

And yet,

say. these

by in- with them, and they are gradually findare

ing

their

way

to

the

Eastern

states.

Finally their treatmént in Californi
a has
bays of. to-day, reached so high and bad a pitch’ that
the
:

luck must have favored him.

‘And

so

it

+ did, but only as it will favor-every ‘body,

law is appealedto for protectio
n. That
they are immoral, and. heathenis
h, and
that they work for remarkably low wag
es,

the privilege of martyrdom.
By
the ery of * proseription ” they hope
to

been so supervised by the Prudential Com- I confess I could not, from my
seat on the
mittee that each year has been'self-sus- ‘‘ left hand” while they celebrated the
call attention to the man whose blasphemy tainin
«dying
love of our dearly beloved Lord,
g, and therefore no accumulated inand infamy are well nigh forgotten.
see
me to
Let debtedness allowed, and that the loaning preactheir consistency in “inviting
h in their pulpit and
Tom Paine’s picture be quietly hung, if his of funds
debar me
has been so guarded by the Fi- from showing forth the very” yet
substance
friends wish it. It would soon be quiet
ly nance Committee, generally composed of the gospel by participating in the celebra-of
forgotten. His patriotic services are
cer- these three men, that, while the best rates of tion of its vital fact, but they thought they
tainly entitled to some recognition at
this interest have been realized, there has coud and did it.
time,
never been a dollar of the invested fund mayThe former inconsistency, if it is one,
S006
or
+o
+
be winked at, for it is theoretical,
OUR INTERESTS IN CANADA. The coms lost, the value of their services will be practically they preach ag we do; the latrealized, and the denomination will con- ter is practical and will not be winked out
munication in another column, relatin
our attento Freewill Baptist interests in Ontar 8 | gratulate itself upon having such ability of sight, but thrusts itself upon
io,
tion every time the table of the Lord is
tells its own story. Is there not some at its command to aid in the management spread.
of the

minister of zeal and courage who can
go

there and

inspire them

Institution, Not only is there obligation because of ability, but the outside

with hope and
in greater or less degree.
steadfastness? We frust that the churche .world knows little of the time expended
If he had
and the attention bestowed. ‘The writer
es of
wasted his first smiall" earniirgs; * stniply are true. But that
they are shrewd, in® main the denomination in Canada may re- feels impelled “by his sense of Justice
to
such, and continue to do their: por+ beeause they seemed too mean to base a dustrious and thri
fty is also. true. And
tion of the Lord’s work. Nothing could improve this. opportunity by saying that
fortune on, he would hardly have come
¢ to the estate in which he died...

It .was

in face of all the facts, we cer nly. owe be gained, and we fear much
might be
them protection, a fair’chance taifor
them- look,

he has

during which

been intimately. associated with
in consentip 2. BOW...mer
to. he ged.in these
bodies
and
dependent’
upon
another religions body. We represent
them, there has never been an instance
liberal principles, and we earnestly ask
when the College has not received due
the brethren there to consider if it is not

* by, patient continuance in. well doing, selves, and also
all #he‘good
they can get
- Speaking after the manner of men; that from our
institutions; Falling %0-da
that,
\he won, and the Same elemer
its of stc-

in all the fourteen years,

we should ‘promptly abrogate or- modify

+ Ifthe Home Missicn Board ‘will now
contribute énough to help an evangelist

without

such

.

The great mistake is made by young

men when

they

conclude

to stand by those principles. ;

bin

“but a hard lot isin storé for them,and that Tr WiLL Our. . The jéy- thal) Mrid.
“doors that open into rich fields for a few Babcock and his friends eXpressed over
that

nothing

-are hopelessly closed against them. To
ibe sure, one inherits or is’ endowed with
eater natural energy, both of nind and

his recent

vittal was of short

Somebody, wither ‘his a

life.

by ‘the

foes of rascality in general, has been busy
since
then, and now a whole batch of
St than another, and Bhetefors do
to begin the race with an apparent ad- charges is made against him, making it
wantage. But it isn't wise to rely«too tialmost certain that he has been all the
strongly on what are’ called ‘natural en- me a knave. It hardly sebms possible’
- dowments. When we decide that lack is that a persecution for simply political
reasons would be so bitter and destruct:pgainst us, and ‘act according] ,
re huve, dve as this.

|

|. already chosen the wa
that Toads”
. 4 barren and desolate hi 8,
But when

4

over

And ‘others besides Mr.
Babcock are implicated. It was a costly

we piecd
ss for them when they ahd
++ decide that luck is a humbugthat
, he has ‘dertookof busine
she
District
safe burgla
no

monopoly of the good

he is a poward
and can be putto flight in

Aa

:

We have seemed to ‘refer to brily muitet

isl resources,—the meanest standards, of

‘themselves, by which to measure
h

were

not very different
.

pl

BRIEF NOTES,

Londonderry, Campton, Brentwood and we
know not how mmny other towns in New

Hampshire still keepup the

good

old

custom

of opéning their town ‘meetings by praye
r.
If Easter Sunday has
inded us,of the

infinite love of our risen Lord, it has been
day well kept.” Its Nlies fade, and its floral

offerings perish, but his love abides forever.

after having given two evenings to Col-

| lege business, upon

his own

motion for

adjournment, he spent the third, until the

accumulations were properly cared for.

We. see the names of others about: whom

we. should like to speak, but the length of
our article is such: that we can only refer

to two of them.
J
Bro. Linus Clark provided, years Ago in

, The Centennial keeps people at home, The
Agents of foreign steamers complain that the” his will, which is executed in due form,
engagements for passage’ during thé! season’ that the College should, in the final adJustment of his: estate; receive from'it the
have rarely been 50 few, at, this. time of
the

year.

:

ie Mr. Winslow says that if he {5 'iot extradited,

ihe shall come home of his own accord,
and’
call to account certain parties who have
taken

sum of $3,000. - We

know the man and

his disposition to protect this clause, dnd

have faith that it will be’ fally yedlized.'

their mother ¢hurch,

choosing to

be left alone

rather than lose the name of Freew
ill Bap‘tists,
I attended the March term of the
Oxford
Quarterly Meeting, and they spoke
of their
discouragements,
and one faithfu} laborer sald
*

ing which convened with the church in this

place the first Saturday and Sabbath in April
.
We had ablessed time, and the brethren here

feel thatif we only had a few more
men

have

of the Lord we would come up again,

were willing to come and labor in the vineywho
ard
If the Freewill Baptists in the

states

;
would.

take Cana
us a da
mission fleld and send men
and help us (we do not need help in a tempor
al point of view, for we have some very
wealthy people among us, but we need help
spiritually, I think in a short time they would
be more than repaid for all their trouble besides

however, if. there was some well man
here, with the mantle of Randall, Corpe
,

Marks, Wire, Hinckly, Dodge or Brown,
and

Some of our people think that we as a

body should unite with the Regul
ar Baptists,
but there are a large majority who
cling to

I attended also the London Quarterly Meet-

we
have lost the spirit of « The Fathers” in
this direction, I can not say. I think,

not a little good would be done,
body starve.
Ifind there are already two
small churches organized not
from us, in the northern part of
where Bro. Preston and others
ing.
i

them.

discourageare quite a
their visilabor with

help.

working for the Lord, for I believe

no-

the Free-

will Baptists have a ‘work to do here. Will
not some one hear “The Macedonian cry for
help” and obey the call? Our Yearly Meeting
will be héld with the Salford church, com-

or more
very far
Kansas, \ mencing the Thursday before the fourth Sabare liy- bath in June, and {if any have a désire to come
Silt al and try and help us, we would gladly welcome
Will not good brethren increase a lite them.
i
LR.
Yona, April 10,
tle their, Home Mission contributions;
|
with special reference to this field; that
it may be cultivated P
Money Returned to the Trinsury,
;

Besides ‘the special openings in this |

published, and can be had of the Principal,
"|Is plésidntly ‘written, and will intérest theIt
pre- friends and old stadents of the school, : The

‘And

it may
showing:
the elections and expirations of Pres. Fairfi be added here, ‘algo, that
eld, also formerly of Hillsdale
all ‘who liad ever had the

responsibility of
eing upon the Board. And as this table College, though not now gonnectéd with
denomination, has Tate y been elected
was to constitute an item in the history of the
a readable'one ‘even for those who
have had
Chanc
ellor of our University, to assume
the College for the centennial, it seemed
The opponents of Governor hatvheslatn no acquaintance with the Institution. |
his duties as such the coming fall.
ere extremely hostile, ‘and the party: . Chicagorrejaioesin the prospectiof a library | that we could not do less than thax to'put
t them them |’ Bro. Peter Lansing, at ode time
a stut, or rather the Mate of the ‘two fao- :searcely second to any in the Saunt, Some on record. ‘We felt that for the sake of dent at Whitestown,
and for some time a
time
ago
Mr. Walter Newberry
die , leaving a giving honor to whom honor is due, and succe
ions, ran 80 high that pistols were
ssful
will which devised his - property to his two,
also for the sake of such results as might lives in this minister in Wisconsin, also
v
ag
»

true ——=A PrriasLe SCENE.

success. But the qualities and habits
that brought
Mr. Stewart his wealth,

Ba

:

Waldron was at home from Washington,

a short time since,to spend about a week,

discouraged, and the cause of their
ment is the lack of pastors. There
number of churches that have Jost
bility because they had no pastor to

A few days since I received : the follow
gentlemen high in public lifel”
Bro. Dan. M, Hatvey sent the College. vicinity, of which I wrote before, there communication, enclosed with which wasinga
Advantage of his’ flight to repudiate their hon. a paid
It oh Lo fos hid? lain
up life insurance policy in,the sum ‘are a good many: Freewill Baptists’ soat- bank check for $43.75.,, Thinking there might
n, that lest
obligations, The saddest thing about it is
safety ‘secured by false medns’ is of the
of
$2,500
, and reserves the right to desig- tered all'through ithe ' State, ' Recently, be some other brethren who once received aid
that so many persongare quick to improv
Prof. Geo. McMillan, formerly of Hillg from our Education Society, and have not ene the
thost dangerous kind, and alinest suré to’ first
nate ité appropriation.
- tered the ministry, and do not expect
©... B1ny
opportunity to be scoundrels,» 170
? dale
J
to pursue
college, has been elected prbfessor their
be followed hy destruction sooner or lat |. A historical
Qur thoughts were turned
'studies
with that object in view, and are
to
sketch of New Hampton literary:
these
leadin,
pur
State
, University, at Lincoln. able to return a pait or
F's
olan
Sr
Tih
Lo
| Tosti
the whole amount: of
* prepared for the Centennial,” is ing things as we were. preparing a table,

chances, that,
“ to save

|. .a mement
by .a resolute will, then we
| have already ente
the re
rieh:. green:
d val,
~ \'leys, and.are. about to. reap its boun“les.

ry

Ar

The Free Baptist cause in Ontar
io is at present in a very low state. The peopl
e are almost

and he encouraged others to do the same.

Several brethren have written about en-

cess that have crowned:him, -he-has’ left: the Burlin
game treaty, foitr is only by
and first attention. I have an instance tering the field. But thus far all
for the cultivation of anybody who will
our leave and. inyitation that ‘they now our duty, both to ourselves and to the justat hand, to illustrate:
faint-hearted.
When Judge proved
Whether
use them.
liberal element in the larger Baptist body,
;
:
: come.

The Oause in Ontario,

that he would remain as he was and labor_for"
the Lord in the same way he had been “doing,

travel in this part of. the State (Adams
Co.), several ‘good churches, and speedily a Yearly Meeting, can be established.
But there is very little prospect of its be-

ing accomplished

Harper's Ferry, April 1, 1876.

© scene.

fented
Inthe South week,was idle
State Convention lastiin
- pitiable.

’

| quaint features of its history make the

pamphlet

State, near Ashland.

he
i

N 8

He is

what they received;forthe purpose of assisting
those who are struggling hard to qualify them-

selves for the Mastar's work, with tlie’ consent
of the writer T give priblicity to ‘his article—

hoping his example may be followed by others
' Who may see ftiwg; @, «wom oe
;
STONEHAM, Mass, April 1, 1876,

“ REV, Blas Suna,

tending

sehool'at

bik

7 { yh

New Humpion nie

1973, T received from the F:

. Ed.

hd ate

aa

ity, at,

different times, the sum of $34.50 as per my
cash account. ' Adding Interest on these sums

T

-

expecting

to

uo, Quarterly Seetings,

When I eceived
my way ‘through

UNION
Italy &

enter

at

once

upon

course of study fi the Bates Theo. school, but
in my last year at New Hampton, my health
so that I barely finished my course there.
failed

I might regain my

I have kept hoping
Still
present time

of

prospect

mo

been

has

re

to the

ut up

health so I mi Tit stily again,

ever going on with my studies, consequently
the work of the ministry, is, for the time at
least, given up, And now I return the money
received, with interest, hoping it may help
" some one who can work for the Master, whose
cause I Jove etter than ny bs ise. '
*

Truly

yours

Ly

:

in

§
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Rivisters and * Churches,
THOUGH no general revival has been enjoyed,

yet some mercy drops have fallen on ‘both the
first and second churches: of Corinth, Vt., the
past year.
i
i
HHP

Tug long and painful iliness of Bro. A, C.
Peaslee,
at West ‘Topsham, -Vit., has Drven so
materially exhaustive, that it is believed many
of his eld friends sand acquaintances would
gladly embrace thé opportunity to forward
him some slight. token of remembrance and
sympathy, The smallest pecuniary gift might
brove a great blessing to him.
’

be. Let us remember our quarterly convoea- rapid as at any time, and ten per cent.
tions of all the people and turn out
to the June above these figures would probably fall besession by the scores. Some of our churches low the present strength of the: Church
have been Visited through the winter with
‘
4
refreshings. ' Some twenty-five have been con- there,
verted in Middlesex, and, several , accessions
All’ evangelical missionaries in China
have baeh riage =» the ehuirch, i
Hie iting are to meet, in, convention at Shanghai,
a work: of grace is going on in
the Pu
ehuroh, Bro. J. W, in.
May 10., One of the important questions
astor,
Ad
ro. Peckham
has been laboring there for to be considered is that regarding the
some time, and the Lord is blessing his efforts

M.?

Blank

‘reports will soon be

George

» Day, when

the brethren

enabledto seciife th
A
w

t

on canals be closed during the same

?

LJ

3 begin

We are

podr, but we do not mean to have a heavy debt
hanging over our place of worship.
The

building
is 32 by 42 feet, with a half octagon
entry in front, eight féet eut and twenty-two

"next to building, forming a basis for tower and
spire, rising nearly eighty feet from the ground.
The ehurch, though numbering nearly sixty
members, is very much scattered, so much so
that our covenant meetings

are, held

at four

different points; some of our members living
fifteen miles away. So that our real strength
is not so much as might be thought. We ask
the prayers of our people that God will prosper us not only in,our building enterprise but
in all Christian graces, that when we are perauitted

to

worship

in its sacred walls,

we

msy witness the outpouring of God’s spirit in
our midst, and see souls born into the kingdom

of our Lord and Saviour.
ONE oF CoM,
—

2

—y——
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Bro. H. J. Kina, Indian’ agent at’ Leech
Lake, Minn., has hls hands full of business,

and is hopeful; though the mission is somewhat embarrassed. =
Rev. B. F. ZELL writes as follows!
We
have just closed a meeting "at ‘Broadway, 0,

The Lord was with us, many backsliders were

reclaimed, the lukewarm stirred up, and
On the first Sabbath

sin.

of this

month I baptized eléven converts in the York

church. Othe
are stillrs
‘awaiting baptism in
:
this ghurch.”
Rev. 0. 8. HARDING writes of Missouri intereste as follows:
“ The 8t. Joseph Q. M. held with St. Joseph

the Second Sabbath in Feb. Allthe churches
were represented except Alanthus Grove. We
bad a pleasant meeting, Eid’s Hawkins, W. B.
Williamson, C. 8. Williamson and the writer
being present.
‘ Reports from Evangelist appointed at last Q.

M. showed 83 additions to the different churchand

all the

churches

generally

revived.

Next Q. M. with Castile church, Clinton Co.

“I also attended the last session of the Worth

Co. Q. M., held with West Fork church.
new churches have

been added

of Eld. D. Mills’s labors.

church; Nodaway Co., and

other I do not remember.

as

the

One is the
the

Two
result

Luteston

name

of the

One has forty and

the other twenty odd members.

We enjoyed

a precious time. I was in Worth Co. when
myself and wife were all the F. Baptists in the
vicinity, and now they number near two handred, and all this has been accomplished by
self-sacrificing ministers. I have labored there
four years without pay, and have thé 'satisfuetion of knowing to-day that our principlesas a
denomination, are more deeply planted in the

hearts of the people than any other.

Q. M. willbe held

with the

The next

Luteston

church,

ten miles eastof Hopkins, on the K. C. St. Jo.

and C. BJ R.' Ri, gon ‘the Grant City

line,”

!

stage

i

]

Bro. H. also writes hopefully of the

interest

in the Harmony church at St. Joseph, Mo.,

which he is pastor.

of

i

Pror. R. DunN, D. D., having leave of absence for the present year,

from

his

work

in

Hillsdale College, Mich., is spendinga part of
his time in the lecture deld. During the month
of Feb:, he delivered three lectures in the
Freewill Baptist. church, in Marion, O., on

“Natural

Theology.”

These

lectures

. very instructive and interesting.

were

He also gave

a lecture, before the ** Lecture Association,” on

_ Right Rey, John Jones,

11, 12.

J. 8. Burgess and others, added much

interest

to

the meeting.

The

well represen

churches

were

some : of them

in

attendance.

Most

of

enjoyed.
et session will be. with the church at
Amesbury, July 5 and 6, and a full attendange is very desirablp,
yer
+R. Warraoe, Clerk.

with the West

church,

All

will be both gratified and profited by engaging
Prof. Dunn to'dellyer thém. 8. D, BATES. !
Marion, O,,"Aprils,"

Wi regret. to. learn that Rev. Ward Mitchell,
pastor of the Tolede
Towa, church,
, is prostrate
6d by

sickness,

His

neighboring brethren, -

pulpit

is supplied

by,

Rey, J. 8. MANNING, who has. assumed the

charge of the Leslie church, Mich

is

encowr-

aged in his work and, writes hopefully of the
prospects,
EHOW THA
Sy. Sh poe
:
Bro, O, B. MESSER reports interesting revival meetings at Oelwein, Towa, where twentySix were converted and reclaimed, , Eleven

stand ag candidates

for baptism, and

six

have

and paid for it, and paid other
hundred dollars,

expenses

promptly,

The

, twenty-six in full connection.

church numbers

After the meeting at Oelwein, Bro! 'M. held
4 meeting at Fairbanks,about ten days,and nine
manifested a desite to follow the Lord, The revival work ‘has ‘generally been
quite

encouraging
the past season in the Western
turches,

pg

on

io, FIR, por

and Coughs, * Brown’s

Willlams 88

|’

;

F. B. Woman's

Catholics

who

2,893; clerical

fel

lows in universities,chaplains in India, and
missionaries, 434.

‘
revised

GRAND RAPIDS Q. M, will be held
mencing Friday, May 5,at 2 P.M,

have been organized

in about twenty-five

places, and the results of the movement

generally are satisfactory.
The ladies of a Presbyterian church in
Kentucky recently sent a note to their

pastor informing him that there was, sub-

Jeet’ to his order, a sum of money in the
hank’ sufficient to meet his expenses for a

‘While here, he

‘raised

an

endowment

for.

the college of $81,000 in scholarships, and
secured a bequest in England of §1,500 an"
nually for fiftéen years.”
Ns
The Congregational Quarterly gives

the

statistics of that denomination as follows
whole number of; churches, 8,488, of which

891

are

without

comCoM.

8t

i

J. H. MAYNARD, Clerk.

FREE BAPTISTS MINISTER'S MEETING.
The
Testing will be at the foams of the Mc
last Monday iy
April, at 11, A. M. Essays
sion and
cis) will be read by I. H.

Farmington, and E.W.Porter. Brethren frog
Massachusetts are cordially invited.
’

ULod

of

pastors; ‘number’

of

bath schools, 401,888.

year werees29,945;

|The’ additions

dst

a net gain of 12,840.

Charitable contributions to the amount: of

$1,241,014:89 aré reported by 2,418 churches. The number of ‘additions to the churches, by profession €¢17,806)

is greater

1,

tal

AND

Opening

sermon,

Box;

Wm. Walker;

The

Mission

the

Spirit ever effect the Conversion of a Soul independent
of the Written Word? W. H, Peck; The Resurrection
Body, J.J. Allen; Hid
stery, Colossians 1
L.
Hanson; God revealed In Nature,
DM. L, Rollin;

Power

of the

Ministry consist,
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av as particularly valuable in Catarrh, Brochitls
all affections of throat and lungs—those of
public speakers, and gives several cases of Faiiy
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Every one
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practical

\

Book:

d

of Indies entirely
And

cana

that F am poke
leased ory %. The book
works well in the school room, the only place
where any school book can he tested.
.
;
:
3k
HIRAM ME
LYNDON CENTER, Vt., Nov. 206, 1
Ihave given Prof. A. B. Meservey’s Book-keep~
ing without a Master, a thorough téas in the class.
room. Its clearness meets the design exactly, for
an elementary
work, and it comprises ever
of banking.

I bespeak for it ung

yd

in the hands of any teacher.

-

of the

shav- | pecessaryto he known to the ook Focper! shor

a

RTE
A

scholars

WestiLebanoh,N. H., Dec. 15; 18/6.

:

or,

"Principal

sly

¥

AA

A sot of seven Rlanks has heen
to accom

i and Fear Bireets, Now Alheny, tnd. * Brice of thou

aise

and

yours,

ILDEN LADIES’ SEMINARY,
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pod

r 50 cents.

to my

Pror. A.B. M

York.

without

Iw

y

wl have conducted a : ne! i

: $5.00 TO $10.00 A DAX
made at home, by male or fo«
nts, sel Ekle. nN:
ALLY BLE
INDL

indhng Wood

Res,

J. W.SIMONDS, Supt. Public Instruction.

Nashua Hi

Street, Chicago.

ngs or paper.

to school officers for examination, and for

ISNEX, formerly 6] Principal
the YW.. W.H,i, BUSSEY,

KINDLER

ourth Bt

Town.

;

‘It is the

“1 'shall heartily recommend it.
as the beat.that

IFALLIBLE

“rine

have msed it:

to Sle Seiinol teachers

has come

& MAIN, Publishers,
New

it

use,

35 cts. ; $30 per 100 copies.

Street,

Now in

of this and other

TESTIMONIALS.
From the Superintendent of Public Instruction o
.
New Hampshire,
’
CONCORD, N, H., Aug, 28, 1875.
PROF. A. B. MESERVEY, NEW HAMPTON :
I have the satisfaction of carefully
examini
Meservey’s Book-keeping,
and am fully convino
that it is a book prepared with care, properly arranged, and is well fitted to. supply the place of a
text-book wanted In our public and private schools.
A knowledie of some_intelligible and systematic
method of keeping business accounts is nedded
by ever: child in the State. I earnestly recoms

A beautiful collection of
popular
Songs for Little Children, compiled
from the ‘best sources, by
Mors. Crafts and Miss Merrill.
Should be in every
home and
school for little ones {the land.

Ninth

schools

Be

35 ots. ; 830 per 100 copies.

21 Washington

A

BOOK-KEEPING
Successful uge in many

For Sunday Schools:

FOLKS

.

MESERVEY’S

WITHOUT 4 MASTER.
For Common Schools and Academies.

BIGLOW& MAIN
STA

Published-by

50 Assorted Visiting Cards with name tor 156
cents.
One p
25 Rooster cards; new
thing, Js cents. One pack coupon Acquaintance
oan
cents, Send stamp for samples toM. W.
Dowd & Co., Bristol, Conn,
itil

6ml

Address,

by mail, 75 cents.

A WEEK. Agents wanted everywhere.
«Business permanent and first-class,
For further
particulars, address
J. KENNEDY
& CO., Bighmond, Ind.

The TOLL-GATE! Reena: |
gem!

CHOICE

JOHN OHUROH & 00., Cincinnati, 0. .

Male or Female. Send our ad.
dress and get someth
that
will bring you in honorab
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pI] a month
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MONEY 8% iONork
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SONGS
FOR
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is the work of experienced men, and is the most
successful Convention Book in the fleld. Price,

EW" Either book sent by mail, in paper cover, on

0 gre Busi
olase.,

and a Grand Collection of Music.

& DORLAND, South Bend, Indiana.
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mail,

“MOODY & SANKEY SONG BOOK."

of U,

SMALLTPRUIT,

WANT

: Stron Pot Robes, suitable for linmediate Slower.

Phelps, The Faith orice Delivered
to the Saints; H. 0.
0

Also new maps

«

JOHN CHURCH & 00., Cincinnati, 0.
‘THE

nial Combination, Apply at once to
D. L. GUERNSEY, PUB., Sonor. x H.

A

The
ittee of desi,
t_‘send the following
programme for the Susquebanna Y. M. Ministers’ cons
ference for publication: A. Lord, The Dead in Sin
made Alive; O, M. Prescott, Mediatorial Kingdom and
Glories of Ohrist; A. H. Fish, Thé supreme Divinity
Sf Ghdet: J. H, Greene, God’ Care for the Righteous;
m., Sargent, The Stability’ of God's Covenant;O,
Bator, Harmony of Faith

good offered this year.

DO

in Great Britain and America. By an Eminent Di.
vine, Has over 600 pages and 20. illustrations.
Price $2. Best book to sell. No other complete.
800 Agonts made first month, Selling by the thous
sands.
£8
"“H. 8. GOODSPEED & 0O.,
8m3
14 Barclay Street, New York.

J. W. Brown.
Sermon
Thursday evening, 8. "Bathrick.
All ministers belonging to; the XY. M., not: mentioned
above are req
to ‘present a plan or sketch ofa
sermon for cri RAs All the above exercises are subJect to critics
pt the sermon Thursday evening,
All the ministers.
to the Y. M, are expected
to present a wri
rt of their labors, studies and
support. It ig ho
one and all will attend this
anna) gathering ped
a
it while
and inter=
esting to all,
}
M. WALKER, Sec,

ers,

The Wonderful blessings of God on

Labors of MOODY £ SANKEY in Europe
and America. Best book and chance for men
or women ‘wanting a good business and to do

@

/|

.

«Moody and. Sankey,

In what does the moral

Suerk
for

BANS. A., World and all Bible lands and Centen:

21 vols.
:
16 vols.

& CO.; Boston,

AGENTS WANTED FOR
‘THE WONDERFUL

Schools, Prayer Meetings, and Dey votionul Exercise 8.
;
This unrivaled
collection contains
* Hold
the Fort,” * Hallelujah, ’Tis Done.” “ Almost
Persuaded,” “Ninety and Nine,” * More to Follow;” “ Only an Armor Bearer,” together with all
of Mr. Bliss’s late and popular melodies. Price
$30 per 100 copies; by mail,
85 cents. For sale at
all Bookstores, or can be procured of the publish-

circulars free,

home's sdornment, at $1,

Attention is called’ to the high commendation’

Freewill

Sompat in

Illustrated

isa AA

PUBLISHED BY

Essay, The

of

For Sunday

[o

400 other Choice Books for Youth

, The Past ad the Future, R. L. How,
3
Temperance, A. Z. Mitchell; Church Discipline,
Am.
Russell; Pastoral Work, J. D. Smith; Does
ol

pags. No

Agents wanted everywhere,

Ta

they have received from the religious and Meerary
press, Catalogues free. Béoks forwarded Jos
paid,on receipt of catalogue prices:
t

Church,” Boston, have offered to subscribe
the purchase

removes Mol,

GENESEE Y. M. Ministers’ Conference will be held
with the Free
tist churchat Scottsburg, N. Y., on
Thursday, June 22, at 10. A.M. Order of exercisesas
New Birth, J. L.

+

the cure of the above

ABOVE

D. LOTHROP

GOSPEL SONGS BYP. P. BLISS

7.0. McCURDY & 00., 268. Seventh ¢., Philadelphis, Pa.;
13t15

&c,

and for Sunday ‘School Libraries.

than
N

&c.,

GENESEE X.M. will be held with the Scottsburg
church,commencing Friday dune 23, at 10,A. M. Opening sermon by Rev, CO. C. A.
Hilton.
214
War, WALKER, Clerk. J

follows:

Old and Young, Notadull

Scrof-

The Pansy Books, 14 vols. $17.52.

Maine to.

Depot No. 451 Sixth Av60,cents and$1 pa Dok
:

OO
Its thrilling conflicts 3of
hc
C “Exoil
Adventures, Captivities, Forays, Scouts, Pioheer women an
boys. Indisn war-paths, Camp life, and Sports.—A book £

sales:

HENRY A. HURLBUT,
JAMES M. MORRISON.

WILLIAM SLOANE.
HENRY B. HYDE.
GEORGE H. STUART.
DANIEL DODD.
HENRY M. ALEXANDER. -WILLIAM G. LAMBERT,
JAMES M. HALSTED.
JOHN J. MCCOOK.
WILLIAM HENRY SMITH. HENRY 8. MARQUAND.
RICHARD IRVIN, JR. ~~ EDMUND A. SMITH.
. ALANSON TRASK.:
WILLIAM MILES,
ELBERT B. MONROE.
B. F. RANDOLPH.
LOUIS FITIGERALD, Presienr.
HENRY A. HURLBUT, Vice-PRes,

skeptical of

The $500 Prize Books.
$28.75.
ik
The $1,000 Prize’ Series.
$24.50.

next

Face Ache; Rheumatism, Gout

WESTERN BORDER,

Books Everywhere Approved

KANSAS Y. M. will be held with the York Center

chareh,ten miles north.east of Fort Scott, commehcing
Friday, J une:
M. W. CAMPBELL, Clerk.
t
.
,

'| LOUIS FITZGERALD.
GEORGE D. MORGAN.

AGENTS WANTED for the New Historical Work, OUR

&e.

FOR EXECU-

DIRECTORS.

Neuralgia,

¢) LOOK."

eumatism,

Homai’s Persian Wash
and Freckles. Never fails.

MICHIGAN Y. M, will be held with the church at
Jackson, commencing Friday, June 2, at 10, A. M,

MODE OF INVESTMENT
TORS AND TRUSTEES.

was unable to Walk, caused by an_ injury received
on the Hudson River Railroad.’ Tried every ‘remédy that skill or science could devise, without any
benefit. Giles’ Liniment fodide of Ammonia gave

named complaints. Sent post-paid to any address,
by mail, on receipt of fifty cents. Address.
« F. RACHKLEY, Dover, N. H.

ousness ; W. Rrown,
888,318: number, in Saby Ende for w fl the Holy ivi
FA fo donc

church members,

for seven years.

at Tyrone,
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instant re’ief and effected a complete etre,

One single box will convince the most
their remedial properties for
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Sold by all Druggists.
Shue, oA York. Only
8.
.

of Appetite,

‘

THIS COMPANY PAYS SEVEN PER CENT.
INTEREST.
|
IT SECURES EVERY INVESTMENT BY A
FIRSTIMORTGAGE ON IMPROVED REAL
ESTATE.
|

skin

a

Dt. William Osgood Page, of No. 965 Fourth Avenue, New York, suffered for many years with
stiffness antl Intenie pain in his knee, and at times

' Bruises,

Neuralgia,

Bond

Bruises or Wounds of every kind iv man or animal.

spepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropeadache, Heartburn, Indiges-

as

40
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,

Loss

Book to our Stores in
:
8t11

CAPITAL, $2,000,000.
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EQUITABLE BUILDING, 120 BROADWAY, N. VY.
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Electric Pills
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COMPANY, Ag)
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PATCHES,

medicine, or consult Dr. B.

Dermatologist,
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ula,
They purify the blood, and stimulate the system,
thereby curing many complaints caused by bad

temperance re-

begun work in Connecticut.
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COCOA.

Aa Send for Centennial
Boston and New York.
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parts

.

Successors to Lee &
Walker, Philadelphia.
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CURES

Rackley’s
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NEW SPECIALTY

Frosted Feet, Chilblains, Sore Throat, Erysipelas,

Felons, Burns,
Ohilblains, Scalds,

in

1

use Perry’s moth and freckle
:
Lotion.
It is reliable
‘for Pimples onthe Face,
Blackheads or Flesh, worms.

Neuralgia,

Sprains,

for

TIONS

STATES.

|J. E. Ditson & Co.,

MOTH

LINIMENT
Lame Back,

NATIONAL EXHIBITIONS in PARIS,
and VIENNA, and at LOCAL EXHIBI-

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,|
711 Broadway,
New York.

MAGNETIC

! Contracted
. Cords,

HIGHEST MEDALS received at INTE_-

:

BOSTON,

DR. Streeters
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German Four Part Songs,
for mixed voices [$1.50].
A rich treasury
most excellent music for Societies, ete.
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and Hoadley’s Method
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Modern Commerce.
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Beginners.
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[$3-00], is a handsome, semplele, well-arrang.
ed Instruction Book for the Pianoforte,
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SCRIBE,

The Free Church of England is consider

Mason
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L. A. DEMERITTE,
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at the Piano.

Low

C. H, Ditson & Co.,
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709 ; chaplains, leads of training schools,

former, has
In Eastern
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Chocolate and

IN ALL FORMS

extant. The National Airs of America, England,
Scotland, Wales, Ireland, France, Spain, Italy,
Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Austria, and Rassia are in it.
gln Paper, 4h ots.
Boards, 50 ets. Cloth, 75 ots.
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In England the total number of the cler-

the

27.38
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a

3.00

0

a preparation of INDIAN HEMP, which cured his

money

gy of the Established Church is 23,738, as
follows : Dignitaries,
172; ' incumbents,
13,300; curates, 5,765; masters in schools,

a proposition to accept

OH Tilley,

DBE

Cocoa,

o

BI

Sa

Immengely kt

.

only child, and now gives this recipe free on receipt of two stamps to pay expenses.- HEMP
algo cures night-sweat, nausea at-the stomuch
and will break a fresh cold in twenty-four hours
Address CRADLOCK & Co., 1032 Race street, Philadelphia,maming this paper.
4815 °

ty years,61,000.

ing

13,00
2.00
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six months

copies now in use.

Wade, all of Dover, Me, 1.00 each,

When death was hourly expected from consumption, all remedies having failed, and Dr. H.
JAMES was experimenting,he accidentally made

Centennial
the

ony

Mrs ED Wade, Mes OA Everett, Miss M A
Dover, N. H.

he

in Af

_ Getze’s School for Parlor Organ,

ed

Woman's Wis Soc, 2d church, Corrinth, Vt, per
Mrs F P.Eaton,
1.25
Charles St, Dover, N H. per Mrs C O Libby,
* Mission Lovers,” Ea Albany,
Vt,
CE K Davis, Boston, Mass, to cons, herself L M 20.00

Positively Cured.

of the communicants and churches in foreign lands.
In the first twenty years, only
500 converts were made; in the last twen-

Book of Common Prayer.
Dr. Reynolds, the Maine

cents], is an easy,

Mission Society.

gennine without

ntil

ARNT

method te the. first

hot
>

given by American Christians for foreign
missions, and sent only one-tenth of the

unattached,

Wood,

vi

before

;
y
oli
5:00 | Centennial Collection of Nationai Songs,
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SILAS CURTIS,
.
y

N.H

Ask for pamphlet concerning the location, quali

sermon, stated that while the Baptists had

465;

.

not

(gies ful oiint bus

The following sums haye been received to aid young
men in New
Hampton Institution who have the minis~
try in view:
;
Nove et a
ofouiter, Mass,
WH
Jaqu
orinth,
Me,
s
A friend. Frangim* ¥
2.00
Rev J Erskine, Franconia,
5.00
E.H. PRESCOTT, Treas.

card to A. 8. Johmson, Lavd Comnilssioner, To:
peka, Kansas, and see:-what you will get in return.

join the Free Masons, the Good Templars
or the Fenians will be excommunicated.

etc.,

Prov, R I, per

\

‘Concord

United States. The Atchison, Topeka and Banta
Fe Railroad Company, of Kansas, offer the great-

Pastoral,

missionaries, they had more than

N H., per H
owe,

Concord ch, N H, per MB Smit,
Roger

tli
pp

: Beligions Riscellany,

of

Vt, to con herself

MANUFACTURERS OF

"POPULAR MUSIC BOOKS,
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ESTABLISHED IN 1780

ill Nurseries, West Chester, Pa,
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ch, Mass, per
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ty, and price of lands.

oneé-ninth

argent,
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THOMAS,

FILE
Cg ed
eh Dr
scene
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y per J

Mrs Nancy Lund,

What a Thousand Dollars Will Do.
It will buy a farm of one hundred and sifity
acres in one of the most fertile sectionsof the

churches in theQ. M: will endeayor Jobs rep.
resented.
0. W. Youna,
Clerk.

contributed only

stonid 4

Cook's Bradrie, N J 8 Coop : .
Prairie
oily. GM,
011, por AR Hil,
Pines ch, Manchester,

proved their efficacy by a test of many years.

business sessionof the year, we trust all the

Rev. Dr. Dodge, in a recent
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&
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/Ap) ¥ Benuett,
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service. No special revival
interest was .re- bonds; &c., out of earnings; and’ is’ one of the
ported b Penney wan hon ati ;
most prosperous As Ww
as one of the most ex=,
Vv.
, Penney
was chosen g comini
to locate is ute A on. And
ae that is the tensive enterprises in the west. Drop a postal

announces that all Roman
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Bates Warton
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Send for catalogue.

7, 8, and 9, Tremont Temple, Boston.

GEO. H, SPRINGER, Agent.

-

Iu conse-

Lenten

baul-

Forwarded,

Parker'sH
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Baptist Bookstore.
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aldro
Whloomhes

ly

Ch a

rd poy Ws J. N. Robertson from the Pros- est indncements to settlerson, their lands.” Their
pectQ. M. were pressat, and rendered good road is completed, is payinZ ‘all its interest on its

Cardinal Cullen; in his

M Seti

she Le

EE.
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TESTED BY Time." Fok Throat Diseases, Colds

quence of the weather
unfavorable, the
attendance was small, But few churches were
represented, either by ‘letter of delegates.
There was not much business to be transscted.
Inf Social meetings were iiercsting, and the
Rev. Wm.
reaching, We trust, effectual.

been received by letter the past’ winter. ‘The
church was organized March 27, 1875, has $26,000 toward
church edifice,
built a house of worship that cost twenty-five

8

LATEST

RoW operJib FLOWERS

cheeQ M,, Me

Pudenziana, .and above

Pyle, None
ws
pi

~-0

:
Mr Elly D Jordan, 91,2 Prospect St. Parfland,
Dr J 0 Kellogg,
Seattle,
Wash
Ter. ;
4 Rev W I No
L a
Vt.
ARBEIT , Cen,
ai
Yb beg
510)
| ome Mission.
*

Vegetine has restored thousands to health who
had been long and painfal sufferers,

Q. M.—Held its March session
Bit

of these

Egypt.”

Rev

If you want good employment and large profits
send stamp to H. B. BENNETT & CO., 213 Federal street, Portlan?, Me., for list of Bennett's
. The debate was opened by Rev. KE. W. Colored Rug Pattern, and terms to agents.
18t4
Porter, of Lowell, on the model siperiniend4
er
nt. Bro. Porter was followed by Rev.
A. L.
The very large sale of the Eure=
&
hton, Rev. A. 8. McLean and others.
ATI
ka Machine Twist is not a matThe.debate was very interesting, and Wednesday afternoon of the next session will aiso be MACHINE | ter of surprise, for it proves exdevoted
to 8. 8. and Rev. H. 8. Kimball and
actly as represented every time. It
Rev. J. E. Dame will be the speakers to open
is reliable in every respect, length,
strength and quality guaranteed, .
Mh
an doers Was
Meeting
a veryer
.
.
>
"
ance, On the whole,
a very good season was

and

in

the name of James
it.
.

churches were represented by letter and deletes. The Q. M. isin a very healthy condifon, the churches all supplied except 8. Bos.
1 . Bro. White has resigned, On Wednesay afternoon, a Sunday school Useng Was

College at Beirut, Syria, has retarned to
his post from a year's visit in this country.

“ Civilization

D O Burr

Business Hotices.

the

§

JH Jordan, Marshall, Miceli.

MASSACHUSETTS
Q, M,—Held its annual
PYLE'S DIETETIC SALERATUS. Universally ace
session with the church
at Lawrence, April knowledged the best
in use. Each pound bears.
9,6. Notwithstanding the snow-storm, a
fair
were

Smith—»A.

AND

—

rs J MPh Stover po

Small—P

‘BEST

Are prepared atall times to supply Libraries with the

We make a specialty of TEACHERS? BIBLES, HELPS, &e., &¢.

By Mar.

establishment
for the sale of religious publications, &c. ' Rev. Paul Grassi, a Catholic convert, is to be the pastor.

Cor. Bec. of the Home Mission, received a liberal donation for that interest.
Next session will be held with the Kingfield
church, June 9—11, commencing Friday, at
1, P.M.
T. F. Maxim, Clerk.

re

8~Ma

Books

part of the remains of the House of PuIn connection with the church will
be a school-house, minister's residence, an

reporting, re-

Prescott—W

L

Yul 1 y pofivarp—H H Wallace—E

The area measures flve hundred square
yards, and is situated close to the ancient,

Basilica of Santa

Mitehell-1

D
te
hen—dJ
R ¥ Woods Weymonth

chased a site for another Baptist church
in connection with their mission in ‘Rome.

the interest of the occasion, Rev, J. 8. Burgess,

number

Al

rma

the 5th inst. His age was eighty,
The English Baptists have recently pur-

vivals. A number of young, converts were
present and added their warm’ testimonies to

He

has

Alexandria

B

|

E Stone—8 ¥ Smith—S Bmith—A J Staples
mm.
ATucker—A
1
D Ntevens— "Err
wd
Unde

E

quite dens.

“ Customs and Life of the Orientals.”

lectures’ have given excellent ‘satisfaction.
Any churches or * Lecture Associations” ’desiring to hear lectures oh any of these themes,

i

church,

trip to the Philadelphia Centennial.
"Dr. Bliss, President of the Protestant

before delivered lectures here on * Palestine”

Bo

time;

the venerable

Theological Seminary near

labors of visiting brethren,

the theme rarely discusséd, “The sensibilities

and théir , discipline.” "Also. another on the

my

Episcopal Bishop.of Virginia,
died at the

ng

March

> Providence ¢hurch, commenced Friday beforé

es,

Bri

ELLSWORTH

WESTERN.

ners converted.

Madison

The presence and

-

=O A Reames ~J N Rich--§

or dispatched onthe Sabbath. |...

Ho Tit Seeded

WMoader—W

mb-8

furnished on Wivsl reasonable terms.

A

OB Robin 018 Fioks 125 RemET smi1d
uint

that no delivery be made at, any post office
on Sundays, and thatno mails be made up

will be

As D, SMITH, Clerk.

rst

-8

Fhe fea

except in cases of necessity ;, that all locks

wid

Q. Mle

PLES

C
I= VLadd A
oulton

a

P Morrill—J W Merril

or engines be permitted te run between
Saturday midnight and Sunday midnighi,

sent
to all the church clerks. Be very, carefu
to make your reports correct, and ‘in’ full, an
send them to the % Mi
fort
i
Next session will be held with the Fultney
church, June9, at “2 'P. M. Openin
ermon
by Rev. L. Hanson. I shall bring wi
me to
the, Q. ih
Registers and the
Memoir of

the

which has been done by subscription,

rton—8 Mui

House, to the effect that no railway trains

Jan, 14, J. M. o in
Pree , The mission collection
was ' taken in behalf’ of Bro.
Walrath, which amounted to $10.33.
ext session with the Poland . church, comTue name of the Rev, Ephraim Johnson | mencing
at 6, ». M., on Friday before second
was left out of the Register’ by -mistake, He Sunday in.June.
:
is a member in good standing of the first
M. G. SLocum, Clerk pro tem.
Freewill Baptist church in Pittsfield.
ANSON Q. M.—Held its last session with
ALFRED THOMAS,

DELMAR, PX. The church in Delmar is trying hard to complete thejr new house of worship, which they
do by anether winter. In the meantime, they intend to hold
meetings in it this summer. Times are hard
and both Com. and pastor find it hard rowing
to keep out of debt. ' The house is inclosed,
the floor laid, and lathing finished,nearly all of

~Mrs

greatly.
Bro. Brown writes that, a dozen translation of the Scriptures.
young men and women were forward for
The Evangelical Alliance in Canada inprayer one night last week, thank God. Breth- |.
ren, shall we come up to the help-af the Lord tend to petition the Dominion Parliament
agalust the mighty and make thi centennial to add a proyision to the bill now before the’
ear, A Year o A flee’ in all the churches in
Q.

I
4

creased in the last five years from 41 minQ. M.~Hold its fast session with the isters to 66, from'79 to 115 churches, and’
Naples church, commencing
Feb. 11,
Its growth Lente~18 Lor fu
A good time was enjoyed, although the church- from 1,994 to 4,298 niembers.
Toa S P Mo
es were not all represented, and some of our within the last nine months has been as
Nudgett—1,
A
Ba
ministers were absent. This ought not so. to

¢ Union

-

The Presbyterian Syriod of Texas has jn-

~

school

makes $43.70, for
check to you as

v

to April 1,1876, at 8 per cent
amount. 9 eljclose
whi
Treasurer of
Ed. Society.
“ A word of explanation.
the money, I was making

a
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"Keeping will Be $1.10. Blanks,

Blanks may be obtained
at whole-

sale, of the Publisher, at New Hampton

or of

dhol ng Brown & Co., 25 and 20 Cornhill, Bos
n,
.
=

REE

C. D. THYNG, Publisher,

|

Smt

New Hampton, N, H,
g

ma

Less

¢ Yes, but that don’t matter;

ATEE VAN:SHERS,

Sweetest of all child-like dreams
In the simple Indian lore,

Still to me the legend seems
Of the shapes that flit before.
Flitting, passing, seen and gone,
Never reached, nor found at rest,
Baffling search, but beckoning on

To the sunset of the blest.
From the clefts of mountain rocks,
Through the dark of lowland fires,

Flash the eyes, and flow the locks
Of the mystic vanishers.
And the fisher in his skiff,
And the hunter on the moss,
Hear their call from cape and cliff,

« (Oh, yes, sister;' the

Wistful, longing through the green

to Milford, and as to the fields,

Of the sunset land of souls.

that’s to do on them,”
y
Melissa stood for a moment, half wish-

2

ing her sister could see, and half thinking
of the * beautiful things,” but she only

Doubt who may, O friend of mine!
Thou and I have seen them too;
On before with beck and sign,
Still they glide, and we pursue.
More than clouds of purple trail
In the gold of setting day;
More than gleams of wing or sail,
Beckon from the sea-mist gray.

1

Glimpses of immortal youth,
Gleams and glories seen and flown;

Far-heard voices sweet with truth,
Airs from viewless Eden blown:

frock and scrap of a shawl,

Loving hands we may not clasp,

came running

him a manuscript. But we are
the brain-brokerage business.
and hang again at the door.
a fierce man whose child has been

sick for three weeks, and is infuriate

that

‘Gentle hands we closed below,
“Tender voices heard once more,

« How nice to have such a roasting
fire I" she said, as she held her bands over

Smile and call us as they go
On and onward, still before.

it.

« Everybody has ‘to

Guided thus, O friend of mine!

have

a roasting

fire to-day, I think, with all this cold.”

Let us walk our little way,
Knowing by each beckoning sign

Most everghody, I suppose.”
‘ What are you going to do to-morrow ?” inquired Pemelia, polishing a dish

That we aré not quite astray.
- Chase we still with baffled feet,

Smiling eye and waving hand:

to stand away.

shall meet,

Lost and found in sunset land.
— Whittier.

for?t
Lad

fae

:

;

)

'

the wood;
Laid
Bertie Patch

fo

Kept the broom;

{wy

ep

:

Py

¢ we Pres Jom,

| =

and

RANG, We -

«I am glad,” said Melissa.

Laid the cloth;
Brought the tray ;

Washed the plates;
Nanny pga i

the fire all along.” —
~~ {and keep
so interested

salt;

Dieky Street

pir, We

and gIy out,
pestered to-day with a

Melissa looked

1h

off the dust
not exactly shaking es
room,
but
for a

Feishid tho mest
Sally Strife

Rulibed the knife;
Minnie York

for.

or

an

°

to-morrow.”

we've lots to

« See here, Lucy,” broke

Bought the milk;

in Pemelia,

2
Stairs,
carpet
in a procession
comes
Then sud

people

of

wanting money for churches, for asylums,
th

, for

ine-h

a

EL

oo

be interrupted.”

"Harry Host

Made the toast;
Mrs. Dee
Poured out tea;

And they all were as happy as happy could be,
Little Folks.

+

oth

il

I know

If their card is brought to

we be seen.
us, they

Lucy chatted a little and was gone.

Circle.

That plan

Lucy blushed. deeper rose than the | . 0 ot
winds had made her. i wn do; maybe | ‘=. only imperfectly. There are per; it is better than sistent. fellows who will not. be ‘tarned
mother will be richer yet
some.”
‘| away, They persuade the door-servant
¢ Better than none, maybe.”
that it is a matter of life and death that
+] will be thankful for it, and
more will come some time.”

4

would

sure we

are

see them.

‘stove

comfortable

Lucy more

and

fpr the

fit

barely escaped burning her new season.

gingham

the

.sa .near
apron standing

{ Mhiabkigiving Day dawned cold and ures? If your sermons are poor, these

clear. Gay hoods and woolens glided
stove, quite still with astonishment,
ong the road nding to the meeting?
«You can ‘ Pemelia’ if you like, but I

don’t know what there is to thapk for,
The red cow’s dead, and speckle-hen, and
a bit of an egg
is nol e
Daisy's calf; ther
getting laid, and Bumble, the dog, has a
‘Jame leg. ‘Then, didn't father say ibe
pumpking

and

beans

and

cabbages

‘weren't 80 big or so many as most years?

Meantime, when are you to prepare
your Sabbath sermons aud weekly leet~

ouse. Round-faced,
warmly-clad
children filled the pews together with their
mothers and fathers,

all

in

cosy,

com-

for{able wrappiogs,
but in a corner alone,
in her, cotton dress, knelt Luey, giving
thanks. She did net know that feet were
burrying along the Jane leading to her

outery at its mediocrity. If you have
newspaper connections, or relations to
some educational institution, what justice
can you do them?
1f the congregation had one half the

interruptionands botherations their minister has, they would not preach

any “bet-

ter tha
he n
does, and ‘would be 60 con-

mother’s cottage with woolens and tight fused they could not answer the quesand it's plain there's no use in going to shoes for her, who was thankful .for' the tionsin Brown's Shorter Catechism as to
; mercies she had.
Her needs had’ been who made them or what they were . made
meeting.”
noticed
and
her
patient
words heard as of .— Talmage,
in London Christian Wnion.
when
wrong
gone
« There's a sight
8.0.5
she
stood
in
the
kitchen,
talkipg
to
Pe--e >>
don't
Pemelia,
but,
up;
all
it
count
_. you
mela;
nnd
who
believes
that
a
happier
you think that more has gone right?”
i
THE DRUMMER BOY.
heart beat anywhere in the valley among
+ Noi not a bit of it.”
Colonel Cyrus Léland; a native of GrafT've been saying them all over to myself,

_ * All stie little soraps of chickens have all the hearts that were throbbing id ton, in this State, now of Troy, Kansas,

grown big ; and Cooshy and Crumple and

Mooly are well; and the pigs didn’t gel

the Island

thankfulness for the herds and rich farms,
the little heart under the cotton

dress, on that frozen day in November—
sick like Frederick Peters’s pigs.”
:
+ Yes but we have only seventeen and Christian Advocate.

who raised and commanded the fifth Kangas volunteers in the late war, relstes the

‘alive.

|

pw

41; Rostock, 45;, Greifswald, 26; Heidel
!

¥

3

A ¥

Hi

q 2

officers and: somo sey ‘aud. ‘two ‘of :the
Primi
¥

y

Tol

CORTE
Ui

é

It was writtenby

cents
» copy,

Mr, Dana
is the last man one

PR

would expect nowadays to undertakea liter.

ary work
of that kind«

By the way, the San’s

criticisms
on * the tall tower organ” and “ the
young editor” do not seem to prevent Mr,

| Dana and Mr. Ripley from working. harmon.

fously together on Appleton’s Cyclopedia.
The “ Bishops’ Bible,” printed at London in

15905, is known otherwise
as the * Treacle Bibie,” from the rendering which it countaingof
Jeremiah
8:22, * Is there not treacle fa Gile-

ad! Treacle, by, the way, is stil¥éhe éommon

word in England for molasses, though 1 olden

times
It was nlso applied to & medigal compound of various ingredients, which was used
asa preventive of or eure of the effect of

is still livingin that town.

:

A new Life of Genefal Israel Putnam, by I.
N. Turbox, will be published
in May by Lock.

words
bottom

wook, Brooks & Co.,
Bostn,
. The Academy remarks: * It is strange that
American novels should not be better than
they are. IL is not that originality is lacking,

Prayer
:

the. thee Tolumed ngvels ‘which

§ foe

our own country, and are of a far high-

er order of merit; there is a vasy large amount

of nervous force in the style; there is a superabundant command of language; there ig ‘a
desire to understand
and record what is true’
und yet they fall short of being great.”

Mr, T. B. Aldrich has written
his sojourn in

a sketchof

Rome for publication in the' At-

lantic Monthly.
As each book of “* Daniel Deronda” appears,

the Examiner sees new proof of the wisdom,

me

and the Atheneumof the unwisdom, of publishing it in parts.
“ F understand,” writes the Rev. J. & Den-

a
*‘ that would

nis to the Evening Post, “ that the Rev.Dr.

wicked.”
« Well, don’t you ever do
worm asks you to,” said

it upless a
the worm,

¢¢ then it’s all right. Now I'm ready, go
ahead.”
‘“ Are -you sare you're in earnest;”
asked Andy.
¢ Quite sure,” answered the worm.
“ And won't it hurt you?” asked

Andy.
‘- Don't ask so many questions;
1 tell you,” replied-the worm.

* And why ?” said Andy;
that the worm

was

turning

do as

but seeing
away

—Mrs. Margaret Eytinge, in

las,

Thy Son, our Saviour, bled

and

high,

on Calvary.

soil to bring it rapidly to perfection. It
is wonderful how little soil and moisture
it requires. A writer in the London
Gardeners’ Chronicle states that the finest
plant he ever saw
grew out of the middle
of an old wall, and hung down to a len
of three feet. The
was accidentally
blown into the crevice when he was sow-

TARGET SHOOTS.
« A military rifle” is a fearful implement. It is superior to human control,

as to the

range and direction of its projectile.
It
will shoot where it bas a mind to, in

spite of all one can do.
thing but the target.

hit

well carb and you hit & sheep in the next

forty-four

or

Scotland,

which

lishers will be the Harpers, and that the Nelwill issue simultaneously
sons, of Edinburgh,
in Great Britain what is published in Amerlong familiarity with life
fea, Dr.Thomson’s
in the East, his frequent and thorough explo-

rations of biblical localities, his learning and

good judgment in the explanation and elucida-

tion of Scripture allusions and incidents, and

WHEN Henry the Great of France was

his graphic and

advised to proceed with rigor
against
some disaffected towns, which had
fallen

eminently fit

attractive style

him to farnish vsluable contributions to the
literature of biblical antiquities, and especially

into his hands, he replied, The gratifica- to bring before all students of the Bible ins
tion which may be derived from revenge fresh and vivid way its historical simplicity
is but momentary, while the pleasure of and naturalness.”
forgiveness is everlasting.”
Hartman has just published, st Ber
THE labyrinth of
¢ contained 300 lin,Prof.
the first volume of u splendid ethnological

chambers and 12
s.
Thebes, in
E
, presénts ruins 28 miles round, ‘work, entitled Die Nigritier(The Nigritians).
and contained ‘850,000 citizens and’ 400,- When completed it will form an almost ex
haustive thonograph upon the black races of
000 slaves.
Africa.

*

Sik

high interest.

:

The, Roman correspondent of the London
Daily News telegraphs that Count Cavour’s
secret political papers, kept since his death
by his heir, the Marquis Cavour, have been
consigned to the Stute archives, and henceforth
are available for the historian of Italian
unity.
Prof. George
Stephens, of Copetthagen,

Is there an English word that contains
all the vowels?
Unquestionably. A teetotaller thinks that all ¢‘ sensible people”
wonld prefer them in their regular order,
—Abstemiously,
Tur Temple of Delphos was so rich in

to publish in May a pamphlet on the
hopes
interesting ruined monolith lately exbumed

in Sweden, which Was raised in memory of
men, one,'of whom fell fighting under Earl

‘What nation produces the most marriages?
Fascination,
‘When do two and two make more than four?
‘When they Rake 22,

at

The present volume1s enriched with

no less than fifty-two ‘full page engravings of

Siward against Macbeth, This mooument is,

says the Professor, the very oldest document

left us connected with the obscure history of

is-taken from you before you get it?

A Chromotype of the
Shakespeare’s hero.
, monolith will accompany the pamphlet.
Hpochs of His
The next volnme in the *

town | y,
‘What smells most in a chemist’s shop? The
next nose.
pA
have
‘When is a window like a star? When it is
a
skylight.
1
live

| We accepted with pleasure and {ook po- |

in America

accepted. ~We hear that his American pub-

ing the border, and the plant thus pro-

in the mext, besides women and chil- |,
dren,
We attended a company shoot once in

ot
s

for

have been urged upon him and which he has

It will hit every- donations that it was plundered of $50,~
It shoots as a 000,000, and the’ Emperor Nero carried
cross-eyed man looks, mo one knows away from it 200 statues.
where. The more you practice with it,
Conundrums.
:
the more you are amazed at its eccen-

lot. You put up your target in one
and a sheriff waits upon yom the
morning to inform yon that you
killed several principal citizens who

has

to complete some literary engagements

duced was far more healthy and vigorous
than any of those at the footof the wall.

of the Hebrides.

You shoot at a cat sitting ona

who

several years either

The mignonette is

| THE ij Islands are 154 in number,
situated in the South Pacific Ocean, east

a house.

and

and faquires a dry, sandy and rather poor

Tue MiGNONETTE.

St. Nicho-

You aim at a barn and you

Book,’

a native of the dry, hot climate of Africa,

from

tricities.

the

years been connected with the American mission in Syria, contemplates a suspension of
his active missionary life and a residence of

Sb-b
reo ee

It is inherently independent

William M. Thomson, the author of ‘The Land

e,

tory” series (Seribuer) will ‘be’ on “ The Ag?
of Elizabeth.”
!
Messrs. Beribner, Armstrong & Co. have
nearly ready the first volume of their new

Bible Questions.

following incident: ‘In the spring of
” [Answers in two weeks.)
1864,we were marching along fn a broken
J9.
What
was the name of Aaron’s wife?
‘woody country in southern Arkansas, Connecticut, where the competitors were
20, How many sons had he?
4 But I'd rather have ours, because
“
to
use
the
arm
of
their
respective
registrange fire before the
21.
ho, offering
The following statistic exhibit the num- | southward, when one: day ‘the infantry, ‘ments and battalions.” ‘We went in good Lord,
‘are alive.” *
were devourel?
o
about two hundred strong, acting as
ce
‘attendan
in
students
dl
theologic
of
ber
[Answers
requested
from
younger
readers]
|
Ms Con
faith, without making our will; we had
«« Don't you think
it would be best to upon institutionsin the yarious univer- escortto my mule train of dbout one hunpba
it
drawn
up
next
day—wife
quietly
sugwas moving just
be thankful. for what we have, and not sities
of Germany for the year embracing dred and sixty wagons,
.
Answers,
of 1874 and 1876; Leipzig, 881; in advance of it. As they passed a_shar gested it." Perhaps you wonld like to 10. A ‘Micah cah 6: 5: 2.
think
about the rest?” ~~
know what happened. Well, the chapturn in the road by a corner oa $
11, Isaiah
chapter,
- “No; rd'q just
be thinking all the time: Tul agen, 277; Halle, 208; Erlangen,
lain
of the firing squiad-—composed of the
12.14, 2 Kings 4: 42, 48.
ryeve
fenced
a
strong
body
of
rebels
“Sudden
1663
and
n,
Berlin, 199; Gottinge 96; Jena, .
‘other
cows didn’t die,
:
rushed out from the timber and brush and ‘best marksmen—did us the homer to] Auswered by, Delia Mexbam, Middlesex
body's pumpkins and csbbages
are big 95; Bonu, 62; Kiel, 60; Konigsburg,68 ’ ‘altacked
them, killing and wopodihg; the ‘nominate us to the *‘ markers” position. | atch,
,
‘everybody's calves are Strasburg 58; Marburg, 47; Breslau,
y
Me, Com
. Young,
or ours,

be bad twenty.”

of Terceira,

Francisca
de Souza in 1579. Barbosa Machado
states that it was lost during
the great earth.

+ Let's see,” said Andy.

interlopers will be the first to set up. an

Atheneum a

ica,by emigrants fiom Oporto, Aveiro and

nuity of arrangement peculiarly its own.
the
Cross of Christ;” the
in italics, when read from top to
and bottom to top, form the Lord’s
complete :

chop

to the London

most valuable manuscript has been discovered
in the Azores. It refers to the colonization,in

The initial capitals spell, “ My boast is in

« Well!” said Pemelia, as she closed
the door behind her, “ I never !—If she’s

Pemefia!” and the small.eook at the

According

It

of the cattle 1s said to havea strong smell
of the lemon ; for the cattle are fond of
;
eating this fruit as it drops from the trees poison,
The popular missionary hymn, * From
in there pastures. The lemon tree is very
Greéenland’s icy mountains,”
was composed by
fruitful and more hardy than the orange.
Heber,
at Wrexham.
It is sald the printer
A Literary Curiosrry. The following who set it up intypeon the Saturday of its
for use on the following Sunday,
remarkable composition evinces an inge-

** You're not pret

“ Take your little spade and

An

. | quake of Lisbon
in 1765. This most important
document
is about to be published by an erudite Azorian gentleman and will throw great
BY BE. A. 8.
lighton the disputed question of the early
About Lemons.
discovery
of America.
The lemon tree has, at the same time,
A forgotten subscription life of Graut,by
blossoms and fruit all the way from little Charles A. Dana,
and a man whose name we
green lemons to those which are ripe, Its have forgotten,
sold at the Trade Sale for25

They gesticulate so violently that the ser- him he seized his little spade and chopped
vant gets afraid. She has been only a it intwo, and lo! and behold! one-half
little while in: the family and does not crept off one way and one-half the other.
going Yo meeting I'd better, for my mer- feel like being sacrificed, even in defense
* Well, sure enough,” said Andy, *I
~"
GIVING THANKS.
cies are big enough to see; ‘but her's of the peace of the householder. Her don't believe I could do that. = Good-bye
to-morrow,
church,
to
«¢ I shall not go
: would take a magnifier.”
courage fails, and she timidly, knocks at Mr. Worm—I mean two Mr. Worms.”
that's sare,”
the
“They are real, though, and great, the pastor's door: After the urgent case
* Good-bye,” said the
head,
and
«Why? inquired Melissa, stirring
though not so many as ours,” said Me- ig stated, it is found out thal the visitor * good-bye,” said the tail ; and they both
"pumpkin on the stove.
out the door to meet moth- has a new kind of cough-mixture which crept under the ground and left. Andy to
tripng
because there's nothing to thank | lisa,
«Just
fake he wanted to introduce into the family.
er and ask what could be done to
ask, * And why ?” until this very day.
sua
ae
Ee
»
row

bya new guthort 4 in press,at
this house,
deals
mining life in Pennsylvania;

well naturalized in Brazil, that the flesh

in two,” said the worm.
¢ Ob, no,” said Andy,

of sales.

the press
the other day by Dodd & Mead, and
was entirely ordered before the books gotin
the store. A novel
of somewhat similar vein

* Something that bees, birds and even

troduction ; others wanting autographs;
while you pd Sounding or y out ED Se:
.
4P- | others wanting nothing.
or
Be,
is
1 eX
out pu.
You say; * Appoint certain hours when
Pets 10 fue, Yours is rat hey scant.

os
ie Be
Susan Head
Cut the bread;

Family

to-morrow, : and said something
: g about

Bile Hohe some work;

kable vitality in the wf

boys can’t do,” answered the worm, wriggling a little, as naughty girls do when
.they say, *‘ So there now, you think yourself something great.”

rs on

ve

edition
of one of the older novels was putin

down-again and asked, * What?”

that Lucy | oq hig feet against us

.

the year 1500, of the northern part of Amer-

“ They do,” said the worm.
* You can't do anything,” said Andy.
4 1 can,”
said the worm, so loudly (for
a worm) that Andy tumbled off the flower-pot,
hé was so very much gstonished.
But quickly picking himself up, he sat

have

long proces-

went on, ** Stephen Dolman evel step- | jeqving g the mud: of his clodho ppe
ped in this morning with a pumpkin pie

Sophie Silk

my

** And Lo think how Miss Rupert gave | ion of bores, but you are the biggest in
Rodger a jacket just after he had been | ho 1oy1 Please to retire from themadehouse.”
awy
trying not to cry with the cold, and | Tya¢ was the first remark that
of
out
went’
he
and
impression,
sg)atary
|
chips
get
to
well
been
have
I
Rodgerand

Betty Bates

the

usbeen

;

re,

Arthur Grey

timore,

he stories of the Rev. E. P, Rde displaya

FACTS. |

¢ Bees hum,” said Andy.

Well, you certainly want
.”—*
falsehood
distribution of good Titer
In i
balanced

and mother has more work thau ever.

Fauny Froth

summer,
(rom the press of Turnbull Brothers,

PUP
rere

* Nor sifig,” repeated the worm.
“ You do n't know your letters, even,”

By

by

“ The History of the Late War,”by Jeffer.
son Davis, will probably be ready ‘during ‘the

yond Stamford.— Golden Rule.

« I can't,” said the worm.
“ Nor sing,” said Andy.

have sit

got well this year
has dma
« Gran
go d we‘tera
of point
disiribtion
| to help in the
when he had : the fever
| Berty didn'cdie
At this«« Sir
» | ture, do you not?”
b get
and

Katy Moore

Swept the floor;:

sioner in Europe, 1874-6,” for publication
J. B, Lippincott & Co.

car doors and got into the seat behind
the stove made everybody look around.
We didn’t feel really safe until we got be-

:

At last said Andy,

that ig
oe fn los
Lucy has so many merciesto count, andI Supe
impl that we ive
our name down
ting
sheso poor, how many more must
copy, and" that would be a
a ed
purchas
;
sed
Dive

Charlotte Hayes
Made it blaze;
Mrs. Groom

of his experiences as * A Centennial Commis.

‘with which we went through one of those

3,
ig
“ Jam not,” answered
v
* You can’t dance,” said Any.

the facts of that book in .other volumes.”
“Bat 1
1 will help me

“ Yes, said Melissa, thinking. = * If | 200% tio oh

Be

ne? will be published by Henry Holy
0.
Sin
Col. John W. Forney hus prepared a record

Ct

looked at him.

the othe clergy have iaken the book.
name
your
You had . better x let me
hc
-— yD

:

big count to count up all the mercies.”

By

ened an inch at every explosion behind

said Andy.
a list of . the
2° Wa? would you giveofmeyour
“Idon,” said the worm.
« 1 wish Thanksgiving0 came. oftener; ’ [| more
ghurch7”
prominent names
5
[1 Butterflies can fly.”
a list.”sony“+ of obWell
« No, we éan not giveey
Of course, ; every
don’t You, Melissa 2
¢
They can,” said the worm,
WC
body gives thanks all the time, but itisa = 10

Tommy Voles

Albemarle, under the title of “ Fifty Years of

—Boston Advertiser.

EA

take more than amine fo look at it. Al

meeting

:
and
pray
« gotoHumph
I” said Pemelia, coming over

Fetch’d the coals;
Alice Good

Found the fork;

let

me show’it to you."
Thank you, we
‘| have no time to look at it,"= It won't

_"" wan. Jou name.
| by the stove and standing with her bands |
your o
very much
on her hips.

Agues Stout
Poked it out;

Only

Wa Statistic Jou, know, 88d | ror copy. "ett Thank yo

A RIGMAROLE ABOUT ATEA-PARTY.|
Mrs. Dyer
Stire'd
the fire;

he says: * You need Sot buy.

°

+ Go te meeting, that’s all.”
“ What are you going lo

four hundred and seventy-six palm leayes,
The personal reminiscences of the Earlof

Aaward the depot w ih astride that length-

«#aid he, * the long roll will stop a panic if
anything will." I don’t know what becawe of that brave boy,but 1 hope he was
rewarded. I reported the whole affair to
the division commander and especially
praised and recommended the boy for
promotion.’

in London
on
1.

commenced

There is a Bible in the library of the University of Gottingen, written on two thousand

the road

down

tore

was

Rev. W. M. Baker, the novelist, Is one ofthe
few Presbyterian ministers In New Eng.
land.

1 leaves are a pale green,and it grows to be
considerable of a tree. A native of norththe door-bell sounds. A lady is opening
ANDY AND THE WORM.
ern India, it has been introduced and is
a boarding-house, and she wants to know
extensively cultivated in southern Earope
Well,
one
day
Andy
was
digging
in
if we know of any boarders. At. her de~
andin parts of South America. -Italy,the
parture we take a long breath of relief, his very own garden just after a‘ shower,
Tyrol, Spain, Portugal, the south of France
when
he
spied
a
big
worm.
and are about returaing to our study,
and other places around the MediterraHe sat quielly down on an overturned
when clatter goes the bell.
:
nean contain a great many lemon groves.
|
flowerpot
and
looked
at
the
worm
in
siA book agent enters! We see the omThe annual product of. lemons reported
lence
for
at
least
two
minates,
and
the
inous bundle, and say: “Thank you!
worm raised its head a little (worms from Sicily alone is 30,000 chests, each
Don’t open it! Don’t want to buy.” But
can’t raise their heads very high) and containing 440 lemons. It has become so

red-topped stove and its spitting pumpkin, the picture in every way of plenty
and of comfort.
£

Shining feet that mock our taste :

i

furnish
not in
Clatter
This is

in with her rosy cheeks and her little cold we did not know it, and have not been
hands, glad to find a vosy kitchen with its around with pastoral condolence. Again

Sweetness that transcends our taste,

the arm-pits, and

enemy, began falling into line, and soon
nearly all of them’ were in battle order
and blazing away at the coming rebels.

‘ran into the timber out of sight, leaving
employment. Then there comes a commany dead and wounded. I rode up to
mittee wanting a lecture. Apother comthe little drummer boy, and, ‘patting - him
mittee wanting us to speak at an indignaon his head, told him he'oaght to have a
tion meeting. Next a couple to be marcaptain's commission, for he, by his coolried. Next a boy with a shoe bill,
ness and courage,thad stopped the panic
Next a man who
wants to
lecture,
and saved the train from capture. ‘Well,
and would pay us well if we
will

said, ¢ To-morrow I shall think of the
sky and the fields, and give thanks for
them with all the rest when the prayers
are said.”
:
;
Pemelia would have treated her sister
to a merry laugh, but a knock at the door
checked her just ‘as her lips were parting.
¢ It's Lucy .Mayhew,” she exclaimed.
« Come in,” and Lucy, in her cotton

Beauty that eludes our grasp,

€

I never

see anything about them but the work

On the slope of western knolls,
In the wind they whisper low

lately, with his face to the approaching

Vaterland,

the 25th of March.

us. For these * military rifles” shoot
The
drum,
however,
could
be
heard
above
anywhere, and all ways, as we have saig/
now! And it has been going all the day.
pan
din
and
rattle
of
the
musketry.
We
disyotgmre Do safer behind them
and
First a printer's boy from Harper’s,then
er
engine
The
charged
our
revolvers
at
the
enemy
across
them.
of
front
in
are
you
one from another priater, both of these
the corner of the field fence, and the fire of the lightning ‘express saw us coming,
chaps asking for moré copy.
Then a
of our now rallied escort was so hot and and, supposing some dreadful danger
woman whose husband is out of work,
(effective that the rebels soon retreated and was ahead, slowed up, and the rapidity
and wants to know if we can give him

and mountain’s mighty steep when we go

Fringed with gold their mantles flow

=

and the

© « I'ddn't get much time Lo see any sky,

Beauty more than mortal shines,

Smoothed

times went there to escape the tintinabulation. Ome of our anticipations of
heaven is that there willbe an utter appeasing of this nuisance, There il goes

mountain and the fields.”

Twilight of the clustered pines,
In their faces, rarely seen,
§

‘

sky

.LITERARY NOTES.
.
A new German liberal paper, entitled Das

three musicians.

Cooshy's

ther.”

See their hands the birch leaves toss.

Sought and seeker soon

[LL

‘Our escort was thrown: sition—50 feet to the left of the line of
berg, 20; Giessen, 12.
shot that came caused
calf didn’t die, and the barn is full of 1,641—185 less than the aggregate for into confusion and ran back; so did the targets. The first
further. The next
feet
50
retire
to
: little drummer boy, with his drum over us
things alive and things to eat, and the the preceding year,
- The third Nftfeet,
80
back
us
t
|'bis
shoulder.
The
head
of
ay
train
was
brough
cellar’s got lots of applesand everything
wall, and by
stone
ing
adjoin
an
over
us
just
approaching
the
tum
of
the
road,
but
ed
A MINISTER'S TORMENTORS.
in it too, and"—
we started
come
bullet
When door-bells call us to genial social- 1 had now halted. Five of -us—myself, the time the tenth
« And mother’s got the rheumatism ;
retire in
to
ed
intend
We
road.
clerks
and
orderly-—were
sitting
on
our
the
for
ity, or to sympathy with the griefstruck,
1 suppose T must thavk for that?”
ten rods
gone
not
had
we
but
‘horses,
revolvers
in
hand,
as
the
infantry
|
order,
good
“ No,” said Melissa, laying the wooden or to a pastoral duty, they are to be honout of
was
dignity
that
spoon, with which she had been stirring, ored ; but they sometimes seem bent on ‘came running back towards us; but the before we knew
decided the
shot
eth
twenti
little
drummer
boy,
on
arriving
.
at
the
The
place,
on the table, and looking thoughtfully off, making a man crazy. We bave often
fence corner just before me, looked up, matter, and we laid down to it in good
through the window, past the barn and gone out through the kitchen way while
'bare-headed as he was, and, seeingus and earnest and put in our * best licks.”
the haystack and the farm fencing, to the our reception-room was full, and taken
We were agile in those days, and ‘the
sky hung with its fleecings of pure clouds the railroad and gone fifty wiles out of the truin, at once wheeled round and be‘gan
beating
the
‘long
roll,”
which
means
we ** pealed i" across’ that polatoway
town to escape its perpetual assault and |
and its calm, beautiful blue.
‘fall
into
line."
The
little
black-haired
would have opened the eyes of any
patch
beautiful
many
reat
battery.
We
have
for
the
same
purpose
“ There are
We took the stone
fellow
played
his
level
best,
and
the
flying
deacon on earth.
things,” she said, half aloud.
taken steamer for Portland or Charleston
that made our
men
hearing
the
roll-call,
and
seeing
the
speed
of
rate
a
at
fence
«I don't know; if there are I never When we had a barn on our prema string from
brave
boy
beating
so
furiously
and
resoas
t
straigh
out
stand
coat
get to see many of them, nor you ei- ises in the outskirt of the city, we some-

Poetry.

=

=

LA

Lo

« Bung Souci Series |” also the Memoir of Dr

Norman MeLeed, and * the compilation of
“ The Best Thoughits
of Plato.”

Col. T, W..

Higginson ia preparing

"

an Advel
Bas ofof Americ
“toreYoung10 Folly
malgh WinBistaty
hosting 2 fuses ssful book
It will be brought sue by

ull
list
ton,sari to whose
fob
odtrebRimr S

, Shepard, Box

8" Live recently

aiebd ro
been transferred.
\¥antrison
Ho
Lord Lytton, it is ssid, has taken 50 geriot

litics

Viceroyalty, th

Poppy.” hi 4°
withdrawn.
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Cog Re angen,be Ee J: | poem
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ir shyness,—

.

from a fate so terrible in this. world, and,
as they believe, in the next. Itis hardly

a

by by assuming
hers
others

to ruleI!

To expect
og

Poetry is not made out of the understanding.
The question of common sense is always;
fort” a question which
* What 1s it
rose and be triumphantly
would abolish
answered by the cabbage.—Lowell.
A woman is uvaturally as different from a that adhitiery
man as a flower from a tree; she has more
in Independent.
beauty and more fragrance, buk less strength.
She will be fitted fob the Jou h and thorny
ns when she |
walk
of the masculine p
has

got a rough

a brazen

beard,

frout,

Insane asylums and

every other

becomes of all the pins?” has been oftener

asked, perhaps, and has been answered,
with about the same illumination. . Ferd.
Ewer, many years ago, in this city, was
hugely amused ata question asked in the
Sacramento Union, namely:
*‘ Where
does all the water
go?” To which interrogation the gues oner proceeded, with
the philosophical sobijety of an owl, to
reply through a long column article,
when
it might have been answered in two
words—the ocean. But it is not so easy

which means

or any other show

nothing.
Besides, how are we to know thut these
gratings

-w

WT

PN

EE

i

, Bos:
cently

yriouss
) f) that

js new
on.

to answer satisfactorily the question as to

at the bidding of the wom-

what becomes of the precious metals,
That a vast amount has been extracted

them? We do not take the
en behin
of
word of the tion tiag, mefical keeper
the insane
um
that
his wards
are
mad! pon io from the board of

from
the earth, according to an English
writer, who,
a great de

public charities inspects them at stated

than five

seasons and gives them a chanceto speak
for themselves.
What commission: in8
the thousands, of veiled sisters and
bids them utter their complaints, unawed

nt a
t is true that

nawomen,

or

They differ fromm women outbide only in
motives—whatever

they may

the

General,

‘¢ Yes,

sir!” -empbhatically

do

you?”

repl

the

for the

devil,—pray

THE

edible

Is

The

heaven.

The girl believes

the same. When she has professed, although there is nominally a chance for escape, if “the religious life be not her vocation,” there is in reality no chance
Whatever, She believes that in abandonng
her profession and b
her vows,

pi turns her back forever pn God.

blackens her character and defies the

of which,

admirible, being

more durable than

warm

O.E,B

died in

Poland,

years.

MRS. MARY

died in Poland,

N.

Y., March

ANN, wife of

N.

Christian

wife of Chas.

Y.,

25,

aged

James

March

Allen,
78

Harding,

81,

aged 80

rapidly, and

bears

fruit is five times
larger than ours, and commands a good

island 185 feet high, which

rises from

a

all first settlers. As a wife,she was patient and
faithful duri
fifty-three years of married
life, a8 a mother, governing alwaysby the

of

the “greatest

importance,

The theory

cestui que trust are mainly material, and

word of scandal, or anything which would
make trouble in the neighborhood. Her piety

relations between

trustee

of rendering

trust funds

and

safe, and

and dangerous, as it is in reality

orable.~N. Y, Times,

dishon-

exceedingly small needle
the

Bit the stingof a

same

instrument,

exhibits everywhere the most, beaiitiful
lish, without a flaw, blemish, orinequaliy. and it ends in a point too fine to be
discerned. The threads of a fine lawn
are coarser than the yarn with which robes
are made for anchors. But a silk-worm's
web appears perfectly smooth and shining, and- everywhere equal. The smallest dot that is made with a pén appears

whieh she had mistaken for religious’ en-

thusiasm, was over. She revolted against
the routine of devotion, which, so far as
she was concerned, wads a miserable

irregular

sham.
She knew, in short, that God
meant hér to be a nseful, happy wife and

and

uneven.

Bnt.

speckson the wings or bodies

the

df insects

are found: to be the accurate circle,
madificent are the works of God!

mother, rather than a
hysteric nun
whose
heart was outside of her convent.
She made several frantic efforts to escape,

but was detained by force, taken to the
Mother House, and the whole enginery of

Abe church brought to bear on her. She
never would have been free,it is probable,

little

How

Here ure three facts in regard to compulsory education :
1. The founder of the Républic of Spar-

ad not her determined efforts and those ta, two thousand seven
hundred years
of her lover, both of high social standing, ago, Liven
8, the lawgiver, required
threatened to make the affair public an
the child of every citizen to atlend the
80 bring disgrace on the Church, A 'dis- public school from seven years of age till

Jénsation w § procured and she was re- maturity; and if a male child, his comeased, and subsequently married. The puisory education. continued till thirty.

consequences were, that she became
‘thengeforth, so faras her sect was con-

.2,
The great teacher and ‘founder of
modern democracy, Solon, the lawgiver

a

a

and, before her husband could summon assist
ance, was gone. May the God of all comfort
sustain the
aged husband, children and grand.
children; and grant them a reunion in that better land?
H. GRAVES,

FRANK WILLIE, youngest son of Sewell and
Marilla M. Prescott, died of rheumatism of

He

wus

richly

puturés three best gifts to man,~
unexcep

wed

with

hysical

nei

moral

‘and
social qualities. No
one’ gave better
promise of filling that full measure of perfect
manhood, a sound mind in a sound body, He
was un apt scholar,

veriong student.

and a diligent
the

and

perse-

intent

of se-

curing a liberal education, He was uniformly
loving and kind, and was loved and respected
by ull who knew him. His mind was firm,
and his aspirations towards things
which are
ure and ennobling. ' He was. a dutiful son, u
pre

true

brother, an agreeable school-mate,and a

friend.

WARREN

.

HOWARD

N. A. HERSOM,

died in

March 11, aged 70 years and

N,

Leeds,

7 months.

Me.,

Dea.

H. was born in Easton, Mass., and moved to
Leeds about sixty years since. In a revival,
forty-seven years ago, he indulged a hope in
Christ and was
baptized by Rev.
Abijah

he experienced religion under

the Iubors

of Eider K. R. Davis and joined the F. B.
church in New Haven, to which he remained
a faithful member. Bro. Heller was chosen
deacon a fey years after becoming
a member of the church, which office he held with
credit to himself and the church until removed to the church BHOmphi,
Soon after ex-

periencing a change of

the Morning

heart he subseribed for

Star, and, from that rime to’ the

resent, it has been a welcome

is family.

méssenger

in

Deacon Heller was a man of few

words, but his example Boke

Joudly

and elo-

quently for the cause of Christ.
He was a
great sufférerin bis last sickness,and often exDressed a desire to depart, but said, ‘““all- the
ys of my appointed tim& will T wait.” His
family were not all permitted to be with him
at his death; two children, a son and daughter
are living in Kansas. Deacon Heller leaves a

wife, the companion of his’ youth, ard six
children, also a large circle of relatives and
friends who mourn their 10ss deeply ; also his.
brethren in the church feel this loss beyond all
calculation, but our loss is his gain.
REUBEN SNYDER.

JOHN W.

MADDOX

Me., Jan, 28, aged 64

died in 'W. Newfield,

years and 8 months.

He

professed faith in Christ many years ago, but
for several years past he has lived in a backslidden state. Daring his last sickness, which
was very severe, -we humbly trust he gave

himself anew to the Saviour.

His

companion

and children who are left to mourn, feel that
their loss is his eternal BN.
May the Lord
give them all a faith in hrist an
at last an
admission to heaven.
H. P. MANSUR.

Educational,

Four terms

weeks each.

CALENDAR:
.
Winter Term closes Friday, Jan. 21, 1876.
Vacation one week.
ek.
Spring Term begins Monday,
Jan. 81,1876,
Spring Term closes Friday, April TW 1876.
Vaoation two weeks.
Summer Term’begins Monday,
ril 24, 1876.

Summer Term closes Thursday,
particulars, apply

ORTHWOOD

SEMINARY

.—NORTH-

]¥NDON LITERARY INSTITUTION,

LYNDON CENTER, VT.

MB.—Courses

E. HANSON,

in the dying hour was his comfort in life and
death, He leaves
a
companion and four chile

and brethren

who

on,
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English studies.
td

the

begins Tuesday, March

at the

lower

WARREN F088,

GROVESEMINARY,

WEARE, N. H.

Winter Term Deging Tuesday, Decem!ler 5,
augll

Assistants.

eare, N. H.

.

Fall Term of 12 weeks, begins August 31st, 1375.
oy jter Term of 14 weeks, commences Novem.
r
A
.
Spring Tern of 12 weeks, commences March

14th, 18

For circulars write to the Presiden., Rev. OQ, E.
BAKER, or to the Principal.
augls

EBANON

ACADEMY

,—G.F. CHASE,

A. M,, Principal, with full board of teachers.
Pupils fitted for business or the best colleges.
Spring Term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. 15, 1876.
For particulars, address jhe principal or

RLIHU HAYES, Sec. Trusices.

W.

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

ICHOLS
LATIN
SCHOOL.—FRITZ
W. BALDWIN, A. M,, Principal, with
three Assistants.

The location of this school, near the college
and theological school; affords many advantages
which are very important to students during their
preparatory course.
The special work of the
school is to prepare sindents for college, and
every effort is made to do this in as thorough‘a
manner as possible. Expenses are moderate.
Send for a catalogue.
Lewiston, Me.
A. M. JONES, Sco.

Lebanon.
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Don't You Know,

New York.

t

. CALENDAR.

Spring Term opens March 21, 1876.
eneral Examinations, June 19, 20, 21, 1876,
Anviversary Exercises, June 22, 1876.
(Summer Vacation of eight weeks.)
Fall Term begins August 22, 1876.
(Vacation of two weeks.)
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DEAFNESS,
CONSUMPTION
itively cured by
Dr. KECK’S new method.
Consultation (ree by
mail. Address Dr. 8. P. Stoddard, Medical Director, 8 West 14th street, New York.
b2t4
$77 A WEEK to Male and Female Agents, in
their locality. Costs NOTHING to try it.
Particulars FREE. P.O. VICKERY & CO., Augusta,
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THE GREAT OVERLAND

Route ig, California.
CHICAGO,ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R.R.
Two Fast Express Trains leave Chicago
at 10 A. M., Sundays excepted: and 10 P. M.,
urdays excepted.
This Great Central Omaha Route has
thoroughly equipped with
ELEGANT NEW DAY COACHES
and magnificent
PARLOR SLEEPING CARS,

daily
Satbeen
:

With all the modern luxuries combined, expressly

to accommodate
the largely increasing travel nowpassing over this Favorite Route to Californias.
After crossing into Iowa, the traveler passes
over the finest Agricultura
rtion of the State
and tkrongh Des

Moines, its

Capital.

When Jurchasing Through Tickets, be sure they
are via
the ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,
‘This Company have now Spcied their
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W? LTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTIOW TUTE—WILTON, MUSCATINE
CO.,
A.
REV. G. 8. BRADLEY. A.M. Principal; MES.
G. 8S. BRADLEY, Preceptress, with sev
competent

of

PROFITS

H. 8. COWELL, A. B., Principal.

For circulars, address the Principal.

self

ATES
COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL.
SCHOOL.—FALL TERM, 1875.
The Fall' Term of the Theological School connected with Bates Lollege begins Tuesday, Au:
ust 2ith, For farther information address the
resident, O. 8. Cheney,
D. D,, or Professor John

PE

trations

the
VYELOUS

8, 1876,

rates, and rooms furnished for

Maine.

and

Secretary.

boarding,
For full particulars in regard to the ‘School
send for catalogue,
I.
W. 84
.
'
Sec’y. Board of Trustees.
| Lyndonville,
Vt.. 1875,
81

Fullonton, Lewiston,

LIVINGSTONE

tak | pense
Sg ets ern

Center Strafford. January 26, 1876.
LINTON

Tunense Success 140,0000r ne Grenuine
" IFE AND LABORS OF

~CENTER|

REV. 8. C. KIMBALL,A. M., Principal, and
Professor of Latin and Greek. Competent
ers assist.. Rooms for self-boa
and board in
priate familios8. Tehaonal le rates. Board in
u
»
early.
s
ie fultion to students who havé the minisWw.
RNG
TERM of 1876 begins February 22
Two full courses,
sh and Classical.
The Faculty, by imparting instruction ina thor
ough and p:
cal manver, by the use ot the
best text-books, ard by careful attention to the
wants of scholars, hope to deserve the continued
approbation of the patrons.
or further mformation address the Principal,
or,

¥

“DOMESTIC” PAPER FASHIONS.

either for 1

$3.50 per week.

SEWING

{ MACHINES,

of study

A@-Clergymen’s children and students relyin
on their own exertions for an education, receiv:
at reduced tuition.
—
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in’ families; in e¢lubs

Winter Term begins December 5, 1876.
in Zion. ‘He loved his: denomination, yet his
This School was never in better condition for docatholic, spirit embr:
all the disciples of
Jesus. Seldom bave we known one mo rp Ag hor instruction,
universally esteemed than wiis this dear brothd courses
ot study.
Semi-

er. He had been called to part with five obildreh, but the hope that sustained each of them

2

for *both sexes, College
Preparatory, Normal,
Classical, Scientific.
Terms, ten weeks.
Fall Term
ins August 23, 1875.
Winter Term
ns November
8, 1875.
wo
Spring Term
8 Feb. 7, 1876.
Summer Term
April 24, 1876.
KINuSBURY BATCH
ER, A. M., Prtncipal
of Latin, Greek and Chemistry.

Miss 8S. ALMA PENDEXTER, 4ssociate.
Miss LecLIA E. ¥oLsom, Teacher of Music.
MR. SANFORD. A. GO88, Teacher of Penmanship,
With a full complement of competent assistants,
Three complete courses of study :—Classical,
Scientific, and Ladies’ course. School first class
in every particular. Library and Reading Room
tree to students. School Building new and commodious.
School year, three terms of thirteen weeks each.
FALL
TERM began Tuesday, August 24, 1875.
rs
TERM begins Tuesaay, November
30,
SPRING TERM

x

New Hampton, N. H.. July 20.1875. .
AINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.—'

PITTSFIELD,

Dover, N. H.

OMESTIC

June 20, 1876.

Claremont M'f’g Co.,

M188 LILLIAN 8; ABBOTT, Preceptress.

G. HAGAR,

to the Principal

ours truly,

:
Faculty :
J. 8. BROWN, A. M., Principal,
G. H, STOCKBRIDGE, A. M., Associate.

|
W.

PE. C. LEWIS, Sec. Trustees,

MR.

F. L. EVANS, A. B,, Principal.
‘Winter Term of ten weeks, commences Wednesda ecember i sam
3
.
erm of eleven weeks, commences
Wednesda , February
24, 1876.
!
For further particulars address the Principal, or
E, Tasker, Secretary.
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Nov. 24, 1875.

cause of the Master was such that he never
found time to bury his tulents or to be at euse

many’ friends

Six regular courses for both sexes.

For further

Noy

The card, of which this is a fac.simile, is rinted on heavy tinted paper, and is well
vg
meet the long-felt wants of Christians, and will
be found very useful for
general distribution.
Another card, *To the Thoughtless
(a companion
tothe one above) is also ready. Sent te any
address, hy possiage-pai
aid, , for for ¢ $1.50 per thousand, + Ad .
oa

sociates.

AUSTIN ACADEMY
STRAFFO RD, N. H.

Bridges and became one of the first members
of the Leeds ¥, B. church, He was chosen
and ordained deacon, an office which he filled
with honor to Christ, the church and to himself. He was ever active. His devotion to the

dren, with

B. MESERVEY, Principal, with eight as-

of ten

ERERER]

Ridgeville, Ind.
NINSTITUTION,—A.

A

N

CA FARWELL, Pittsfield, Mc,

He was about entering upon

a course of instruction with

and close

The Summer Term will open June 15th, and
close September 2d.
The Fail Term will open September 7th, and
close November 25th,
Pl
:
For Catalogue, address the Seer
:

aged

16 years and 11 months. Few young men had
better assurance of health and length of days
Ornist, intellect, and

and full of notches and

through

breathed

She had been ill during the afternoon, and
roon after retiring complained of severe pain,

rough, uneven,
bee seen

never

was quiet and unobtrusive.
Her death was
sudden, and attended with very little pain.

than- Willie.

resembles an iron bar.

feeling

she

Upon examining the edge of the sharpest razor with a microscope, it will appear

farrows. | An

she discovered, accidentally, that this lover was worthy of trust, and was still
faithful to her. The girl was a good girl
—truthful, affectionate, though hot-tem-

sal testimony is, that

the heart, in Acton, Me., Dee. 13, 1875,

MAly as broad as the back of a knife—.

as a religieuse, joined one of the
nuns in a fit of chagrin with her
lover. After her novitiate was
she had taken the black veil,

into

the town of Carroll about fi
years ago,
when the settlement had just
begun. They
endured the hardships and labors common to

lc powerof love. She is sincerely loved
and lamented by a large circle of grandchildren and a host of neighbors, whose univer-

making the diversion of them disgraceful

in her own right, and, therefore, donbly

Muzzy, moved

Term will open March 2, 1875,
June 10, 1875,

including rooms, etc., from
‘or furthé

o4
1838,

miserable sea-marsh on the route from
Berashear to New Iberia, up the river
Teche,in Louisiana,is one of the: wonders

Year,

years. Sister H. became a Christian many | CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Principal of Normal
ears ago, and united with the church in
Department, German, Didatics, Mental and Moral
poland, of which she remained a member till Science.
Miss LINDA C.VICKERY, Preceptress, French,
eath,
;
and Botany,
WM. H. HARVEY died in Poland, March 81, Geometry
Miss LOVINA H.
HAYNES, Normal elasses,
Miss ELLA C. HURD, Music,

EPHRAIM HELLER died of dropsy on the
-heart, in New Haven, O., March 11, in the
70th year of his age. Dea, Heller was born
in Northam on 0., Pa., Dee. 18, 1806. Sodn
after attaining
his majority he removed to
Tompkins Co., N. X,, where he married Ann
June 16, 1830. From there he remov: to H aron Co., 0., Oct., 1885. In the year

robably something can be done toward
it by giving to breaches of trust in all

that

ehurch which,

of wounded

died

leaves -a

oak

She with her husband, N.

that the

pub-

i in a vast complicated machinery,
which, at a word, can put their souls to
the rack, Several years ago a young girl
of Baltimore,
essing a large property

The spasm

She

wood, except in very old trees, is

ment of the obligations of bondsmen.
The removal of
these difficulties is a

punishing them accordingly.

She

+ ence holds its members even in this coun-

pered.

and

|

A mass of ninety million tons of pure,
solid, compact rock-salt, located on an

serious cases more the character of criminal offenses than-they now possess, and

thank God, no longer can torture physically, but whose spiritual and social influ-

desirable
orders of
betrothed
over, and

and

numerous

brothers

SEMINARY.—CAL-

for the 86th Academical

Fall Term opens August 23, 1875.
Winter Term opens
ember 6, 1875.
8 rag Term opens March 21, 1876.
e Institution is one of the largest and best
in the state, Terms moderate, Send for Catalogue.
Lok
J.8. GARDNER, Principal.
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y., July 10, 1
IDGEVILLE COLLEGE.~The Spriug

Miss ANGIE

succeeding 1751
; that is, daring the time
when wholesale murder and slau, ter,and’
wholesale robbery and despoilation were
he business of the natives and their ene-

that there is less moral turpisude in wasting or misappropriating the funds of a
minor or un heir than in stealing a horse
amily influence
powerful
enough
to
61+ or robbing a bank is essentially a vicious
fect her freedom through a
:
ion one. Legislators will find no more useful
from the Pope—the
ban of a mighty Mask to which to address themselves than
A

Tesiguation,

life.

and

HITESTOWN

ENDAR

We re

Expenses from
$1
rendered ond
,
or other information, address
President, orL. P, REYNOLDS,
urer, Hillsdale, Mich,
June 23, 1875.

Board for clubs,

rice in the market; chestnuts are used
fled, roasted und raw. In Southern
France, Italy, &c., they constitute the
bread of a large population.”

if, being a Protestant, she stood up in
church and
openly abjured Christ her SavTours ry Sue as force KS character and

falls upon her.

professed relig-

in goodhope of the better

MRS. NANCY ALLEN,

im-

late and ornaments. Over a thousand
ns, he estimates, have been hidden
in Asiatic lands in different ages of the
world, and he continues that it is well
known that a thousand millions were thus

roblem

lic opinion of her little world precisely as

church

She

sister

@bitwaries.

of

ago.

he was much beloved for her many
virtues.

be—of their lives are apt to at- als, did he think only of the vast sums locality is*a matter of conjecture. Vegeof years past, little tation is prolific, and the scenery is beautain morbid strength
from their enforced seut there for hundreds
or noné of which ever comes back. But tiful and: viried. Here is an immense
seclasion and celibacy.
Now, what Mrs. Jones or Miss Smith somehow those metals have a date there bed of pure rock-salt, whose extent is as
among
us would be allowed to rent a as they have elsewhere—they disappear. yet only estimated, and
entific men
domicile, persuade a certain number of Like many oiner contnodities, the Seve are puzzled to know what
uced it, |.
eir purpose an
r.
at be‘women into it, look them up, feed, ¢lothe,
use them according to het own ‘pleasure, came of all the gold With which Solomon
A writer in an English periodical diand hinder the public from all access to covered his grand temple? What became
them?
Yet Sister Aloysia and Mother of all the Spanish spoils in South America rects attention to the diminution in force
Baptista are only Mrs,
Smith and Miss and in Mexico? One might ask such which the word *‘ harness” has wuaderone since Shakespeare's time. Harness
Jones under an alias, and wearing black
uestions forever and be no wiser thereor. Gold and silver serve their purposes then meant the trappings in which man
serge instead of muslin.
4
, 83 do the human race, and and steed went to battle, not the equipL is useless to urge, tov, that the social and disap
condition, the civilization of the Nine- old boots, and all other material ‘things, ment of a cab-horse. ‘‘ At least we'll
teenth Century, forbids the fear of inbu- and there.is none so wise as can tell us die with harness on our back,” said
manity in these Teligious jails. Human accurately what has become of them.— Macbeth, The old. word stood for the
wildest energy, ‘the new
one for the
nature is the same in every
age. The Alta California.
Superior of Ladies of the Visitation in
tamest submission.
1875, given the same opportunity of exerTHE ABUSE OF TRUSTS.
cising petty cruelty or mean ambition, is
A peculiarly unfortunate circumstance
no more to be trusted than the Abbess of
1600. Nor, to justify the fear, is it neces- in modern breaches of trust is the extreme
sary that the directors of these houses difficulty of enforcing’ the legal obligafrom severshould be either cruel or ambitious, or tions of trustees. This arises
PARTICULAR NOTICE! = Persons wishing
actuated by ay, motive but mistaken re. al sources : from the fact that the right to
ligious zeal.
The most inexorable cruel evoke the aid of the law is necessarily obituaries published in the Morning Star,
ty has always been that of the devout big- almost always in the hands of those who who do not patronize it, must accompany
ot—Roman Catholic, Protestant or Pagan have neither the knpwledge nor the means them with cash equal to ten cents a line,to
Brevity is specially
—who believed that he served God inop- to avail themselves of it ; from the expen- insure an insertion.
pressing his brother man. In the present sive and uncertain character of all legal important. Not more than a single square
case there is every temptation to such op- proceedings; from the fact that defaulting can well be afforded to any single obituary,
disposed of all the
Verses are inadmissible.
j
pression.
The
s Catholic believes trustees have usually
which reimbursement
that the young
girl who is induced to en- Pp oparty {from
MRS. ABIGAILL. Muzzy died in Springter a religious house is forwarded on: her could be enforced, and from the obstacles
way not only to a virtuous life, but to the in the way of ready and effective enforce- field, Me., Jan. 14, aged T. eats and 7 months.
kingdom

years

united with the F. B. church, known in years
gash 28 Elid. Cross’s church, of Russia, N. Y.

regions of Spain,

fruit

religion.

MRS. ESTELLA REED died in Poland, N.Y.,

France, Italy and Switzerland, their declivities, half way up from the plains below;,to the snowy Jenks above,are clothed
with magnificent forests of a species of
chestnut, the

Christian

March 2, aged 19 years.
MRS.
SARAH BILLS died in Gravesville, N.
Y., March 21, aged 47 years. She gave her attention to the claims of God in early life. She

SPANISH CHESTNUT.

In all the mountain

the

friends to mourn their loss,

for both of them,—

that all, gentlemen P”

in

ness with patience and

clergyman. *¢ All right,” said Sherman,
his brow lowering; * pray for him, pray
the one needs it as much as the other.

believer

ion early in life, and joined the Farmington
F. B. church. She ‘subsequently I’
at
Wilton, where she remained a worthy
member until death. She endured her
ous ill-

ident Davis and the Confederate Congress.” “Oh!” said ‘Sherman,
“‘ you

for Jeff Davis,

a

tion several

dent aud Congress,” ‘ That’s right;
pray for them; no objection on that
score.” ‘Yes, sit,—we pray for,—Preswant to pray

courses of study. There
es, with libraries.

now

MRS. RHODA A. NESSELRHODE,
died of
consumption, in Wilton, Iowa, March 16,
aged
84 years. She was the daughter of Rev.
ames
Reaves,deceased, and the wife of David
Nesselrhode, Her husband died of consum

gion; none whatever,” answered Sherman. * But, sir,” said the cle
n, ‘‘we
are in the habit of praying or the

mies.
Y
One would think that China must be of the world. How this island, containcarpeted with
gold leaf, paved with silver ing over three hundred acres of excellent
dollars, glittering with the precious met- land,
ever came into existence in such a

boorish, cruel or kind, devout cr vile, just
as circumstances may havepmade them,
this, that the ruling

ng, fire, an

hidden¥n Todia and China in the six years

are filled

ignorant, gently bred

shipwrecks,

and fiky millions he thinks is held in

up by just such women as walk the streets
or

said

four children

Though unable to speak for some days prior to
his death, having had a shock of the pa us et
in response. to the question, asked him by
‘his
wife, If he felt prepared to meet their daughterin heaven? he
indicated that he did.
He
loved to read the
Morning Star, for which he
had recently subscribed, . His * funeral was
largely attended by his fellow-citizens, by
whom he was greatly respected,
G: Hy, DAMON,

“Why not?” ‘*But,” said a dignified,
sainti-lonking individual, ‘some of us
are
Episcopalians,” * Well, that fs a
ood religion. No objection to your re-

lions, which is undoubtedly
foo low by from the
» grows
one half; of the balance, three hundred In seven years, The

guilt and unchastity, or of abnormal vir

educated

and

in moist sit
ns, The bark is also
in used in tanning. It prefers a dry, silicious
at soil, Sugunding in silicious ‘maiters and
the rate of sixteen willions annually,
while the production he puts at forty mil“The European variety is easily raised

It is not likely nor S0asivie that American convents are all
r the abodes of

or ride in the horse-cars oul
ry American, Irish or German

** Certainly,”

and

Though himself not a member, yet he was ‘a
constant attendant upon the medns of grace,

hold divine service as usual in the church.

partments and

have disposed of theirs by investing
stocks, He thinks this loss pr

t to be dome.

They

thousand millions since the days

of by

the proianation of dealing with either as
with other ordinary
matters. © Yet that is

tues and saintly graces.

of course, must depend to
upon
guess-work, not less

various other ways, as effectually, we
might suggest, as many of our citizens

many b! ed peop e yet believe those stories, and,
more, wouldbe glad to
have them proved true. Just as
a
class, inc'uding most Catholics, hold
the
Sisters to be holy women, and their
duwellidfs sacred3 hoes, and shrink from
precisely what

THEY SHOULD PRAY.

ported into this country, is known as the
of Noah, in gold and silver, there caw
panish tchestnut. ~
Gardner’s Farmer's
iio doubt. Of this amount he thinks Dictionary” contains
the following brief
that three billions (two hundred millions) description. of this.
*‘ famous European
have been produced since the discove:
tree”: ‘* The European; also called
the
of America. The Christian world is Spanish or Italian Chestnut, is of imcredited with having
had two thou- mense size and 1 ongevity, trees being
ii} jillions, wos * which has eth i! known which have a girth of sixty feet.

by: the terrorism of Church authority
The old stories of Maria Monk and other escaped nuns, who egsayed to make
money out of their prurient disclosures,
d
ed liberal Protestants, and rendered
averse to any
upon the *
gina,

the precious metjournal, and then
the question, and
much doubt about

it, or, rather, leaving it in jus as much
doubt as before. The question: ‘‘ What

house

now a
legal surveillance, except
the
so-called convents. If we are told that
these bars are not prison bars, that the
iron gratings conceal ro unwilling captive, we can only ask why are there bars
there at all? The self-sacrifice of a woman to religious devotion and deeds of
" charity, is, real, too pure and sacred a
thing to profane by sham shows of grat-

ings,

ob
ror.

** What becomes of
als?” asks an Eastern
proceeds to consider
succeeds in throwing

rout) duress is practiced, are

where

<< Relened Harding Davis

THE PRECIOUS METAL MYSTERY.

and

bard skio,but oot sooner,— Professor Blackie.

“AMERIOAN
OONVENTS.
pe

WILLING

de | To Sabbath
are

every
ment
is furnished.
per your Aid. is
reside, About a year ago he was. greatly
Christian
afflicted in the death of his oldest daughter, a
For catalogues
romising youn hay, who was a member of | D. . W. W. C. DURGIN,
he F', B.
church in © Henrietta, to which his Secretary and
widow and two remaining daugbters belong. Hillsdale, Mich.,

and where his widow

General Kilpatrick, in his review of
to be expected that they would regard law
or ordinary justice in their efforts to stop Sherman's campaign, tells the following
her in her suicidal course.’ The whole sory. Shortly after our army had enterSavannah, a number of clergymen
machinery
of the Church is brought to ed
their aid in these efforts ; and few Protest- called on General Sherman, and amon
ants suspect how powerful or intricate is other questions inquired if they pie.

loud hay is like thinking one’s Self tall by
puttingon high heels.—A4non.

born in Ossipee, N.

days less than 58 years old. He ‘came to Ohio
in 1886, stopping aboutone year in Clarindon.
From there he came to Henrietta, where
he settled ona farm and upon which he died,

‘lished schools, and required the education
dmpulse with any of the children of all ¢
8 participating
body of religious women would be to in the government,
save by any means one of their number

wonder that egotists find the world
Ton
so ugly; they only see themselves in ite—

was

e ne:
this. Institution will

, with a Board of tw

H., Feb. 95, 1818. . He died Feb.8, 1876,a few

on a married nun,
Now, the natural

forw

AUSTIN

ILLSDALE

to

INOL:

=~

LYMAN

.

J. MARINER

JOUR

order that the Attic republic might have
{no
citizen incapable of casting an intelliTHINGS TO REMEMBER.
gent ballot.
8. One thousand
years ago, ChatleThe devil is poor; he has no God.— Russian been regarded with more bitter contempt
or opprobrium, She died under the ban, ‘magne, the great Christian emperor, who
;
Prov
n.—
batio
appro
mean
we
even Protestants looking with suspicion ruled both
We ask advice, but
France and Germany, estab-

ic

IROMS
JOU P[NOM NOX

die was gain,

nodn

in

rod*o.

8go, established universal education,

q3

Her own family, in-, Athens, two thousand five hundred years | mourn their loss, but all feel that for him

fluential Catholics, ever her own father
and mother abjured her. Had she been
Messalina jnstead of a virtuous, gracious
matron and mother, she could not bave

("peandes jqS-£do))

cerned, an outcast.

‘AVOVH “D "M £q ores 304
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12,000

‘salmon trout

from

Maine.
A torrent of rain did McGregor, Iowa,
$50,000 of damage on Wednesday night.
Edward Kelly, one of the Molly Maguire
murderers, has been sentenced 0 death in
-

Pennsylvania,

The Ohio Legislature has adjourned aft-

The traveling public will be glad to learn
that the Michigan Central railroad has add-

ed to its many conveniences dining cars
to be attached to the fast express trains.
The State Reform School of Michigan,
located at Lansing, now contains 236 .inmates.
A preaching service, conductedby
the various city pastors, is held every Sabbath afternoon.
- Miss Susan B. Anthony

the

woman

the hour

persons were

$5000, are made, and to each of his employees rendering over twenty years’ ser$500 each.

The balance

over
of

but

arrived,

when

so few

present, that the lecturess

refuséd to speak.

Said a maleadvocate of woman's rights:
‘ When I am in a crowded car, and a lady
comes in, I think it is the duty of some
other man to get up and give her a seat. I
look around the car to see if any man in
‘the crowd looks like making a move in
that direction,

and

when

I

see

them

all

keep their seats, I hide my face behind
my newspaper and blush for. my sex.”
Besides

their

120

foot

plank,

the Ore-

‘gonians have made up their minds to exhibit at the Centennial, a
tree, 7 feet and 6

section of a fir

inches

in diameter,

130

feet from the ground, and a section of anotherfir 5 feet no
200 Teet from the
grout
EDUCATIONAL.

est. The will of the deceased merchant
was filed in the surrogate’s: office. on Friday. No public bequests are made.
One,
million dollars ‘are bequeathed to’ Judge
Henry Hilton, who is to settle Mr. Stewart’s business affairs ; some twenty-five legacies, varying in amount from $20,000 to

ten years,

question;

is for

fruit.

5. We escape thé rigorous cold of the
north, on the one hand, and the ‘‘ shakes’
of the south on the other. Being ata considerable elevation above the sea, our climate is clear, dry apd. bracing, and is eminently healthy.
6. If any eastern friends desire to settle

in these parts,

I will do alll can to aid

them,—showing

them

desirable

locations,

ete.

his

A geography printed in London 100 years
ago, describes Californiaas an island sur-

‘rounded by ‘water.
Major General John M. Schofield will, in
a few months, leave California and proceed

to West Point to assume the Superintendencyof the Military Academy.
The city of Nashville has four colleges;
the State of Oregon, seven; Kansas, eight;
California, eleven, besides

.a State Univer-

sity; Towa, eighteen; Ohio, thirty-six, including the Toledo University of Arts and
Trades.

cumulation of cooled carbonic acid undis-

one-half or two-thirds of the heat

of turnips upon

are wintered

every

farm

where

rr

cattle

will be indispensable.

"The

number of firmers who
caltivate roots
for this purpose and find it profitable, is
increasing
every year.
Animals thrive
better, present a better appearance, and
are healthierif fed upon
a mixed diet in

carried

up the chimney is the price paid for immunity from disease; and large though this
seems, from its daily drafton the woodpile or the coal-bin, it is trifling when
compared with doctors’ bills, and with the
toss of strength and efficiency that invariably results from living in unventilated
apartments.— Selected.

;

IMPORTANCE OF THE TURNIP CROP.
The day is not far distant when a crop

pull out the

turbed.
Much the better plan would be to
draw this lower air out from a point near
the floor, allowing the upper and warmer
portions to descend and take its place.
An open fire, with.a large chimney throat,
is the best ventilator for any room; the

0-0-4
* 40+

t—

:

+ A

ol

—s

THIS AND THAT.

GROWING HORSE-RADISH.
We describe
a method of growing horse-radish which
we have practiced for several years. Early
in Spring prepare a bed, —a small bed or
and

enriching it

as deeply

worked with a spade.

as

and

casional feed of turnips, and are greatly
benefited
thereby.
One
hundred
and
seventy-five bushels of turnips are about
equal in nutriment to a ton of clover hay,
and on an acre of ground producing two

tons

of hay,

may

be

grown

seven

or

eight hundred bushels of turnips, equal to
four tons of hay, Thus we see that more

money

can be obtained from an acre in

turnips

than in grass,

An

acre
has to be

of shelled cofn and three tons of dry
stalks, worth about $80. These séventy
bushels of corn, it is true, will produce
more flesh than four times the same weight
of roots, but then the same acre, with a
trifie more labor, will produce $150.
‘Turnips serve as a substitute for many
crops, and the wide-awake, farmer,in a dry
i-like this; may make upa deficiency
in hay or grain by their aid. And it is
worthy of notice that dry summers, which
prove disastrous to most crops, are frequently

followed

by wet

autumns,

which

should order it to be thus flavored.

best done immediately,

so as

the actionof the air upon
valuable for black eyes.

THE best

nature of old roots.—Detroit

Tribune.

To
REMOVE
STtUMPs.
Among
other
means employed in the removal of stumps,
comes the suggestion to use sheet iron
chimneys.
These are cone-shaped below,
in order to cover the stumps, extend into
a tall stove-pipe above, and are raised upon short iron legs, in order to furnish
a draft from beneath. Kindling material
is piled ground the stump, the chimney is

placed

over

all, and

fire

applied.

The

chimney acts as a blower, and with a good
draft the stump is soon consumed. A few

skin.

In-|

way to clean kid gloves that

‘After

this the gloves

pulled in shape,

clean,

and

will

must be

look

:

fresh

and

A
Menhaden

Three counties of Ohio produced

labor.
| Grosurus.

bushels of potatoes last season.——The
lovers of oysters will be delighted to learn
that ancient oystermen are predicting the
best season for that sort of sea-fruit since
1860.——Of
all churns that have come un-

ta Iron Mines, twenty miles inland from
Bona,
in Algeria,
encalyptus
globulus

was first planted eight years ago, and with
such beneficial effects that fever is reduced very considerably. The foreman who
showed me over "the works said that they
had not above one case of fever now where
formerly they had four. The consequence
is that the company are. planting it by the
million.
Another benefit is said to belong to it, viz.: that musquitoes will not
come within its influence.—London Journal of Horticulture.

Texas is improving her stock by heavy im-

_portations

of Kentucky

short-horns.—

An equestrian statute of ‘the

of

Been

subscribed toward

the

finances

Wales will be erected at Bombay, India, in

the university, to become available when

$100,000 is reached.
Corporal punishment in the ‘girls’ grammar schools of Boston is now
prohibited. ’
i
After many
attempts, ® pe students at
Princeton have at last obtalned the consent
of the faculty to establish a college newspaper.
Itis to be published every two

Laredo, Mexico, on Sunday, and on his refusal to pay
Mexicans money, was
shrown into
. Monday this outrage
was followed up by the Mexicans opening

fire on.the American forces guarding the

ferry on the opposite shore. The assault
was responded to by Colonel Saxton of our
troops, who threw shells
into New Laredo,
silencing the Mexican guns.
A stock
‘is organizing in Russia
for the cultivation of cotton in Central
Asia.
Madri
ministerial
r
ae

8, Dian Oe

the Eoverninent

ied ro-establish the Concordas: of
has sent to the Government an
y new Schema for. {lie improvement

weeks, in addition

to

the

It has been

determined

to

:

deep,

tablishments employing it in. Chicago find

that ene-third more leather can be obtain
ed with it than with alike quantity of
bark. The processof tanning with it is
identical with. that with bark, but the
outer is tougher, finer, and more durable,
receives a finer finish. The plant is

tatoes
probably
the
next. Mr. Henry
Lane, of Cornwall, Vermont, is doubtless
the most successful cultivator of this crop

of any en record. 'It appears thatby his
mode of treatment the cost of one acre of
fleld beets is as follows :
Plowing the land,
$8.00
Drawing out manure,"
4.00
Spreading manure and harowing,
8.00
Ridging the land and sowing seed,
4.50
Cultivating once, bunching and thin-

¥

retain the Cultivati

present drawing systemin | Me Baltimore | Hoelng t
schools.

in

are placed and

vestment than any of the others, and po-

idly that it will undoubtedly be ready for
gi

inches

There is a much greater money value
in the beet crop, when it is rightly managed, than most farmers are aware. This
is true of all root crops, but the’ sugar
beet will yield a better return on the in.

recitation rooms, has been completed to the
second story. Work has also been resuméd upon the new college dormitory.
The
new hotel has been pushed forward so rapmany strangers are @

15

turnips

covered with sufficient earth to exclude

other college

time, when

about

topped

frost.— Buck's County Intelligencer.

publications.
The buildingsnow going up
at Prinééton are progressing rapidly. - The
new seminary building, to be devoted to

occupancy by Commencement

dug

which: the

of

commemoration of his visit to that country. It will cost about $25,000.
An American citizen was arrested by the
commander of the federal troops in New

trenches

of Liberal

increased by an adNearly $70,000 has

it 30

ning,
ve Himes,
Total,

5.00

6.00

an annual, and canbe mowed,

and

all this accomplished without a horse-

taps

3350 trees and

His

average

sets

cropof

as

nure

should ‘every season

beds.

Every farmer

be put on the

should have an aspar-

agus-bed. Tt is a moat healthful food.
The expense of plantinga bed is very small,
No: dpading ‘and forking are ‘edéssary ;
nor{8 salt essential, Hough, 11H 8004, —
| Pormors’ Gib.
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Soap is known world
ATHBAL GLYCRRINE,
et soapin the world, and the
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this omer discount is made to those who pay In
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rinse the
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asparagus beds should not be cut much for
three years.

Kiln

is

o

ited longth of time iftaken care of. Young
or

METI

eh. v ble cod
go

from
four to six tons each spring, about
one-half of which is run into diminutive
cakes, while the rest is made into molasses and put up in hermetically-sealed cans.

is important not to go too deep. An asparagus bed would last an almost unlimtwo

VA. ¥

Jorn

many

sugar

stacked like hay.
ASPARAGUS.
The roots should be put
four inches deep and sixteen inches apart;
the ground must be well manured and fork‘ed over,
Salt should be liberally used, a
bushel and & peck mightbe put on a bed
eighteen: by. thirty-six ‘feet. In. cutting it

Farm Duiries. a bo BMS iid:

State, ¥ doz ........ sesssasnssene 3s I

8

The insurrection in the province of Constantine, Algeria, proves unimportant.

Collége

Arts, Boston, is tobe
ditional professor,

id LE

ciety is out of debt, has a fund of $20,000
and also a farm with an income of $500,

i

The faculty of the

tian financial preblem.

Beef, eXtra Mess «vovavesseinsnnes 18
Pork, new mess, ¥ bbl. .......... 3

Two immensé lemons weighing together
four pounds and ten ounces, and measuring
respectively eighteen and seventeen inches
in circumference, were exhibited in a shop
at Jacksonville, Fla., a few days since.——
The Essex county (Mass.) agricultural so-

Tease

widow and

MARKET.

BREHAET

Java,

are especially favorable to turnips.
Hence
it is necessary to make the most of the
The Rev. ‘W. A. P. Martin, D. D., who
BosTON WHOLESALE PRICES.
The unveiling of the statute of Abraham wenf ont under the appointment of the turnip crop the present season. From
For the week ending April 12, 1876.
the
middle
to
the
end
of
July
is
the
time
Lincoln occurred at Washington, Friday,
Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions
CANDLES.
- PAINTS.
in the presence of the President and Cabi- as a missionary, about twenty years ago, usually chosen for sowing turnips, but the
seed may be sown any time in August, and
Lead, White—
net,the Supreme Court, the Senate and the was recently appointed President of the
Eng p. inoil 12 @&. 3
even as late as the first of September, | Po1soN IN GREEN WALL PAPERs.
MedHouse of Representatives and a large con- Imperial College at Pekin, China.
Am.do.dry 9% @.
He
Do.do. in oil 10 @. n
and
good
results
be
obtained.
For
breadical authorities state that this is quite a
course of people. The oration was deliver- teaches foreign science and law to the
Red, Am....8%@. 9.
cast sowing in corn flelds and, potato common cause of illness, especially among
Wdite—
ed by Frederick Douglass.
Chinese students.
!
F’chNo.hlryl0oi
patches,
there
is
no
better
variety
than
McDonald
and Avery, the St. Louis
children. Arsenic
is generally used in
Do.do.m of ie
Prof. Loomis, from a comparison of sevHalf a pound of seed to the green coloring, and so poisonous is it
‘crooked whiskey operators, have been sen- eral hundred cases, finds the average ve- the Strap-leaf.
that many persons, both young and old,
tenced, the first to imprisonment for three locity of stems
dn the United States to be the acre is sufficient for broadcast sowing;
years in the penetentiary
and ‘to pay a fine about 26 miles an hour, on the Atlantic 19.6 in"drills about two pounds will be requir- have been made positively and dangerous- Mocha, ¥ Bose. @: 20
Java... ¥... 2 @, >
ed, and the plants thinned out afterwards.
of $5000, the latter to two years’ imprisonly sick by living or sleeping in rooms Maracaibo
miles, and in Europe 26.6 miles.
e:
17 @. 20
ment and $1000 fine.
where the wall-paper was green, or large- Rio
«.iees 15 @. 19%
The cost per capita of instruction in the Sow after the last time of cultivating
ly of this color. Others have suffered in
Horace Greeley’s old Chappaqua mansion Boston common schools is $4.30 yearly. corn, and cover with a light,one-horse h
was totally destroyed by fire Friflay night. In Chicago it-is + 8 P2pnd in Cleveland only row. A very good method of covering the less degree from this poison, and a deNaptha...
seed is to fasten two common grain rakes cided
change for the better, followed
99 cents. ©
:
Five ‘professors of the Boston Dental side by side, and draw them between the removal from rooms so papered, or a re- oa
ver 13K @. 18% Appl PRODUCE.
bES50 @ 475
rows of corn.’ ‘This will be found to cover moval of the suspected papers from the Gd, Middling14 @
“Ay “oes
4 10
General Diaz appears to be’. complete | College have resigned.’
DOMESTICS.
The. legate
Pata between it sufficiently. They may be grown ata walls. ‘Never give bits of green paper or Sheetings and ne
“ master of the situation at Matamoras, and
at this cloth to small children who will be likely
Oxford and Cambfidge Was Won by Cam- cost of five cents per bushel, and
will probably make a movement on Monteare cheap for all stock,—pigs, sheep, hors- to suck or chew them; or serious poisonbridge
in
twenty
minutes
and
ninetéen
secrey shortly.
es and cattle. Drill in rows 2 1-2 feet ing may be the result. While on this | i
;
Réports froth Iceland state ohink the de- onds.
apart,
and thinned out to about six inches, subject let us speakalso of the visiting | Prin
The Brooklyn ‘Board of Education intend
vastation caused by volcanic eruptions fs
and other cards with enameled surface,
to petition the legislature to amend the they do better than if sown broadcast,
much 1éss extensive than was anticipated.
1,200
bushels
per
acre
being
no
uncommon
made. shining by the use of poisonous
New Laredo, Mexico, was Tuesday cap- school law, so as to exclude all children
Hy add
crop. Broadcast, however, is the usual white lead, very dangerous in the hands of" Cod,
under
six
years
of
age.
tured by the revolutionists. The trouble
young children.
A man in Northampton county, Pa., has way of sowing them here.
bétween the Mexican and United States
Turnips:. should be pulled before the
THE WESTERN
TANNIN
PLANT,
The
contracted
to
ship;
75,000
school
slates
to
forces is over.
ground becomes frozen very hard.
They
Western tannin plant (polygon-umamphibi- Alewives....6
.
grab
bbl.13 0021500
Russia contains 12,823,558 children of Japan,
Salmon—
Pena,
buFN 17
|
a200
The University of California has, asked do most of their growing and filling’ out* wm) which grows luxuriantly in *the MisNo. 1,4 toe
between seven and fourteen years of age,
Pans,
the legislature for $263,000 to meet its cur- in cool weather, and are only injured by souri River valley, seems destined to re- Berl
and only 69 per cent. go to school.
v box
Pek
bbY 3
The conference between Earl Derby and rent expenses and to make needed im- severe frosts that cut down the tops and. place oak bark'in tanning, “It contains 18
freeze
the
ground
hard.
They
may
be
per
cent.
of
tannin,
while
the
best
bark
FLOUR
AND MEAL.
Duc Decazes has, it 1s reported, resulted provements. ‘Expenses last year! were
‘stored’ for winter use in dry bins, or in contains but 12 per cent., and large es- 8t. Louis ext.8
$128,000.
in a satisfactory arrangement of the Egypimmense property is left to his
her heirs forever.

YORK

Wholesale Prices for the week

der our observation the old dash churn
gives the best results.— Maine Farmer.——

who

At the Mock-

NEW

769,000

buckets.

tim}

Hyson.«oov0e028
Young H
..30
Hyson

Neatsfoot¥'gal, (1 él 15

pense of
ENCAL

different sizes, will

Sesser

Bank dos.cs..-30 8.55

clear a field of stumps at a very ‘small ex-

of

Refuse

have become soiled with wear is to dip
Have a wide-mouthed.
them into benzine.
bottle full of benzine, put in the gloves,
and cork up the bottle; let them remain
in about ten minutes, then take them out
and press them between soft rags, afterward hanging them’ out in the open air.
The odor of the benzine is the chief objec:
tion, but this can be removedby laying
the gloves on a plate placed over a pot of
boiling water, with another plate turned
over them; this will increase the heat and |
steam, and drive off every particle of the

benzine.

3 4320:8.10

C'rse No.5 15 00_@ 22 00
after a
Refuse’... .
e112
arrowShngb dato 00 6200
water,| 8
This is

to prevent

the

10%

Pine, clear..2000 @ 55 00

trot.—The largest maple sugar manufacturerin Vermont, -and possibly in the
country, is F, H. Ray of Wilmington,

of these chimneys,

10

|

To prevent the skin discoloring
bruise, take a little dry starch or
root, merely moisten it with cold
and place it on the injured part.

Then select smooth

for this purpose turnips

(8.A§

.

monds will communicate an agreeable taste
and smell to an ounce of the castor oil of
commerce,and will not at all effect its medical action. Persons taking this medicine

it can be

roots the size of one’s finger and four or

¥h.....

Potaio, valli i i

- ONE ounce of the essence of bitter al-

border is enough for a family,—by digging

five inches long, and plant these a foot
apart in rows, leaving the crown an inch
fed with hay and grain are especially
| below ‘the surface. Keep clean,and the next
adapted. Of course cattle will live and
Spring this bed will yield roots that will
thrive upon dry hay and grain, but they
be tender and entirely free from the woody
always turn greedily from these to an oc-

winter time,

“highly manuréd to produce seventy bushels

public inter-

vice he gives $1000; to those serving

suffrage

for the" lecture

sufficiently what Nebraska

an appoint-

ment to address
the two houses of the
Towa legislature, at its recent session, ‘on

* er a session of 101 days.:
Obsequies over the remains of the late
A. T. Stewart were observed in New York

on Thursday, exciting much

made

taken two successive premiums at the
National Pomological Association shows

to do isto

Wh

v

cylinder Hoe press,and two Bullock presses

have been contracted for at a total cost of
$42,500, including . the stereotyping apparatus.

pear and apricot trees are growing as finely
as any one can ask.
The fact that we have

need

vitiated air already in the room; the fresh
supply will take care of itself if means for
its admission are provided.
It has been
usual to withdraw the air through open.
ings near the ceiling,—that is, to carry
off the warmer and therefore lighter portions, leaving the colder strata
at the
bottom of the room, with their gradual ac-

do. wh 1874., 8
LEATHER,
B.oo... 6x

a hot iron, repeating if necessary.
The
hot steam will penetrate the carpet (not
| 80
injuring the color at all) and kill both
worms and eggs.

Wl

ot

be stocked with

York.

we

for pushing air

are disappointing.

Then iron it dry with

1875 ..14

=

ument in New York harbor.
The women of Charlestown, S. C., have
given $1500 toward the Lee mausoleum.
Vermont Republican State convention at
Montpelier, June 29.
The Connecticut Legislature assembles
on May 3.
.
Mrs. B. F. Butler died on the Sth.
She
was 55 years old.
The North Bennington Pond (Vt.) is to

county, New

The business of the Chicago Inter-Ocean,
we are glad to see, has outgrown its eight-

into a room or a house

‘pected or detected.

1st sort,

PS
~

festival for, aha 24,

the proceedsto \Be devoted to the

3. We raise about as good wheat as in
A crevasse at ‘ Devil's Elbow,” on fhe | Minnesota,
I am not sure but quite as
Mississippi, has shortened the distance be- good, and about as good corn as in Illinois.
tween Memphis and Cairo’ eighteen miles.
Itis the only place I have found Where
One of the islands twenty-five miles above these two grains both grow well.
Memphis is disappearing rapidly and anoth4. IT have been here three seasons and
er is being formed.
.
have already raised wild plums, early
A man arrived in Rockport, Ind., a few
Richmond - cherries,
strawberries, raspdays since,
in a skiff in which he had berries, blackberries, and currants, and
made the voyage from a point in Cattaexpect this year to have peaches.
Apple,
raugus

All mechanical appliances
What

at six per cent.

ata high price.

you

30
im

@.

: 388

ized a grand ope

organ-

etc., is well established. In this vicinity,
excellent railroad land can be had for
from $3 to $4 per acre, on ten year's Hite,

is like a rope;

B.. «20

HOPS,

8 in
105

rears

BEI

The Franco-American Viton! hag

“Air

can pull it better than you can push it.”

Nn

utmegs.

gEads
LS

DOMESTIC.
A call for evidence in relation to the
Beecher, scandal has been issued by the
‘committee appointed by the New York and
Brooklyn Association of Congregational
Ministers:

Pennsylvania:

in

Cloves. vit
Halt. ONAN

gal. 100 @ 125
ern—

HI
ge

the legislative Bppropristion bill was again
discussed.
The Senate on Thursday, passed the
House bill to provide for the separate entry of express packages.
In the House,
Mr. Seeley, of Mass., reviewed the history
of our dealings with the Indians in a scholarly and exhaustive manner.
He entreated
the House to let the work of civilization
and Christianization go on as at present.

where society, including churches, schools,

engineer

Cuba

Ee

session

of a mining

be

eas
=25

evening

in the remark

may

2

the

The best practical
statement I have
met with about ventilation was contained

garments

had by mixing four tablespoonfuls of alcohol with a tablespoonful of salt. Shake
the ‘whole well together, and apply with
a sponge’ or brush.
To remove moths from carpets, wring
out a crash towel, and
{spread it smoothly
on the carpet wherever moths are sus-

aa

and at

for sale

"0OMMON SENSE VENTILATION,

2. Both
the Burlington & Missouri
and the Union Pacific railroads yet have
considerable land for sale, at reasonable
prices, and on easy terms.
Much of this is

from

€.10%

green. 1!

! Sas

a division.
The deficiency appropriation
bill, slightly amended, was passed.
The
bill to transfer the Indian bureau to the
War department was considered without

Corinthians, was recently offered

ol
*re

spots

I)

=

Senate amendment to the silver bill without

celled postage stamp, said to have been
taken from one of St. Paul's letters to the

~— Christian Union.

or grease

Slay,

s8

postal bill was passed, Harvey's amendment restoring the old rates of postage being rejected.
The House concurred in the

tq the persons who purchased the Moody
and Sankey ‘‘ relics,” to know that a can-

maining.

duce the swelling of severe wounds,
AN excellent recipe for removing paint

g8an
osasce

Hamlin’s

interesting

and west,
quantity re-

Salt Hay.
Straw,
Bs...»
wed
' HIDES AND SKINS.
Calcutta Cow, ¥ b—

Tur smoke from burning woolen rags
will immediately relieve the pain and re-

yn

in value to government bonds.

be

south

tends

®

amendments to the silver bill, At the evening session the legislative appropriation
bill was considered.
A bill was introduced in the Senate,
‘Wednesday,to make legal tender notes equal

The Methodist says it will

little farther

still a considerable

A LITTLE salt sprinkled in starch
to prevent it* from sticking.

26880

ing reached, however.
In the House, the
deficiency appropriation bill was reported,
and a motion made to concur in the Senate

in daily use.

A
is

feeding, the kind of stock it is ‘fed to, &c.

East&North 15 00 @2 00
At City Scales—retail,/

88

length in the Senate, Tuesday, no vote be-

The identical chairs and desks of Cass,
Calhoun, Webster,
Clay,
Doyglass and
Benton still remain in the Capitol, and are

ture.
there

over 3 cts. per bushel. If we add to this
the use of land, manure, and seed, the
whole cost will not exceed 6 cents per
bushel, while the value of such.a crop to
any farmer is from 15 to 25 cents a bushel, according to the locality, the mode of

VARIOUS HINTS,

88

harbor appropriation bill. General Banks
spoke two hours and a half in advocacy
of the Hawaiian treaty bill.
The bill fixing the rate of postage on
third-class mail matter was discussed at

J

"for one

Es

river and

of cultivation

: 22E3

out debate, the House passed the

Rev. A. D. Williams writes as follows
from Kenesaw, Nebraska :
1. There is some government land =n
this vicinity, that can be taken by homestead, by pre-emption, or by timber cul-

A Hazleton clock-maker has constructed
a fac simile of the great clock at Strasburg,
one-third its size with all its automatic figures.

cost

eset

Under a suspension of the rules, and with-

‘Cub, gedtle sprig; ethereal bliddess,
cub.” Ah-kit-chew.—N. Y. Evening Mail.

is the

tr

sections of the “silver currency” bill, the
balance being withdrawn for the present.

taking action,

ANSWERS TO INQUIRIES.

MISCELLANEOUS.

OONGRESSIONAL.

The Senate, Monday, passed the first two

This

acre, and the yield was 1,050 . bushels.
The cost in labor, therefore, was but little
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